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Preface

Every closed 3-manifold may be smoothly embedded in S5. The question of

which 3-manifolds embed in S4 depends markedly on the interpretation of “em-

bedding”. Freedman showed that every integral homology 3-sphere bounds a con-

tractible TOP 4-manifold, and so embeds as a TOP locally flat submanifold of S4.

This is strikingly simpler than in the case of smooth (or PL locally flat) embed-

dings, where the corresponding question remains open, and seems quite delicate.

We have chosen therefore to focus on TOP locally flat embeddings, rather than

smooth embeddings. Many of the examples in this book are constructed by ambi-

ent surgery on “bipartite links” in the equatorial S3, and so are smooth, but most

of the algebraic constraints on embeddings that we use also obstruct locally flat

embeddings into homology 4-spheres.

It seems unlikely that there will ever be a reduction of the question of which

closed orientable 3-manifolds embed in S4 to the determination of familiar invari-

ants. However if we restrict the scope of the question to 3-manifolds with virtually

solvable fundamental groups or which are Seifert fibred then much is known. Man-

ifolds of the first type have one of the geometries S3, S2 × E1, E3, Nil3 and Sol3.
Just 13 manifolds of this type embed, as was shown in joint work with J. S. Crisp.

Seifert fibred manifolds either have one of the first four of these geometries or are

H2 × E1- or S̃L-manifolds. The strong results on smooth embeddings of Seifert

fibred 3-manifolds due to A. Donald and to A. Issa and D. McCoy suggest plausible

outcomes for the Seifert fibred cases.

The main themes of this book are the concentration on well-understood classes

of 3-manifolds, the study of the complementary regions, and the use of 4-dimensional

TOP surgery. On the other hand, we make no use of gauge-theoretic ideas.

The first two chapters are introductory. Chapter 1 gives the notation and

terminology from algebra and topology that we shall use. The key invariants are

the Euler characteristic and fundamental groups of the complementary regions. In

Chapter 2 we summarize the basic facts about these invariants, which go back to

the first paper on the subject, by W. Hantzsche in 1938, enhanced much later by

A. Kawauchi and S. Kojima. We also describe the construction of embeddings by

0-framed surgery on bipartedly slice links. This construction was introduced by P.

Gilmer and C. Livingston, and was used by W. B. R. Lickorish, to realize pairs of

groups with balanced presentations and isomorphic abelianization. We then define

the notion of 2-knot surgery (first used by Livingston), by means of which it may

be shown that most 3-manifolds which embed do so in infinitely many ways.

vii



viii PREFACE

In Chapter 3 we consider 3-manifolds which are Seifert fibred over orientable

base orbifolds, and apply the G-Index Theorem (for finite cyclic G) to show that if

M is an H2 ×E1-manifold and the base orbifold has genus 0 and all cone points of

odd order then M embeds in S4 if and only if the Seifert data is skew-symmetric.

We state here some of the results of Donald, Issa and McCoy. In Chapter 4 we

consider 3-manifolds which are Seifert fibred over non-orientable bases and give

strong bounds for the Euler numbers of manifolds with given base orbifold which

can embed. (The argument here also uses the G-Index Theorem, albeit in a different

manner, and for G = Z/2Z only.) In chapter 5 we settle the case of 3-manifolds with

virtually solvable group. We then uses 4-dimensional topological surgery to show

that if M is a 3-manifold such that π1(M) is an extension of a torsion-free solvable

group G by a perfect normal subgroup then M embeds if and only if G ∼= π1(P )

for some 3-manifold P which embeds.

In the remaining three chapters we consider the complementary regions in some

detail. If M = #r(S2 ×S1) then M has different embeddings with complementary

regions having Euler characteristics of all possible values allowed by the elementary

considerations of Chapter 2. We use Massey products to show that this is not the

case for M a Seifert fibred 3-manifold with β1(M) > 1.

In order to use 4-dimensional surgery arguments we must restrict the possible

fundamental groups of the complementary regions. Under our present understand-

ing of the Disc Embedding Theorem, these groups should be in the class of groups

generated from groups with sub-exponential growth by increasing unions and ex-

tensions. In Chapters 7 and 8 we assume that the complementary regions have

abelian or nilpotent fundamental groups (respectively). The possible groups are

known in the abelian case and severely restricted in the nilpotent case. If the group

is also torsion-free then there is scope for identifying the homotopy types of the

complementary regions and applying surgery.

Finally, there is an appendix in which we analyze the linking pairings of ori-

entable 3-manifolds which are Seifert fibred over orientable base orbifolds.

I would like to thank John Crisp for the collaboration which is recorded in

Chapter 4 and the first part of Chapter 5. In particular he saw how to extend

unpublished work of mine on S1-bundles to the Seifert fibred case, and then worked

out how to handle the Sol3-manifolds which do not fibre over S1.

Jonathan Hillman

8 March 2024



CHAPTER 1

Preliminaries

We shall begin by summarizing some of the notation and terminology that we

shall use, first for groups and pairings, and then for topology.

1.1. Groups

Let G be a group. Our commutator convention is that if g, h ∈ G then [g, h] =

ghg−1h−1. We shall let ζG, G′ = [G,G] and Gab = G/G′ denote the centre,

commutator subgroup and abelianization of G, respectively. The lower central

series is defined by γ1G = G and γn+1G = [G, γnG] for all n ⩾ 1. Similarly, the

rational lower central series is given by letting γQ1 G = G and γQk+1G be the preimage

in G of the torsion subgroup of G/[G, γQkG]. Then G/γ
Q
kG is a torsion free nilpotent

group, and {γQkG}k⩾1 is the most rapidly descending central series of subgroups of

G with this property.

We may also let G′′ = [G′, G′] and I(G) = γQ[2]G denote the second derived

subgroup and isolator subgroup of G, respectively. (Thus G/I(G) is the maximal

torsion-free abelian quotient of G.) Each of the subgroups defined thus far is char-

acteristic in G, and so is normal in any overgroup H containing G as a normal

subgroup.

A group is virtually solvable if it has a normal subgroup of finite index which is

solvable. The Hirsch length h(G) of such a group G is the sum of the ranks of the

abelian sections of a composition series for G. It is restrained if it has no non-cyclic

free subgroup. Restrained groups have deficiency ⩽ 1 [BP78]. Amenable groups

and groups which are “good” in the sense of [FQ] are restrained, but the most

important examples for us are abelian or nilpotent.

Let F (r) be the free group of rank r. Let D∞ = Z/2Z ∗ Z/2Z be the infinite

dihedral group. Let BS(1,m) be the Baumslag-Solitar group with presentation

⟨t, a | tat−1 = am⟩, form ∈ Z\{0}. Then BS(1, 1) ∼= Z2, while BS(1,−1) ∼= π1(Kb)

is the Klein bottle group.

Our principal reference for group theory is [Rob].

1.2. Homological group theory

The Universal Coefficient Theorem for homology gives an exact sequence

0 → F ⊗H2(G;Z) → H2(G;F ) → Tor(F,Gab) → 0,

for any group G and field F , since H1(G;Z) = Gab. If A is a finitely generated

abelian group and F = Fp then Tor(Fp, A) ∼= pA = Ker(p.idA). If A is finite

1



2 1. PRELIMINARIES

then A/pA and Ker(p.idA) have the same dimension. Hence if G is finite then

β2(G;Fp) ⩾ β1(G;Fp), for any prime p, and G is homologically balanced if and

only if H2(G;Z) = 0.

If A is abelian then H2(A;Z) = A ∧A. If also F = Fp and p is odd or if p = 2

and A has no summand of exponent 2 then this sequence is canonically split, and

so H2(A;Fp) ∼= ((A/pA)∧ (A/pA))⊕Ker(p.idA) [Bro, Theorem V.6.6]. (There are

abelian 2-groups for which there is no canonical splitting.)

There are similar Universal Coefficent exact sequences for cohomology

0 → Ext(Gab, F ) → H2(G;F ) → Hom(Gab, F ) → 0.

A finite presentation for a group is balanced if it has the same number of

relations as of generators. The group then has deficiency ⩾ 0. (We may always

add trivial relators to a presentation with positive deficiency to get one which is

balanced.) A finitely generated group G is homologically balanced if β2(G;R) ⩽
β1(G;R), for any coefficient ring R. A presentation for a group G is efficient if it

has deficiency β1(G;Z)− β2(G;Z).
If, moreover, def(G) = 1 then G is an ascending HNN extension, and so the

first L2-Betti number β
(2)
1 (G) = 0. Hence c.d.G ⩽ 2, by [FMGK, Theorem 2.5].

The argument is homological, and so it suffices that the augmentation ideal in Z[G]
have a presentation of deficiency 1 as a Z[G]-module.

A finitely generated nilpotent group G is finite if and only if β1(G;Q) = 0

if and only if h(G) = 0. The Sylow subgroups of a finite nilpotent group G are

characteristic, and G is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups [Rob, 5.2.4]. It

then follows from the Künneth Theorem that H2(G) = 0 if and only if H2(P ) = 0

for all such Sylow subgroups P . On the other hand, it is not clear that if H2(G) = 0

then G must have a balanced presentation, even if this is so for each of its Sylow

subgroups. In general there may be a gap between homological necessary conditions

and combinatorial sufficient conditions.

Our principal references for cohomological group theory are [Bie] and [Bro].

1.3. Bilinear pairings

A linking pairing on a finite abelian group N is a symmetric bilinear function

ℓ : N ×N → Q/Z which is nonsingular in the sense that ad(ℓ) : n 7→ ℓ(−, n) defines
an isomorphism from N to Hom(N,Q/Z). If L is a subgroup of N then ad(ℓ)

induces an isomorphism L⊥ = {t ∈ N | ℓ(t, l) = 0 ∀l ∈ L} ∼= N/L. It is metabolic

if there is a subgroup P with P = P⊥, split [KK80] if also P is a direct summand

and hyperbolic if N is the direct sum of two such subgroups. If ℓ is split then N/P

is (non-canonically) isomorphic to P , and so N is a direct double. A linking pairing

ℓ is even if 2k−1ℓ(x, x) ∈ Z for all x ∈ N such that 2kx = 0. Hyperbolic pairings

are even. We shall say that ℓ is odd if it is not even.

Every linking pairing splits uniquely as the orthogonal sum (over primes p) of

its restrictions to the p-primary subgroups of N . If w = p
q ∈ Q× (where (p, q) = 1)

let ℓw be the pairing on Z/qZ given by ℓw(m,n) = [mnw] ∈ Q/Z. Then ℓw ∼= ℓw′ if

and only if w′ = n2w for some integer n with (n, q) = 1. When q = pk is a power of
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an odd prime there are just two isomorphism classes of such pairings. Thus every

linking pairing on an abelian group of odd order is an orthogonal sum of pairings

on cyclic groups. However, if q = 2k then ℓw ∼= ℓw′ if and only if 2kw′ ≡ 2kw

mod (2k, 8). In this case there are also indecomposable pairings Ek0 and Ek1 on the

groups (Z/2kZ)2, with matrices
(

0 2−k

2−k 0

)
, for k ⩾ 1, and

(
21−k 2−k

2−k 21−k

)
, for k ⩾ 2,

respectively. The set of all such pairings is a semigroup with respect to orthogonal

direct sum, and its structure has been completely determined [KK80, Wa64].

It is often convenient to study linking pairings via matrices. Let N ∼= (Z/pkZ)ρ,
with basis e1, . . . , eρ, and let ℓ be a linking pairing onN . Let be the ρ×ρmatrix with

(i, j) entry pkℓ(ei, ej), considered as an element of Z/pkZ. Then L ∈ GL(ρ, Z/pkZ),

since ℓ is non-singular. The rank of ℓ is rk(ℓ) = dimFp
N/pN = ρ. If p is odd then

a linking pairing ℓ on a free Z/pkZ-module N is determined up to isomorphism by

rk(ℓ) and the image d(ℓ) of det(L) in F×
p /(F×

p )
2 = Z/2Z. (This is independent of

the choice of basis for N .) In particular, ℓ is hyperbolic if and only if ρ = rk(ℓ) is

even and d(ℓ) = [(−1)
ρ
2 ]. If p = 2 and k ⩾ 3 then ℓ is determined by the image of L

in GL(ρ,Z/8Z); if moreover ℓ is even and k ⩾ 2 then ρ is even and ℓ is determined

by the image of L in GL(ρ,Z/4Z) [De05, KK80, Wa64].

1.4. Algebraic topology

If W is a cell-complex its universal cover W̃ has an induced cellular struc-

ture. Let Γ = Z[π1(W )], and let C∗ = C∗(W ;Z[π1(W )]) be the chain complex of

W̃ , considered as a complex of free left Γ-modules. Then Hi(W ; Γ) = Hi(C∗) is

Hi(W̃ ), with the natural Γ-module structure, for all i. The equivariant cohomol-

ogy of W̃ is defined in terms of the cochain complex C∗ = HomΓ(C∗,Γ), which

is naturally a complex of right modules. Let C
q
be the left Γ-module obtained

via the canonical anti-involution of Γ, defined by g 7→ g−1 for all g ∈ π1(W ), and

let Hj(W ; Γ) = Hj(C
∗
). We use similar notation for pairs of spaces. If W is

a 4-manifold with boundary then equivariant Poincaré-Lefshetz duality gives iso-

morphisms Hi(W ; Γ) ∼= H4−i(W,∂W ; Γ) and Hj(W ; Γ) ∼= H4−j(W,∂W ; Γ), for all

i, j ⩽ 4.

Let X and Y be connected cell complexes, and let R be a Z[π1(X)]-module.

A map f : Y → X is a R-homology isomorphism if π1(f) is an epimorphism and

f induces isomorphisms on homology with local coefficients (induced from) R. A

cobordism W with ∂W = M1 ⊔M2 is an H-cobordism over R (or an R-homology

cobordism) if the inclusions of the Mi into W are R-homology isomorphisms, for

i = 1, 2.

Let F be a prime field (Q or Fp, where p is a prime). If G is a group the Massey

product structures for classes in H1(G;F) are closely related to the rational and

p-lower central series of G. We shall only use the following special case. Let a, b, c

be classes in H1(G;R) represented by 1-cycles α, β and γ. If a ∪ b = b ∪ c = 0

then the Massey triple product⟨a, b, c⟩ in H2(G;R) is the class represented by the

2-cycle eα,βγ+αeβ,γ , where eα,β and eβ,γ are 1-chains such that ∂1(eα,β) = αβ and

∂1(eβ,γ) = βγ as 2-cocycles. (See [Ma68, Dw75] and also Chapter 12 of [AIL]).
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We shall not write coefficients Z for integral homology, cohomology or Betti

numbers.

1.5. Manifolds

Let T be the torus, Tg = #gT the closed orientable surface of genus g ⩾ 0,

Kb the Klein bottle and Pc = #cRP2 the closed non-orientable surface with c ⩾ 1

cross-caps. In Chapter 6 we shall also use the notation RPℓ = S1 ∪ℓ e2 for the

pseudo-projective plane with fundamental group Z/ℓZ. If B is a 2-orbifold then

|B| is the underlying surface. A 2-handlebody is a (smooth) 4-manifold constructed

by adding 1- and 2-handles to D4.

If M is an n-manifold Mo = M \Dn is the bounded manifold obtained by

deleting a small open n-disc.

An embedding j of an m-manifold M in an (m+ k)-manifold N is locally flat

if each point x ∈ M has a neighbourhood U ⊂ M such that j(U) has a product

neighbourhood V ∼= U × (−1, 1) in N .

An n-sphere S is a twisted double if S ∼= W ∪θ W , where W is a compact

n-manifold with connected boundary and θ is a selfhomeomorphism of ∂W .

Our notation for knots and links is that of the tables in [Rol]. If L is a link

in S3 with open regular neighbourhood n(L) then X(L) = S3 \ n(L) is the link

exterior. πL = π1(X(L)) is the link group, and M(L) is the 3-manifold obtained

by 0-framed surgery on L.

A knot K in S3 is algebraically slice if its Blanchfield pairing is neutral. It

is homotopically ribbon if if it bounds a disc D ⊂ D4 such that the inclusion of

M(K) = ∂D4 \D into D4 \ D induces an epimorphism on fundamental groups

[CG83].

1.6. Duality pairings for 3-manifolds

Let M be a closed connected orientable 3-manifold with fundamental group π,

and let β = β1(M ;Q). Let τM be the torsion subgroup of H1(M). Then Poincaré

duality determines a linking pairing ℓM : τM × τM → Q/Z. This is symmetric,

bilinear, and nonsingular in the sense that the adjoint function ℓ̃M : m 7→ ℓ(−,m)

defines an isomorphism from τM to Hom(τM ,Q/Z). (Open 3-manifolds also have

well-defined torsion linking pairings, but these may be singular.)

The linking pairing ℓM may be described as follows. Let w, z be disjoint 1-cycles

representing elements of τM and suppose that mz = ∂C for some 2-chain C which

is transverse to w and some nonzero m ∈ Z. Then ℓM ([w], [z]) = (w•C)/m ∈ Q/Z.
There is a dual formulation, in terms of cohomology. Let βQ/Z : H1(M ;Q/Z) →
H2(M) be the Bockstein homomorphism associated with the coefficient sequence

0 → Z → Q → Q/Z → 0,

and let D : H1(M) → H2(M) be the Poincaré duality isomorphism. Then ℓM may

be given by the equation

ℓ(w, z) = (D(w) ∪ β−1
Q/ZD(z))([M ]) ∈ Q/Z.
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There are analogous pairings on covering spaces of M . In particular, if ϕ :

π1(M) → Z is an epimorphism with associated covering space Mϕ, and t is a gen-

erator t for the covering group then the homology modules H1(Mϕ;R) are finitely

generated RΛ-modules, where Λ = Z[Z] = Z[t, t−1] and RΛ = R⊗ZΛ, for any coeffi-

cient ring R. Let Hi(M ;QΛ) = Hi(Mϕ;Q) and Hi(M ;Q(t)) = Q(t)⊗ΛHi(M ;QΛ).

Let B be the QΛ-torsion submodule of H1(M ;QΛ).Then equivariant Poincaré du-

ality and the universal coefficient theorem together define a pairing b : B × B →
Q(t)/Q[t, t−1], which is called the Blanchfield pairing associated to the covering.

This pairing is nonsingular and hermitian with respect to the involution sending t

to t−1.

When ϕ corresponds to a fibre bundle projection from M to S1 with fibre F a

closed surface bϕ is equivalent to the isometric structure given by the intersection

pairing IF on H1(F ;Q), together with the isometric action of Z. (See Appendix A

of [Lit84].) Such a pairing is neutral if the underlying QΛ-torsion module has a

submodule which is its own annihilator with respect to the pairing. (See Chapter

2 of [AIL].)

Two such pairings are Witt-equivalent if they become isomorphic after addi-

tion of suitable neutral pairings. The Witt group of isometric structures on finite

dimensional Q-vector spaces is the set W+(Q(t)/QΛ) of Witt equivalence classes of

such pairings, with the addition induced by direct sum of pairings. (See [Neu].)

1.7. Exotica

We mention briefly two other notions which are perhaps not yet part of the

standard background of geometric topologists, but which appear in minor roles in

this book. The first is L2-homology, which is invoked in §6.9, Theorem 7.9 and

§8.2. We only need to know the L2-Euler formula χ(X) = Σ(−1)qβ
(2)
q (X) and that

β
(2)
1 (G) = 0 if G is virtually solvable or has a finitely generated infinite normal

subgroup of infinite index. See [Lück]. The second is p-profinite completion, which

is used in Theorem 8.4. See [Ser].





CHAPTER 2

Invariants and Constructions

The key algebraic invariants for our purposes are the fundamental groups of

the spaces involved, the torsion linking pairing on the 3-manifold and the Euler

characteristic of the complementary regions. In this chapter we shall review the

basic constraints on these invariants and describe the construction by 0-framed

surgery on bipartite links, from which many of our examples derive. We also give

an application of this construction by W. B. R. Lickorish, who showed that any two

groups with balanced finite presentations and isomorphic abelianization could be

realized as the fundamental groups of complementary regions of some embedding of

a 3-manifold in S4. In the final section we introduce the notion of 2-knot surgery.

2.1. Codimension-1 embeddings

If M is a closed connected smooth hypersurface in Sn+1 (where n > 0) then M

has a product neighbourhood M × (−1, 1). For otherwise there would be a simple

closed curve in Sn+1 intersecting M transversally in one point, contradicting the

fact that Sn+1 is simply connected. Hence M is orientable, and Sn+1 \M has two

components, with closures X and Y , say, which we shall call the complementary

regions of the embedding, for brevity. (The fact that M must be orientable and

the complement must have two components holds for any embedding of a closed

n-manifold in Sn+1, by Alexander duality.)

The only connected closed 1-manifold is the circle S1, and embeddings of S1

in S2 are all equivalent, by the classical Schoenflies theorem. (The study of em-

beddings of more than one copy of S1 reduces to a simple combinatorial analysis

of the lattice of ovals bounded by a finite family of disjoint simple closed curves in

the plane.)

In higher dimensions we must assume that the embedding is locally flat, in

order to avoid such pathologies as Alexander’s horned sphere. Alexander showed

that PL embeddings of S2 in S3 are standard, while locally flat embeddings of Sn

into Sn+1 are all equivalent (for each n ⩾ 1), by the generalized the Schoenflies

Theorem of M. Brown and B. Mazur. (This is true also for smooth embeddings of

Sn into Sn+1, if n ⩾ 4, but remains an open problem when n = 3.)

The following result of M. Brown is a basic consequence of the existence of

normal bundles in differential topology, and plays a role in the Brown-Mazur-

Schoenflies Theorem. The present proof is due to R. Connelly [Co71].

Theorem 2.1 (Brown). Let M be a compact manifold with non-empty bound-

ary. Then ∂M has a collared neighbourhood V ∼= ∂M × R+.

7



8 2. INVARIANTS AND CONSTRUCTIONS

Proof. Let N = M ∪∂M ∂M × R+, where we identify x ∈ ∂M with (x, 0)

in ∂M × R+. We shall construct a homeomorphism of N with pushes the closed

subspace M out onto M ∪∂M ∂M × [0, 1]. Since ∂M is compact it has a finite open

cover U = {U1, . . . , Un} by subsets with product neighbourhoods. Thus there are

embeddings hi : Ui× [−1, 0] →M such that hi(ui, 0) = ui for all ui ∈ Ui and i ⩽ n.

These embeddings extend to embeddings Hi : Ui × [−1,∞) → N in an obvious

way. Since ∂M is a compact Hausdorff space there is a continuouspartition of unity

{λi}i⩽n subordinate to U . For each 0 ⩽ a ⩽ 1 let ζa be the self-homeomorphism of

[−1,∞) given by ζa(t) = t if −1 ⩽ t ⩽ − 1
2 , ζ1(t) = (1− 2a)t+ a if − 1

2 ⩽ t ⩽ 0 and

ζa(t) = t+ a if t ⩾ 0.

Let Pi : N → N be the self-homeomorphism which maps (ui, t) to (ui, ζλi(ui)(t)),

and which is the identity outside Ui × [−1,∞), for all ui ∈ Ui and i ⩽ n, Then

the composite P = P1 ◦ P2 ◦ · · · ◦ Pn is a homeomorphism such that P (M) =

M ∪∂M ∂M × [0, 1]. Clearly V = P−1(∂M × [0, 1]) is as required. □

An immediate consequence of this theorem is that every closed TOP locally

flat hypersurface M ⊂ Sn has a product neighbourhood M × (−1, 1).

When n = 2 Alexander showed also that if M is the torus T then one of the

complementary regions is S1 × D2, and so the classification of embeddings of T

reduces to knot theory. If χ(M) < 0 then we can use pairwise connected sums to

construct embeddings which are “knotted on both sides”, but there are embeddings

of a more complicated nature. See [BPW19].

Alexander’s torus theorem has an analogue due to I. R. Aitchison: if M =

S2×S1 then one of the complementary regions is S2×D2, and so the classification

of embeddings of S2 × S1 reduces to 2-knot theory. (See Theorem 6.1 below.)

We shall assume henceforth that n = 3. Unless otherwise stated, all 3-manifolds

considered here shall be closed, connected and orientable, and we shall usually write

“homology sphere” instead of “integral homology 3-sphere”.

2.2. Embedding 3-manifolds

A 3-manifold M embeds in R4 if and only if it embeds in S4. Since our argu-

ments are largely homological it is often more natural to assume that M embeds in

a homology 4-sphere Σ. However, we shall usually focus on the standard case. An

embedding j : M → S4 is smoothable if it is smooth with respect to some smooth

structure on S4, equivalently, if each complementary region is a 4-dimensional han-

dlebody (i.e., may be constructed by attaching 1-, 2- and 3-handles to D4). Al-

though the embeddings that we shall construct are usually smooth embeddings in

the standard 4-sphere, we wish to apply 4-dimensional topological surgery , and

so henceforth embedding shall mean TOP locally flat embedding, unless otherwise

qualified.

Let j : M → S4 be an embedding, with complementary regions X and Y ,

and let jX and jY be the inclusions of M into X and Y , respectively. Clearly

∂X = ∂Y = M . We may assume X and Y are chosen so that χ(X) ⩽ χ(Y ). (On

occasion, we shall use W for either of the complementary regions when the size of
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χ(W ) is not relevant.) Let π = π1(M), πX = π1(X) and πY = π1(Y ). One of the

subsidiary themes of this book is the interaction between χ(X) and π1(X).

The symbols X, Y , π, πX and πY shall have the above interpretations through-

out the book. We shall also abbreviate β1(M) as β, when the meaning is clear from

the context.

We shall summarize the basic properties of the homology and cohomology of the

complementary regions in the next lemma. One simple but important observation is

that the natural homomorphism H2(X) → H2(X,M) is 0, since it factors through

H2(S
4) → H2(S

4, Y ) and an excision isomorphism, and similarly for H2(Y ) →
H2(Y,M). Equivalently, the intersection pairings are trivial on H2(X) and H2(Y ).

(See Theorem 7.7 below for one use of this observation.)

Lemma 2.2. Suppose M embeds in S4, with complementary regions X and Y .

Then

(1) χ(X) + χ(Y ) = 2;

(2) Hi(M ;R) ∼= Hi(X;R) ⊕ Hi(Y ;R), for i = 1, 2, while Hi(X;R) = 0 for

i > 2, for any simple coefficients R (and similarly for cohomology);

(3) H1(X;R) ∼= H2(Y ;R) and H2(X;R) ∼= H1(Y ;R);

(4) β = β1(M) = β1(X) + β2(X);

(5) 1− β ⩽ χ(X) ⩽ χ(Y ) ⩽ 1 + β and χ(X) ≡ χ(Y ) ≡ 1 + β mod (2); and

(6) πX is homologically balanced.

Proof. The first assertion is clear, since 2 = χ(S4) = χ(X) + χ(Y ) − χ(M)

and χ(M) = 0. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence for S4 = X ∪M Y with coefficients R

gives isomorphisms

Hi(M ;R) ∼= Hi(X;R)⊕Hi(Y ;R),

for i = 1, 2, while Hj(X;R) = Hj(Y ;R) = 0 for j > 2. Moreover, H2(X;R) ∼=
H1(Y ;R), by Poincaré-Lefshetz duality and excision (or by Alexander duality).

Then β = β1(X) + β2(X), so χ(X) = 1 + β − 2β1(X), where 0 ⩽ β1(X) ⩽ β.

The final assertion follows from (3) and Hopf’s Theorem, that H2(πX ;F ) is a

quotient of H2(X;F ) for any field F . □

In particular, H1(M ;R) ∼= H1(X;R) ⊕ H1(Y ;R) has a basis consisting of

epimorphisms which extend on one side or the other. If β = 0 then χ(X) = χ(Y ) =

1, while if β = 1 then χ(X) = 0 and χ(Y ) = 2.

The cohomology ring H∗(M) is determined by the 3-fold product

µM : ∧3H1(M) → H3(M)

and Poincaré duality. If we identify H3(M) with Z we may view µM as an element

of ∧3(H1(M)/τM ). Every finitely generated free abelian group H and linear homo-

morphism µ : ∧3H → Z is realized by some closed orientable 3-manifold [Su75].

(If β ⩽ 2 then ∧3Zβ = 0, and so µM = 0.)

Lemma 2.3. The cup product 3-form µM is 0 if and only if all cup products of

classes in H1(M) are 0. Its restrictions to each of ∧3H1(X) and ∧3H1(Y ) are 0.
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Proof. Poincaré duality implies immediately that µM = 0 if and only if all

cup products from ∧2H1(M) to H2(M) are 0. The second assertion is clear, since

H3(X) = H3(Y ) = 0. □

See [Lev83] for the parallel case of doubly sliced knots.

If µM ̸= 0 then H1(X) and H1(Y ) are non-trivial proper summands of H1(M).

However, if µM = 0 this lemma places no condition on these summands.

The 3-form µM is 0 if and only if π/γQ3 π
∼= F (β)/γQ3 F (β) [Su75]. However,

this is a rather weak condition. The next lemma gives a stronger result.

Lemma 2.4. If H1(Y ) = 0 then π/γkπ ∼= F (β)/γkF (β), for all k ⩾ 1.

Proof. If H1(Y ) = 0 then H2(X) = 0, and T must be 0, by the non-

degeneracy of ℓM , so H1(M) ∼= H1(X) ∼= Zβ . Let f : ∨βS1 → X be any

map such that H1(f) is an isomorphism. Then jX and f induce isomorphisms

on all quotients of the lower central series, by Stallings’ Theorem [St65], and so

π/γkπ ∼= F (β)/γkF (β), for all k ⩾ 1. □

If M is the result of surgery on a β-component slice link L then it has an

embedding with a 1-connected complementary region, and so this lemma applies.

However there are slice links which are not homology boundary links. (See [AIL,

Figure 8.1].) For such links the abelianization of the link group does not factor

through a homomorphism onto a free group.

There are parallel results for the rational lower central series and the p-central

series, for primes p, with coefficients Q and Fp, respectively. In particular, if

β1(Y ) = 0 then π/γQk π
∼= F (β)/γQk F (β), for all k ⩾ 1. Stallings’ Theorem

can be refined to relate “freeness” of quotients of such series and the vanishing

of higher Massey products [Dw75]. For instance, the kernel of cup product ∪G
from ∧2H1(G;Q) to H2(G;Q) is isomorphic to γQ2 G/γ

Q
3 G ([Su75] – see also [AIL,

§12.2].) In particular, ∪G is injective if γ2G/γ3G is finite.

Unfortunately, the fact that Ker(∪X) ⊆ Ker(∪M ) does not have useful con-

sequences for M . For if β1(X) < β then Ker(∪X) has rank at most
(
β1(X)

2

)
⩽(

β−1
2

)
=

(
β
2

)
− β, which is a lower bound for the rank of Ker(∪M ). If β1(X) = β

then β2(X) = 0 so µM = 0, and all cup products of degree-1 classes are 0.

The diagram of fundamental groups determined by the inclusions of M into X

and Y and of X and Y into S4 is a push-out diagram, by Van Kampen’s Theorem.

π
π1(jX)−−−−→ πX

π1(jY )

y y
πY −−−−→ 1.

The use of this observation in the proof of Aitchison’s Theorem (Theorem 6.1 below)

is formalized in the next lemma.

Lemma 2.5. If π1(jX) is a split monomorphism then πY = 1.
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Proof. Let σ : πX → π be a homomorphism such that σ ◦ π1(jX) = idπ, and

let fX = π1(jY ) ◦σ. Then fX ◦π1(jX) = idπY
◦π1(jY ) and so idπY

factors through

the pushout group 1. Hence πY = 1. □

2.3. Hyperbolicity of the linking pairing

In the early paper [Ha38] W. Hantzsche observed that the torsion subgroup

of H1(M) is a direct double. This follows easily from the Universal Coefficient

Theorem and Alexander duality. Let τM , τX and τY denote the torsion subgroups

of H1(M), H1(X) and H1(Y ), respectively. Then τM ∼= τX ⊕ τY , by the Mayer-

Vietoris argument, and τX ∼= Ext(τY ,Z) = Hom(τY ,Q/Z), sinceH1(M) ∼= H2(Y ).

Hence τX is non-canonically isomorphic to τY , and so τM ∼= τX ⊕ τX .

Looking more closely at the role of duality, A. Kawauchi and S. Kojima strength-

ened this result [KK80, Lemma 6.1].

Lemma 2.6 (Kawauchi-Kojima). If a closed connected 3-manifold M embeds

as a locally flat submanifold of S3 then ℓM is hyperbolic.

Proof. Let DX,M : H2(X,M) → H2(X) and DM : H1(M) → H2(M) be

the duality isomorphisms determined by an orientation for (X,M), and let δX :

H2(X,M) → H1(M) be the connecting homomorphism in the homology exact

sequence for the pair. Then j∗XDX,M = DMδX .

It follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence that Hi(M) maps onto Hi(X), for

i = 1 or 2, and hence that there is a short exact sequence

0 → H2(X,M)
δX−−−−→ H1(M)

jX∗−−−−→ H1(X) → 0.

Let τX,M and τY,M be the torsion subgroups of H2(X,M) and H2(Y,M), re-

spectively. Then DX,M restricts to give an isomorphism τX,M ∼= Ext(τX ,Z) =

Hom(τX ,Q/Z). (Similarly, DM restricts to give τM ∼= Hom(τM ,Q/Z).) Hence

|τM | = |τX,M ||τX |, and so the sequence of torsion subgroups

0 → τX,M → τM → τX → 0

is also exact. (In particular, τX,M and τY,M are the kernels of the induced homo-

morphisms from τM to H1(X) and H1(Y ), respectively.) Since

ℓM (δXa, δXb) = DM (δXb)(δXa) = j∗XDX,M (b)(δXa) = DX,M (b)(jX∗δXa) = 0,

for all a, b ∈ τX,M , the image of τX,M under δX is self-annihilating. Similarly,

δY (τY,M ) is self-annihilating, and clearly τM is the direct sum of these two sub-

groups. □

The following corollary was used to show that punctured lens spaces L(2k, q)o
do not embed in S4 [KK80, Corollary 6.1]. The proof here is taken from [GL83].

(Note that open 3-manifolds have well-defined torsion linking pairings, which may

be singular.)

Corollary 2.6.1. Let N be a connected 3-manifold (possibly open) which is

a locally flat submanifold of S4. If x ∈ H1(N) has order 2k for some k ⩾ 1 then

2k−1ℓN (x, x) = 0.
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Proof. We may assume that x and a null-homology of 2kx are supported in

a compact bounded codimension-0 submanifold Q ⊂ N . Let M = ∂(Q× I) be the

boundary of a regular neighbourhood of Q in S4. Then M = DQ is the double of

Q along its boundary, and τM ∼= A⊕B, where A and B are self-annihilating with

respect to ℓM . Let x′ denote the image of x in τM , and write x′ = xA + xB , with

xA ∈ A and xB ∈ B. Then 2kxA = 2kxB = 0, and ℓN (x, x) =

ℓQ(x, x) = ℓM (x′, x′) = ℓM (xA, XA) + 2ℓM (xA, xB) + ℓM (xB , xB) = 2ℓM (xA, xB).

Hence 2k−1ℓN (x, x) = 2kℓM (xA, xB) = 0. □

Kawauchi had earlier given a related result for the Blanchfield pairing on M

corresponding to an epimorphism from π1(M) to Z which is the restriction of an

epimorphism from π1(X) to Z [Ka77, Theorem 4.2]. We shall state a modified

form of this result, but shall not prove it. The argument is analogous to that for

Lemma 2.6.

Theorem (Kawauchi). Let X be an orientable 4-manifold with connected bound-

ary M , and let ϕ : π1(X) → Z be an epimorphism such that the restriction to the

image of π1(M) is also an epimorphism. Let Xϕ and Mϕ be the corresponding

Z-covering spaces. If t2 − 1 acts invertibly on H1(Mϕ;Q) and H2(Xϕ,Mϕ;Q) = 0

then the Blanchfield pairing on the Q[t, t−1]-torsion submodule of H1(Mϕ;Q) is

neutral. □

When β = 1 we have H1(X) ∼= H1(M) ∼= Z, and then ϕ is unique up to

sign. In this case H1(Mϕ;Q) is a torsion Q[t, t−1]-module, and neutrality of the

Blanchfield pairing implies that the Alexander polynomial ∆ϕ(t) is of the form

∆ϕ(t) = f(t)f(t−1), for some f(t) ∈ Q[t, t−1].

2.4. Comparison of embeddings

Embeddings j and j̃ are equivalent if there are self-homeomorphisms ϕ of M

and ψ of S4 such that ψj = j̃ϕ. If j and j̃ are isotopic through locally flat embed-

dings then they are ambient isotopic, by the Isotopy Extension Theorem [FNOP,

Theorem 2.20]. Embeddings j0, j1 : M → S4 are s-concordant if they extend

to an embedding of M × [0, 1] in S4 × [0, 1] whose complementary regions are s-

cobordisms rel ∂. We need this notion as it is not yet known whether 5-dimensional

s-cobordisms are always products.

We shall say that an embedding has a group-theoretic property (e.g., abelian,

nilpotent, . . . ) if the groups πX and πY have this property. If j : M → S4 is an

abelian embedding and all abelian embeddings of M in S4 are equivalent to j, we

shall say that j is essentially unique.

Lemma 2.7. If M and M ′ are Z-homology cobordant then M embeds in a

homology 4-sphere if and only if M ′ embeds in a (possibly different) homology 4-

sphere.

Proof. Suppose that M embeds in a homology 4-sphere Σ, with complemen-

tary regions X and Y , and W is a Z-homology cobordism with ∂W = M ⊔M ′.
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Let Z =W ∪M ′ W be the union of two copies of W , identified along the boundary

M ′. A Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that Σ′ = X ∪M W ′ ∪M Y is a homology

4-sphere, and M ′ is clearly a locally flat submanifold of W ′. □

We shall use a variation of this construction, taking into account the funda-

mental groups, in Theorem 5.12 below.

Let L be the (2, 2k)-torus link andM =M(L). Then τM = H1(M) ∼= (Z/kZ)2,
and ℓM is hyperbolic, since M embeds in S4. Taking connected sums shows that

every hyperbolic linking pairing is realized by some 3-manifold which embeds in

S4.

If M is a closed orientable 3-manifold then it is Z-homology cobordant to a

3-manifold which is Haken and hyperbolic [Liv81, My83]. It then follows from

Lemma 2.7 that every hyperbolic linking pairing is realized by a hyperbolic Q-

homology sphere which embeds in a (Z-)homology 4-sphere. In Chapter 3 we shall

show that every hyperbolic linking pairing on a finite abelian group of odd order is

realized by a Seifert fibred 3-manifold which embeds in S4.

2.5. Some constructions of embeddings

Any closed orientable 3-manifold M may be obtained by integrally framed

surgery on some r-component link L in S3, with r ⩾ β. We may assume that the

framings are even [Ka79], and then after adjoining copies of the 0-framed Hopf

link Ho = 221 (i.e., replacing M by M#S3 ∼= M) we may modify L so that it is

0-framed. (If the component Li has framing 2k ̸= 0 we adjoin |k| disjoint copies of
Ho and band-sum Li to each of the 2k new components, with appropriately twisted

bands.)

Let M(L) be the closed 3-manifold obtained by 0-framed surgery on a link L.

We say that L is bipartedly trivial (respectively, ribbon or slice) if it has a partition

L = L+ ∪ L− into two sublinks which are each trivial links (respectively, ribbon

or slice links). The partition then determines an embedding jL : M → S4, given

by ambient surgery on an equatorial S3 in S4 = D+ ∪ D−. We add 2-handles to

these 4-balls along L+ on one side and along L− on the other, using sets of disjoint

slice discs to achieve the ambient surgery. The complementary components have

χ = 1+ 2s− r and 1− 2s+ r. If L+ and L− are smoothly slice then jL is smooth,

and if they are trivial each complementary region has a natural Kirby-calculus

presentation, with 1-handles represented by dotting the components of one part of

L and 2-handles represented by the remaining components of L, with framing 0

[GS]. Hence it is homotopy equivalent to a finite 2-complex, and its fundamental

group has a presentation with generators corresponding to the meridians of the

dotted circles and relators corresponding to the remaining components. We extend

this Kirby-calculus notation to allow the deleted discs corresponding to the dotted

components to be a set of slice discs. (In our figures we shall distinguish the moieties

by using thick and thin lines, with dots • on the thin lines.)

The notation jL is ambiguous, for if L has more than one component it may

have several different partitions leading to distinct embeddings. Moreover we must
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choose a set of slice discs for each of L+ and L−. If L− or L+ is non-trivial, but

is obviously a ribbon link, we shall use the discs obtained by desingularizing the

ribbon discs, and then finding a presentation for the fundamental group of the

corresponding complementary region is also straightforward.

If L is itself a slice link then β = r and there are embeddings of M(L) real-

izing each value of χ(X) allowed by Lemma 2.2, including one with a 1-connected

complementary region.

F. Quinn showed that any pair of connected finite 2-complexes {C,D} which

satisfy the conditions H2(C) ∼= H1(D) and H2(D) ∼= H1(C) deriving from Alexan-

der duality (as in Lemma 2.2) may be realized up to homotopy as the complemen-

tary regions of a smoothable embedding of some 3-manifold [Qu01, Corollary 1.5].

(The case when D and D are acyclic was treated earlier [Cr88, Hu90]. See also

[Lic03] and [Liv03].) Although we shall not use this result directly, it provides the

right conceptual framework for some of our examples. W. B. R. Lickorish found

a similar result with more algebraic hypotheses and a more explicit use of link

presentations, for the cases with χ(C) = χ(D), and we shall outline his argument

[Lic04]. (The hypothesis in Theorem 2.8 that the groups have balanced presenta-

tions is equivalent to requiring that χ(C) = χ(D) in Quinn’s result.) We shall give

the topological part of the argument, and refer to [Lic04, Corollary 2.2] for the

proof of the next lemma.

Lemma. Let P be a balanced finite presentation of a group G and B be a

square presentation matrix for Gab. Then P is Andrews-Curtis equivalent to a

presentation Q for which the associated presentation matrix for Gab is
(
B 0
0 Ir

)
for

some r ⩾ 0. □

The proof is based on the close correspondence between Andrews-Curtis moves

on a group presentation and elementary matrix operations (plus block diagonal en-

largements and their inverses) on the associated matrix presentation for the abelian-

ization of the group.

Theorem 2.8 (Lickorish-Quinn). Let P1 and P2 be balanced presentations of

groups G1 and G2 such that Gab1
∼= Gab2 . Then S4 = X1 ∪ X2 is the union of

two codimension-0 submanifolds with π1(X1) ∼= G1, π1(X2) ∼= G2 and connected

boundary ∂X1 = ∂X2 = M . Each of X1 and X2 has a handle structure consisting

of one 0-handle, n 1-handles and n 2-handles, with the associated presentations for

π1(X1) and π1(X2) being Andrews-Curtis equivalent to P1 and P2, respectively.

Proof. We shall begin by using Andrews-Curtis (AC) moves to modify the

presentations. Abelianizing P1 = ⟨a1, . . . , an | r1, . . . , rn⟩ determines an n × n

integral matrix C which is a presentation matrix for Gab1 . The transpose Ctr is

also a presentation matrix for Gab1 , by the Elementary Divisor Theorem. We shall

view Ctr as a presentation matrix for Gab2 . Then there is a presentation PAC2 =

⟨α1, . . . , αn+r | ρ1, . . . , ρn+r⟩ for G2 which is AC-equivalent to P2 and for which

the corresponding presentation matrix for Gab2 is the block diagonal matrix D2 =(
Ctr 0
0 Ir

)
[Lic04, Corollary 2.2]. Add r new generators an+1, . . . , an+r and r new
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relators rn+1 = an+1, . . . , rn+r = an+r to P1, to get an AC-equivalent presentation

for G1 for which the corresponding presentation matrix for Gab1 is A = Dtr
2 .

Suppose that in each relator ri there are ni,j+ occurrences of the generator aj
and ni,j− occurrences of its inverse a−1

j , and that in each ρj there are ν
i,j
+ occurrences

of αi and ν
i,j
− occurrences of the symbol α−1

i . Then ni,j+ − ni,j− = Ai,j = νi,j+ − νi,j− .

If e(i, j) = ni,j+ − νi,j+ > 0 alter PAC2 by changing ρj to ρj(αiα
−1
i )e(i,j). If e(i, j) < 0

alter P1 by changing ri to ri(aja
−1
j )−e(i,j). In this way we may assume that ni,j+ =

νi,j+ and hence also ni,j− = νi,j− , for all i, j.

We now construct a link in S3 as follows. Let D1, . . . , Dn+r and ∆1, . . . ,∆n+r

be mutually disjoint oriented discs. For each pair (i, j) with 1 ⩽ i, j ⩽ n+ r

let Hi,j
+ be set of ni,j+ copies of the positive Hopf link (of two ordered, oriented

components with linking number +1) and Hi,j
− a set of ni,j− copies of the negative

Hopf link. Each of these Hopf links is to be in a (small) ball in which each of

the two components bounds an oriented disc meeting the other component in one

point. These balls are to be all mutually disjoint and disjoint from the original

discs. Now join the boundary of ∆i once to the first component of each link in⋃
(Hi,j

+ ∪ Hi,j
− with (long thin) bands. Do this in order around ∂∆i specified by

the relator ri. When aj occurs in the relator connect to the first component of

one of the links in Hi,j
+ , and when a−1

j occurs in the relator connect to the first

component of one of the links in Hi,j
− . Similarly when α±1

i occurs in ρj connect to

the first component of one of the links in Hi,j
± . For an occurrence of αi any unused

second component of any Hopf link in Hi,j
+ may be selected and similarly for α−1

i ,

it can easily be ensured that all the bands used are mutually disjoint and that they

respect all orientations. (However there are many ways of choosing the bands.) The

numbers of links in the Hi,j
± are to be chosen son that each link in each Hi,j

± has

its first component banded to ∆i and its second component banded to Dj . This

banding process changes the original discs to two new collections D′
1, . . . , D

′
n+r and

∆′
1, . . . ,∆

′
n+r , each of mutually disjoint discs, by adding to the original discs the

bands and discs spanning the components of the Hopf links. Let L+ = {∂D′
i} and

L− = {∂∆′
j} be the links given by the boundaries of these discs. Then L = L+∪L−

is bipartedly trivial.

LetX± be the handlebodies determined by giving L± the 0-framing and dotting

L∓. The handle decomposition of X± gives rise to a presentation for π1(X±) in

the standard way. We associate a generator ai to the 1-handle corresponding to

D′
i and a relator rj to to 2-handle corresponding to ∆′

j . Then rj has an entry a±1
i

for every signed point of ∂∆′
j ∩D′

i taken in order along ∂∆′
j . The construction has

been engineered so that X− gives rise to P1 and X+ gives rise to X− and PAC2 . □

We note that the embeddings given by this theorem always have χ(X) = χ(Y ).

In particular, any two perfect groups with balanced presentations can be real-

ized as πX and πY for some embedding of a homology sphere in S4. C. Livingston

has given examples in which πX is superperfect but has no balanced presentation

[Liv05].
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In the following lemma of A. Donald, the notion of doubly slice knot is extended

to say that a link L in S3 is doubly slice if it is the transverse intersection of the

equator in S4 with an unknotted smooth embedding of S2.

Lemma 2.9. [Do15] Let L be a doubly slice link in S3, and let Bn(L) be the

n-fold cyclic branched cover of S3, branched over L. Then Bn(L) embeds smoothly

in S4.

Proof. Since L is doubly slice the pair (S3, L) sits inside (S4, U), where U is

an unknotted copy of S2. The branched covering of S3, branched over L, extends

to a branched covering of S4, branched over U , and Bn(L) embeds smoothly in the

covering space, as the preimage of S3. Cyclic branched coverings of S4 branched

over U are again diffeomorphic to S4, and so Bn(L) embeds smoothly in S4. □

Donald gives some families of doubly slice links to which this lemma applies.

The “1-surgical embedding” of R. Budney and B. A. Burton gives smooth em-

beddings in smooth homotopy 4-spheres for homology spheres obtained by surgery

on a link with all framings ±1 [BB20].

2.6. Connected sums

We may form ambient connected sums of embeddings as follows. Let j :M → Σ

and j′ : M ′ → Σ′ be two embeddings of 3-manifolds in homology 4-spheres, with

complementary regions X,Y and X ′, Y ′, respectively. We shall assume that Σ and

Σ′ are oriented, and thatM andM ′ have the induced orientation as the boundaries

of X and X ′. Choose small balls D ⊂ Σ and D′ ⊂ Σ′ such that D ∩ j(M) and

D′ ∩ j′(M ′) are each the equatorial 3-discs, and let Σo = Σ \D, Σ′
o = Σ′ \D′,

Mo = M \D and M ′
o = M ′ \D′. Let h+ : ∂D → ∂D′ and h− : ∂D → ∂D′

be orientation reversing homeomorphisms such that h+(∂D ∩X) = ∂D′ ∩X ′ and

h−(∂D ∩ X) = ∂D′ ∩ Y ′. Then j|Mo ∪ j′|M ′
o defines an embedding j#+j′ of

M#M ′ in Σo ∪h+ Σ′
o and an embedding j#−j′ of M# −M ′ in Σo ∪h− Σ′

o. (If

Σ = Σ′ = S4 then the new ambient homology 4-spheres are again copies of S4.)

The complementary regions are X♮X ′ and Y ♮Y ′ for j#+j′, and X♮Y ′ and Y ♮X ′

for j#−j′. Thus these two ambient connected sums are usually distinct.

A 3-manifold which is a proper connected sum may embed in S4 even though

its indecomposable summands do not. The lens space L = L(p, q) does not embed

in S4, since H1(L) is not a direct double. The connected sum L#L does not embed

either, since its torsion linking pairing is not hyperbolic. However if p is odd then

L#−L embeds as a regular neighbourhood of a Seifert hypersurface for the 2-twist

spin of a suitable 2-bridge knot. A. Donald has shown that the connected sums of

lens spaces which embed smoothly in S4 are just those which are connected sums of

pairs L(pi, qi)#−L(pi, qi) with all pi odd [Do15]. (See also Corollary 2.6.1 above.)

2.7. Bi-epic embeddings

The embedding j is bi-epic if each of the homomorphisms jX∗ = π1(jX) and

jY ∗ = π1(jY ) is an epimorphism. This is so if πX and πY are nilpotent, since

H1(jX) and H1(jY ) are always epimorphisms.
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Lemma 2.10. Let L be a bipartedly ribbon link. Then the embedding jL con-

structed using the ribbon discs for each of the sublinks is bi-epic.

Proof. In this case π, πX and πY are generated by images of the meridians

of L. □

Lemma 2.11. The homomorphisms jX∗ = π1(jX) and jY ∗ = π1(jY ) are both

epimorphisms if and only if j∆ = (jX∗, jY ∗) is an epimorphism.

Proof. Let KX = Ker(jX∗) and KY = Ker(jY ∗). If jX∗ and jY ∗ are epi-

morphisms then they induce isomorphisms π/KX → πX and π/KY → πY . Hence

π/KXKY
∼= πX/jX∗(KY ) and π/KXKY

∼= πY /jY ∗(KX). Since π1(X ∪M Y ) = 1,

these quotients must all be trivial. If g ∈ KX and h ∈ KY then j∆(gh) =

(jX∗(h), jY ∗(g)). Hence j∆ is an epimorphism.

Conversely, if j∆ is an epimorphism then so are its components jX∗ and jY ∗. □

Example. There are 3-manifolds with more than one bi-epic embedding.

The link L obtained from the Borromean rings Bo = 632 by replacing one

component by its (2, 1)-cable and another by its (3, 1)-cable may be partitioned

as the union of two trivial links in three ways. The resulting three embeddings

of M(L) in S4 each have Y ≃ S1 ∨ 2S2, but the groups πX have presentations

⟨a, b|[a, b2]3⟩, ⟨a, c|[a, c3]2⟩, and ⟨b, c|[b2, c3]⟩, respectively, and so are distinct. In

the first two cases π has torsion, while in the third case X is aspherical. (None

of these groups is abelian.) This example can obviously be generalized in various

ways. The homology sphere in Figure 2.1 is another example; the embedding

determined by the link is bi-epic, but the 3-manifold also has an embedding with

both complementary regions contractible. However the latter embedding may not

derive from a 0-framed link representing the homology sphere.

▷
x

▷
y•s

•
r

Figure 2.1. Both complements have group I∗

If the embedding is nilpotent then j∆ induces epimorphisms on all correspond-

ing quotients of the lower central series, since H1(j∆) is an isomorphism. However

these quotients are rarely isomorphic.
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Theorem 2.12. If π/γQ3 π
∼= (πX)/γQ3 πX)× (πY )/γ

Q
3 πY ) then χ(X) = 1−β or

3− β.

Proof. We use the fact that if G is a group then the kernel of cup product

∪G from ∧2H1(G;Q) to H2(G;Q) is isomorphic to γQq G/γ
Q
3 G. (See [AIL, §12.2].)

Hence the rank of γQ2 G/γ
Q
3 G lies between

(
β1(G)

2

)
− β2(G) and

(
β1(G)

2

)
.

If the 2-step quotients (G/γQ3 G) are isomorphic then so are their commutator

subgroups γQ2 π/γ
Q
3 π

∼= (γQ2 πX/γ
Q
3 πX) × (γQ2 πY /γ

Q
3 πY ). Let γ = β1(X). Then

γ ⩾ β
2 , and β2(π) ⩽ β, so the above bounds give(

β

2

)
− β ⩽

(
γ

2

)
+

(
β − γ

2

)
.

This reduces to β ⩾ γ(β − γ), and so either γ ⩾ β − 1 or β = 4 and γ = 2. In

the latter case, consideration of µM shows that the rank of γQ3 π/γ
Q
3 π is at least

3 ̸=
(
2
2

)
+
(
2
2

)
, so this cannot occur. Thus χ(X) = 1 + β − 2γ ⩽ 3− β. □

If j is any embedding with H1(Y ) = 0 (respectively, χ(X) = 1−β) then H2(j∆)

(respectively, H2(j∆;Q)) is an epimorphism, and so j∆ induces isomorphisms on

all quotients of the (rational) lower central series.

If F is a closed orientable surface then the embedding j of M ∼= F × S1 as the

boundary of a regular neighbourhood of the standard unknotted embedding of F

in S4 has χ(X) = 3− β and j∆ an isomorphism.

The cases when j∆ is an isomorphism are quite rare.

Lemma 2.13. If j∆ is an isomorphism then either M ∼= F × S1 for some

aspherical closed orientable surface F or M ∼= #r(S2 × S1) for some r ⩾ 0.

Proof. If π ∼= πX × πY with πX infinite and πY ̸= 1 then M ∼= F × S1 for

some aspherical closed orientable surface F [Ep61]. If πY = 1 then π1(jX) is an

isomorphism, and so π is a free group [Da94]. Hence M ∼= #r(S2 × S1) for some

r ⩾ 1. Finally, if πX and πY are both finite and have non-trivial abelianization then

their orders have a common prime factor p, and so π has (Z/pZ)2 as a subgroup,

which is not possible. We may also exclude πX ∼= πY ∼= I∗, for a similar reason,

and so there remains only the case π = 1, when M = S3 = #0(S2 × S1). □

These 3-manifolds do in fact have bi-epic embeddings with j∆ an isomorphism.

If πX is a non-trivial proper direct factor of π then π ∼= π1(F ) × Z for some

closed orientable surface F , and so M ∼= F × S1. In this case, either F = S2 and

π1(X) ∼= Z or F is aspherical and π1(X) ∼= π1(F ).

If πX is a free factor of π then M ∼= MX#M ′, where π1(MX) ∼= πX . The

degree-1 collapse ofM ontoMX induces an isomorphism H3(M) ∼= H3(MX). Since

M = ∂X the images of [M ] and hence of [MX ] in H3(πX) are 0. Hence πX is a free

group (as in [Da94]). In particular, π ∼= πX ∗ πY only if π is itself a free group,

and then M ∼= #β(S2 × S1).
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2.8. Modifying the group

We may modify embeddings by “2-knot surgery” on a complementary region,

as follows. Let Nγ be a regular neighbourhood in X of a simple closed curve

representing γ ∈ π1(X). Then S4 \Nγ ∼= S2 ×D2 contains Y and M . If K is

a 2-knot with exterior E(K) then Σ = S4 \Nγ ∪ E(K) is a homotopy 4-sphere,

and so is homeomorphic to S4. The complementary components to M in Σ are

Xγ,K = X \Nγ ∪ E(K) and Y . This construction applies equally well to simple

closed curves in Y . We shall say that a 2-knot surgery is proper if γ is essential in

X (or Y ).

When M = S2 × S1 is embedded as the boundary of a regular neighbourhood

of the trivial 2-knot, with X = D3 × S1 and Y = S2 ×D2, the core S2 × {0} ⊂ Y1
is K, realized as a satellite of the trivial knot. This construction gives all possible

embeddings of S2 × S1 in S4 (up to equivalence), by the result of Aitchison cited

above.

Let t be the image of a meridian for K in the knot group πK = π1(E(K)). If

γ has infinite order in π1(X) then π1(Xγ,K) is a free product with amalgamation

π1(X) ∗Z πK; if it has finite order c then π1(Xγ,K) ∼= π1(X) ∗Z/cZ (πK/⟨⟨tc⟩⟩).
(Note that if K = τck is a non-trivial twist spin then πK/⟨⟨tc⟩⟩ ∼= πK ′ ⋊ Z/cZ.)

If γ = 1 then any simple closed curve representing γ is isotopic to one contained

in a small ball, since homotopy implies isotopy for curves in 4-manifolds. Hence in

this case 2-knot surgery does not change the topology of X.

It is well known that a nilpotent group with cyclic abelianization is cyclic. It

follows that the natural projection of π1(Xγ,K) onto π1(X) induces isomorphisms

of corresponding quotients by terms of the lower central series. Thus we cannot

distinguish these groups by such quotients. Nevertheless, we have the following

result.

Theorem 2.14. If π1(X) ̸= 1 then there are infinitely many groups of the form

π1(Xγ,K).

Proof. Suppose first that π1(X) is torsion-free and that γ ̸= 1. If π1(K) ∼=
Z/nZ⋊Z then π1(Xγ,K) ∼= π1(X) ∗Z πK is an extension of a torsion-free group by

the free product of countably many copies of Z/nZ. Since Z/nZ ⋊ Z is the group

of the 2-twist spin of a 2-bridge knot, for every odd n, the result follows.

If π1(X) has an element γ of finite order c > 1 then we use instead Cappell-

Shaneson 2-knots. Let a be an integer, and let fa(t) = t3 − at2 + (a − 1)t − 1. If

a > 5 the roots α, β and γ of fa are real, and we may assume that γ < β < α.

Elementary estimates give the bounds

1

a
< γ <

1

2
< β < 1− 1

a
< a− 2 < α < a.

If A ∈ SL(3,Z) is the companion matrix of fa then Z3 ⋊A Z is the group of a

“Cappell-Shaneson” 2-knot K. The quotient Z3/(Ac − I)Z3 is a finite group of

order the resultant Res(fa(t), t
c − 1) = (αc − 1)(βc − 1)(γc − 1), where α, β and γ
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are the roots of fa(t). This simplifies to

αp + βp + γp − (αβ)p − (βγ)p − (γα)p = αp(1− βp − γp) + ε,

where 0 < ε < 2. It follows easily from our estimates that |Res(fa(t), tc−1)| > ac−1,

if a > 3c. Hence πK/⟨⟨tc⟩⟩ is a finite group of order > cac−1. We then use the

fact that finitely presentable groups have an essentially unique representation as

the fundamental group of a graph of groups, with all vertex groups finite or one

ended [DD, Prop. IV.7.4].) Thus if K and L are two such 2-knots such that

πK/⟨⟨tc⟩⟩ and πL/⟨⟨tc⟩⟩ are finite groups of different orders, both greater than

that of any of the finite vertex groups in such a representation of π1(X) then

π1(Xγ,K) ̸∼= π1(Xγ,L). □

The following observation can be construed as a minimality condition, since

it shows that bi-epic embeddings cannot be obtained from other embeddings by

non-trivial 2-knot surgery.

Lemma 2.15. LetM be a closed 3-manifold with an embedding j :M → S4, and

let J = jK,γ be the embedding obtained from j by a proper 2-knot surgery using the

2-knot K and the loop γ ∈ πX(j). Then J is not bi-epic, and πX(J) is not restrained,

unless πX(J) is itself a restrained 2-knot group, in which case β1(M ;Q) = 1 or 2.

Proof. Let C ∼= Z/qZ be the subgroup of πX(j) generated by γ, and let t be

a meridian for the knot group πK. Then

πX(J)
∼= πX(j) ∗C πK/⟨⟨tq⟩⟩.

Since the 2-knot surgery is proper, ⟨⟨tq⟩⟩ is a proper normal subgroup of πK. Since

the image of π1(M) lies in πX(j), the embedding J cannot be bi-epic. Moreover

πX(J) can only be restrained if πX(j)
∼= Z, in which case πX(J)

∼= πK and χ(X(j)) =

0 or 1, and so β1(M ;Q) = 1 or 2. □

Corollary 2.15.1. Embeddings given by proper 2-knot surgery on another

embedding are not of the form jL for any 0-framed bipartedly ribbon link L. □

If H1(M) ̸= 0 then X is not simply-connected, and so we may use 2-knot

surgery to construct infinitely many embeddings with one complementary region Y

and distinguishable by the fundamental groups of the other region. However if M

is a homology sphere then X and Y are homology balls, and it may not be easy

to decide whether πX and πY are non-trivial. When M = S3 the complementary

regions are homeomorphic to the 4-ball D4, by the Brown-Mazur-Schoenflies The-

orem. If π1(M) ̸= 1 is there an homology 4-ball X with M ∼= ∂X, πX ̸= 1 and the

normal closure of the image of π1(M) in πX being the whole group? If so, there is

an embedding with one complementary region X and the other 1-connected.

Perhaps the simplest non-trivial example of a smooth embedding of an homol-

ogy 3-sphere with neither complementary region 1-connected is given by the link

in Figure 2.1. If we swap the 0-framings and the dots, we obtain a Kirby-calculus

presentation for Y . Since the loops r, s, x and y determine words x−2yxy, y−4xyx,

srsr−2 and s−4rsr, respectively, πX and πY have equivalent presentations, and

πX ∼= πY ∼= I∗, the binary icosahedral group.



CHAPTER 3

3-manifolds with S1-actions

The class of Seifert manifolds is in many respects well-understood, and has a

natural parametrization in terms of Seifert data, and so we might expect criteria

for embedding in terms of such data. We review the Seifert invariants, and then

consider the case of 3-manifolds with S1-actions, which are Seifert fibred over ori-

entable base orbifolds. We then describe the torsion subgroup of H1(M), for M

such a manifold. Our main result is that if the base orbifold is S2(α1, . . . , αr),

where all the cone point orders αi are odd, and the generalized Euler number ε(M)

is 0, then M embeds in S4 if and only if the Seifert data is “skew-symmetric”. A.

Donald has shown that this is the correct criterion for smooth embeddings, when

all cone point orders are odd, and is a necessary condition in general. (He does not

assume that the base orbifold has genus 0.) We state his result in the final section,

and also summarize also the work of A. Issa and D. McCoy on smooth embeddings

of Seifert manifolds with orientable base orbifold and ε(M) > 0.

3.1. Seifert manifolds

A Seifert manifold is a closed orientable 3-manifold M with an orbifold S1-

fibration p : M → B over a 2-orbifold B. Since M is orientable, the base B has

finitely many cone point singularities, and no reflector curves. If the surface |B|
underlying the base orbifold B is orientable and of genus g then B = Tg(α1, . . . , αr),

where αi is the order of the ith cone point. (The cone point order is also known

as the multiplicity of the associated exceptional fibre.) The Seifert data for M is

then a finite string of ordered pairs S = ((α1, β1), . . . , (αr, βr)), where (αi, βi) = 1,

for all 1 ⩽ i ⩽ r, and we shall write M =M(g;S). If the base is non-orientable, so

that |B| = #cRP 2 for some c > 0, we shall write M = M(−c;S). (We may refer

to S as a Seifert data set , but the multiplicities of the pairs (α, β) are significant.)

Our notation is based on that of [JN]. (In particular, we do not assume that

0 < βi < αi.) We shall allow also cone points of order α = 1. Such points are

nonsingular, but are useful in that they allow a uniform notation which includes

the Seifert fibrations associated to S1-bundles. The reference [JN] also considers

a generalized Seifert manifold , in which fibres of type (0, 1) are allowed as well,

corresponding to fibres fixed pointwise under a circle action. We use this definition,

as a notational convenience only, in proving Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.4.

If p : E → F is an S1-bundle with base a closed surface F and orientable total

space E then π1(F ) acts on the fibre via w = w1(F ), and such bundles are classified

by an Euler class e(p) in H2(F ;Zw) ∼= Z. If we fix a generator [F ] for H2(F ;Zw) we

21
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may define the Euler number of the bundle by e = e(p)∩ [F ]. (We may change the

sign of e by reversing the orientation of E.) Let M(g; (1,−e)) and M(−c; (1,−e))
be the total spaces of the S1-bundles with base Tg and Pc (respectively), and Euler

number e. The generalized Euler number of a Seifert fibration p :M → B is

εS = −Σri=1

βi
αi
.

There is an orientation- and fibre-preserving homeomorphism between any two

Seifert manifolds with the same base orbifolds if and only if their Seifert data are

equivalent under a finite sequence of the following operations

(1) add or delete any pair (1, 0);

(2) replace each pair (αi, βi) by (αi, βi + ciαi), where Σri=1ci = 0;

(3) permute the indices.

Every Seifert data set is equivalent to one of the form S = S′ ∪ {(1,−e)}, where
S′ = ((α1, β1), . . . , (αs, βs)) is strict Seifert data, with 0 < βi < αi for all i ⩽ s.

After reversing the orientation of the general fibre, if necessary, we may assume that

εS ⩾ 0. In virtually all the cases of interest to us the Seifert fibration is unique,

and so we shall usually write ε(M) for εS .

Lens spaces, the manifolds M(−1; (α, β)) ∼= M(0; (2, 1), (2,−1), (−β, α)) and

the flat 3-manifold M(−2; (1, 0)) ∼= M(0; (2, 1), (2, 1), (2,−1), (2,−1)) admit more

than one Seifert fibration [JN, Orl].

Seifert manifolds M = M(k;S) with ε(M) = 0 are generically H2 × E1-

manifolds, while those with ε(M) ̸= 0 are generically S̃L-manifolds. The excep-

tions have virtually solvable fundamental groups and small Seifert data; the base

orbifold has at most 4 singularities. They are the spherical manifolds S3/G, the

two S2 × E1-manifolds S2 × S1, RP3#RP3, six (orientable) flat 3-manifolds and

the Nil3-manifolds. We shall settle the question of which of these embed in S4 in

Chapter 5.

The fibred sum of two Seifert manifolds M = M(k;S) and M ′ = M(k′;S′) is

defined as follows. Let N and N ′ be regular neighbourhoods of regular fibres in

M and M ′, and let h : ∂N → ∂N ′ be an orientation-reversing, fibre-preserving

homeomorphism. Then M♯fM
′ = (M \ int(N)) ∪h (M ′ \ int(N ′) is Seifert fibred

over the connected sum of the base orbifolds. In fact M♯fM
′ = M(k#;S ⊔ S′),

where k# = k + k′ if k and k′ have the same sign, and k# = −2k − k′ if k > 0

and k′ < 0. If M ′ = M(0; (αi, βi), (αi,−βi)) for some (αi, βi) ∈ S then M♯fM
′ is

obtained from M by expansion, in the terminology of [IM20].

As B is the connected sum of |B| and S2(α1, . . . , αr), the Seifert manifold M

is a fibre sum M =M(0;S)♯fM(k; ∅). (If B is orientable then M(g; ∅) ∼= Tg × S1.)

If the Seifert data is given in normalized form S = S′ ∪ {(1, e)} then we also have

M =M(0;S′)#fM(k; (1, e)), where M(k; (1, e)) is the total space of an S1-bundle

over F , with Euler number e.

If h is the image of the regular fibre in π = π1(M) then the subgroup generated

by h is normal in π, and πorb(B) ∼= π/⟨h⟩. An orientable 3-manifold admits a

fixed-point free S1-action if and only if it is Seifert fibred over an orientable base
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orbifold, and then h is central in π [Orl]. All Seifert manifolds considered in this

chapter are of this type.

3.2. An easy embedding

We shall say that Seifert data S is skew-symmetric if it is equivalent to Seifert

data of the form ((α1, β1), . . . , (αr, βr)), where r is even, α2i−1 = α2i, 0 < βi < αi
for all i and β2j−1 = −β2j for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ r/2.

Lemma 3.1. Let S be skew-symmetric Seifert data for which all cone point

orders αi are odd. Then M(0;S) embeds smoothly in S4.

Proof. Let Li = M(0; (αi, βi), (0, 1)). (This is the lens space L(αi, βi), ex-

pressed as a generalised Seifert manifold.) Let puncLi be the complement of a small

open ball about a point on the fibre of type (0, 1), and let L∗
i be the complement of

an open regular neighbourhood of the whole fibre. Then puncLi ∼= L∗
i ∪f×ID2 × I,

where f is a regular fibre of L∗
i , I = [0, 1] and the identification maps ∂D2 to f .

Since αi is odd, Li is a 2-fold branched cover of S3, branched over a knot ki, and

so puncLi embeds smoothly in S4 as the fibre of the 2-twist spin τ2ki [Ze65]. In fact

puncLi has a product neighbourhood puncLi× [−ϵ, ϵ] in the knot exterior X(τ2ki).

This neighbourhood may be written as a union L∗
i × [−ϵ, ϵ]∪ (D2× I× [−ϵ, ϵ]), and

so we obtain a smooth embedding of M(S2; ((αi, βi), (αi,−βi) ∼= ∂(L∗
i × [−ϵ, ϵ])

in S4. Furthermore, this embedding has the property that there exists a 4-ball

B(Mi) = D2×I×[−ϵ, ϵ] embedded in S4 such thatMi∩B(Mi) = ∂D2 × I × [−ϵ, ϵ],
and each circle ∂D2 × (r, s) is a regular fibre of Mi.

Given embeddings of two manifolds M and M ′ in S4, each with this property,

we may construct an embedding of M♯fM
′, also with this property, by taking

connected sums of the 4-spheres. Remove the balls 1
2B(M) = D2 × I × [−ϵ, ϵ] and

1
2B(M ′) from the corresponding spheres,. The sum is then the union of the closures

of the remaining components (with embedded pieces), in the obvious way. Thus,

by induction, we obtain a smooth embeddding of M1♯f . . . ♯fMn. □

The above result holds also if one of the cone point orders αi is even [IM20,

Proposition 7.8].

Lemma 3.2. If M = M(k;S) embeds smoothly into a 4-manifold W , then so

does M♯fM(g; ∅).

Proof. Let f be a regular fibre of M smoothly embedded in W , and let D be

a 3-disc with equatorial circle C ⊂ ∂D. Then f has a neighbourhood D × f in W

which is consistently fibred with M so that N = M ∩ (D × f) is a neighbourhood

of f in M with boundary ∂N = C × f . Write W ∗ = W \ int(D × f) and M∗ =

M \ int(N). Then we have a smooth embedding ϕM : M∗ → W ∗ such that the

restriction ∂M∗ → ∂W ∗ = ∂D × f is a fibre-preserving map with image C × f .

On the other hand, write T ∗
g = Tg \ int(D2). Since there are smooth embeddings

of T ∗
g in D with Im(∂T ∗

g ) = C, there is a smooth fibre-preserving embedding ϕT :

T ∗
g × f → D × f with Im(∂T ∗

g × f) = C × f . Together ϕM and ϕT give a smooth

embedding of M♯fM(g; ∅) into W =W ∗ ∪ (D × f). □
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See [IM20, Proposition 7.2] for an alternative account (ascribed to Donald),

which uses Kirby calculus to show that M(g + 1;S) embeds in M(g;S)× [−1, 1].

It would be convenient to have a converse to this stabilization result. However,

when the base is non-orientable there is no such cancellation. See Chapter 3.

Lemma 3.3. If g ⩾ 0 and e = 0 or ±1 then M(g; (1, e)) embeds smoothly in

S4.

Proof. The productM(g; (1, 0)) ∼= Tg × S1 embeds smoothly as the boundary

of any smooth embedding of Tg in S
4. SinceM(0; (1,±1)) ∼= S3, it embeds smoothly

as the equator of S4. The lemma now follows from Lemma 3.2. □

We include the following lemma from [IM20] for its relevance to the conjecture

stated at the end of this chapter.

Lemma 3.4. [IM20, Lemma 1.6] If M embeds in S4 and M1 is obtained from

M by expansion then M1 embeds in S4.

Proof. Suppose that M1 = M♯fM
′, where M ′ = M(0; (α1, β1), (α1,−β1))

with (αi, β1) ∈ S and relatively prime 0 < β < α. Let N1 be a Seifert fibred

neighbourhood of the first exceptional fibre of M , and let U = N1 × [− 1
2 ,

1
2 ]. Then

∂U ∼= S2 × S1 has a natural Seifert structure, so that ∂U = M ′. The restrictions

of the fibration to N1 × {± 1
2} are copies of the fibration of N1, and is the obvious

product structure on ∂N1 × [− 1
2 ,

1
2 ]

∼= T × [− 1
2 ,

1
2 ]. Now let N2 ⊂ N1 be a Seifert

fibred neighbourhood of a regular fibre. Let

V = (U \N2)× {0} ∪ ∂N2 × [−1,−1

2
] ∪ (∂U \N2 × {1

2
}).

Then V ∼= M#fU ∼= M#fM
′. By smoothing the corners we obtain a smooth

embedding of V into M × [−1, 1]. Thus if M embeds in S4 so does M1. □

This lemma does not require that M have orientable Seifert base orbifold.

3.3. The torsion subgroup

In this section we shall describe the torsion subgroup τM in terms of the Seifert

invariants of M =M(g;S), when g ⩾ 0.

Let Ni be a regular neighbourhood of the ith exceptional fibre, and let Bo
be a section of the restriction of the Seifert fibration to M \ ∪{Ni}. Then Bo is

homeomorphic to Tg with r open 2-discs deleted, andM \ ∪{Ni} ∼= Bo × S1. Let ξi
and θi be simple closed curves on ∂Ni corresponding to the ith boundary component

of Bo and a regular fibre respectively. The fibres are naturally oriented as orbits

of the S1-action. We may assume that Bo is oriented so that regular fibres have

negative intersection with Bo, and the ξi are oriented compatibly with ∂Bo = Σξi.

Then there are 2-discs Di in Ni such that ∂Di = αiξi + βiθi. It follows from Van

Kampen’s Theorem that π1(M) has a presentation

⟨a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg, q1, . . . , qr, h | Π[ai, bi]Πqj = 1, qαi
i h

βi = 1, h central⟩,

where {ai, bi} are the images of curves in Bo which form a canonical basis for |B|,
qj is the image of ξj and h is the image of regular fibres such as θj .
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Theorem 3.5. LetM =M(g;S) be a Seifert manifold with orientable base orb-

ifold. Then H1(M) ∼= Z2g⊕(
⊕

i⩾0(Z/λiZ)), where λi is determined by {α1, . . . , αr}
and is nonzero, for all i > 0. Moreover, λi+1 divides λi, for all i ⩾ 0, and

|ε(M)|Πni=1αi = λ0Πj⩾1λj.

Proof. On abelianizing the above presentation for π1(M), we see thatH1(M) ∼=
Z2g ⊕ Cok(A), where A is the matrix

A =


0 1 . . . 1

β1 α1 . . . 0
... 0

. . .
...

βr 0 . . . αr

 .

Let Ei(A) be the ideal generated by the (r+1−i)×(r+1−i) subdeterminants of A,

and let δi be the positive generator of Ei(A). Then ∆0 = |det(A)| = |ε(M)|Πni=1αi.

Since the elements of each row are relatively prime, ∆i is the highest common

factor of the (r − i − 1)-fold products of distinct αjs, if 0 < i < r, and ∆i = 1 if

i ⩾ max{r − 1, 1}. (In particular, if r > 2 then ∆r−2 = hcf(α1, . . . , αr).) Thus ∆i

depends only on {α1, . . . , αr} and is nonzero, for all i > 0. If we set λi = ∆i/∆i+1

for i ⩾ 0 then Cok(A) ∼=
⊕

i⩾0(Z/λiZ), and λi+1 divides λi, for all i ⩾ 0, by the

Elementary Divisor Theorem. In particular, |ε(M)|Πni=1αi = λ0Πj⩾1λj . □

Note that τM ∼= τM(0;S) and the image of h is in τM if and only if ε(M) ̸= 0.

Corollary 3.5.1. If ∆1 = 1 then τM is cyclic, and τM = 0 if and only if

ε(M) = 0 or ±1/Π. If ∆1 > 1 then τM ̸= 0. Given {α1, . . . , αr} such that ∆1 > 1,

there is at most one value of |ε| for which τM is a direct double.

Proof. As ∆1 = Πi⩾1λi divides the order of τM , this group is nonzero unless

∆1 = 1. If ε(M) ̸= 0 then τM ∼=
⊕

i⩾0(Z/λiZ), and so is a direct double if and

only if λ2i = λ2i+1 for all i ⩾ 0. In particular, ε(M) = (∆1)
2/Πni=1αi∆2, and so

is determined by {α1, . . . , αr}. If ε(M) = 0 then τM ∼=
⊕

i⩾1(Z/λiZ), and so is a

direct double if and only if λ2i−1 = λ2i for all i > 0.

Clearly these two systems of equations can both be satisfied only if λi = 1 for

all i > 0 and λ0 = 0 or 1, in which case τM = 0. □

If M is Seifert fibred over a non-orientable base orbifold then τM ̸= 0, as we

shall recall in Lemma 4.1. It follows from Theorem 3.5 that a Seifert manifold M

is a homology sphere if and only if M = M(0;S) for some Seifert data S with

ε(M)Π = ±1. In particular, hcf{αi, αj} = 1 for all i < j ⩽ r. It is easy to find

such examples for any r ⩾ 1. Thus there is no reason to expect parity constraints

for embedding such manifolds, since every homology sphere embeds in S4 [Fr82].

If M = M(g;S′, (1,−e)) is a homology sphere then g = 0 and ε(M)Π = 1.

Hence e = 1
Π + Σki=1

βi

αi
. It is easy to see that since e is an integer we must have

e < k. This bound is best possible, by the following purely arithmetic lemma.

Lemma 3.6. Let α1, . . . , αk be relatively prime integers greater than 1, and let

Π = Πki=1αi. If k ⩾ 2 then there are integers β1, . . . , βk such that 0 < βi < αi and

(αi, βi) = 1, for i ⩽ k, and 1
Π +Σki=1

βi

αi
= k − 1.
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Proof. We shall induct on k. If k = 2 we may choose β1 so that 0 < β1 < α1

and 1 + β1α2 = mα1, for some m ∈ Z. Clearly 0 < m < α2, and so 0 < β2 =

α2 −m < α2. We then have

1

α1α2
+
β1
α1

+
β2
α2

= 1.

Suppose the result holds for k ⩽ j. Let α1, . . . , αk+1 be relatively prime

integers, and let A = αkαk+1. Let Π = (Πk−1
j=1αj)A. Then there are integers

β1, . . . , βk−1, B such that 0 < βi < αi and (αi, βi) = 1, for all i < k, 0 < B <

A,(A,B) = 1 and 1
Π +Σk−1

i=1
βi

αi
+ B

A = k − 1, by the inductive hypothesis.

If p, q are natural numbers then the additive subsemigroup of N generated by

{p, q} contains every integer ⩾ (p−1)(q−1). Since αk and αk+1 are relatively prime,

and A+B > αkαk+1 > (αk− 1)(αk+1− 1), we may write A+B = xαk+1+ yαk+2,

where x, y > 0. Since A+B < 2A and (A,B) = 1, we have x < αk and y < αk+1,

and (x, α1) = (y, α2) = 1. Let βk = x and βk+1 = y. Then βk

αk
+ βk+1

αk+1
= B

A + 1,

and so
1

Π
+ Σk+1

i=1

βi
αi

=
1

Π
+ Σk−1

i=1

βi
αi

+
B

A
+ 1 = k − 1.

Since Πk+1
i=1 αi = Πk−1

j=1αjA = Π, this proves the lemma. □

Similarly, a Seifert manifoldM is a homology S2×S1 if and only ifM =M(0;S)

for some Seifert data S with ε(M) = 0 and hcf{αi, αj , αk} = 1 for all i < j < k ⩽ r.

The elementary divisors λi may be determined more explicitly by localization.

If p is a prime, an integer m has p-adic valuation valp(m) = v if m = pvq, where p

does not divide q.

Corollary 3.6.1. Let p be a prime and let vi = valp(αi), for i ⩾ 1. Assume

that the indexing is such that vi ⩾ vi+1 for all i, and that τM is a direct double.

Then

(1) if ε(M) = 0 then v2j−1 = v2j for all j ⩾ 2;

(2) if ε(M) ̸= 0 then valp(λ0) = v3, and v2j = v2j+1 for all j ⩾ 2.

Proof. It is clear from the theorem that valp(∆i) = Σj⩾i+2vj , and so valp(λi) =

vi+2, for all i ⩾ 1. Hence if ε(M) = 0 and
⊕

i⩾1(Z/λiZ) is a direct double. then

v2j−1 = v2j for all j ⩾ 2.

Suppose now that ε(M) ̸= 0. Then valp(ε(M))) ⩾ −v1, and valp(ε(M)) = −v1
if v1 > v2. Since valp(Π) = Σni=1vi and Πj⩾1λj = ∆1, so valp(Πj⩾1λj) = valp(∆1),

we have valp(λ0) = v1 + v2 + valp(ε(M)) ⩾ v2 (with equality if v1 > v2). If τM is

a direct double we must have valp(λ0) = v2 = v3 and v2j = v2j+1 for all j ⩾ 2. □

When εS = 0 the condition v1 = v2 follows immediately from the fact that

pv2ε(M) is an integer.

We note here a related observation of Issa and McCoy.

Lemma 3.7. [IM20, Lemma 4.4] Let M = M(g; β1

α1
, . . . , βk

αk
, (1, e)), where 0 <

βi < αi for all i and ε(M) > 0, and suppose that τM ∼= A ⊕ A for some finite

abelian group A. If the index set {1, . . . , k} is partitioned into n ⩽ e classes {Ci}
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such that Σj∈Ci

βj

αj
⩽ 1 for all i ⩽ n then n = e and there is precisely one value of

i for which Σj∈Ci

βj

αj
< 1. For this value we have 1− Σj∈Ci

βj

αj
= 1

lcm(a1,...,ak)
.

Proof. Let p be prime. Then the p-primary part of τM ∼= A ⊕ A must be

a direct double. We may assume the cone points are labelled so that the p-adic

valuations of their orders are vk ⩾ vk−1 ⩾ . . . ⩽ v1. Let w be the p-adic valuation

of ε(M). The p-primary part of τM is then
⊕k

i=3(Z/pviZ) ⊕ Z/pvZ, where v =

v1 + v2 +w, and v ⩾ v2. Since there must be an even number of summands, either

k is odd or v1 = 0.

Since the exponents vi are increasing, this can be a direct double only if v =

v1 = v2. But then w = −v1 is the p-adic valuation of lcm(α1, . . . , αk). This

argument applies to each prime, and so

ε(M) =
1

lcm(α1, . . . , αk)
.

If k is even then hcf(α1, . . . , αk) = 1.

Now suppose that the index set {1, . . . , k} is partitioned into n ⩽ e classes {Ci}
such that Σj∈Ci

βj

αj
⩽ 1 for all i ⩽ n. Then we may write

ε(M) = e− n+Σnj=1σj = (1− Σi∈Cj

βi
αi

) =
1

lcm(α1, . . . , αk)
,

where σj = 1−Σi∈Cj

βi

αi
) ⩾ 0 for all j. Then we must have e− n ⩽ 0 and so n = e.

If σj > 0 then σj ⩾ 1
lcm(α1,...,αk)

, and so σh = 0 for all h ̸= j. □

The following bound is an immediate consequence. (Note that this result

bounds e in terms of the number of singular fibres, rather than in terms of the

full Seifert data for these singular fibres, as in Corollary 3.5.1.)

Theorem 3.8. [IM20, Prop. 4.6] Let M = M(g; β1

α1
, . . . , βk

αk
, (1,−e)), where

k > 1, 0 < βi < αi for all i and ε(M) > 0. If M embeds in S4 then e ⩽ k − 1.

Proof. If M embeds in S4 then τM is a direct double. If e ⩾ k then the

partition of {1, . . . , k} into k singletons would violate the conclusion of Lemma 3.7,

since βi

αi
< 1 for all i ⩽ k, and k > 1. □

For every k ⩾ 3 there are Seifert fibred Z-homology 3-spheres of the form

M(0; β1

α1
, . . . , βk

αk
, (1, 1−k)), by Lemma 3.6. Since these embed in S4, by Freedman’s

result, the bound in this theorem is best possible.

Let ℓ be a linking pairing on a finite abelian group of order a power of an

odd prime p. Then ℓ ∼=⊥tj=1 ℓj , where ℓj is a pairing on (Z/pkjZ)ρj and k1 >

k2 > · · · > kt ⩾ 1. If ℓ is hyperbolic then each of the summands ℓj is also

hyperbolic, and so the ranks ρj are all even. Let r1 = 1
2ρ1 + 1 and ri =

1
2ρi for

2 ⩽ j ⩽ t, and let S(p) be the concatenation of rj copies of ((pkj , 1), (pkj ,−1)),

for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t. Then M = M(0;S(p)) embeds in S4, by Lemma 3.2, and ℓM ∼= ℓ,

since τM ∼= ⊕tj=1(Z/pkjZ)ρj and ℓM is hyperbolic. A straightforward extension of

this argument shows that every hyperbolic linking pairing on a finite abelian group

of odd order is realized by some Seifert 3-manifold M with ε(M) = 0 and which

embeds in S4.
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In Appendix A we analyze the linking pairings of orientable 3-manifolds with

fixed-point free S1-actions. In particular, it follows from Theorem A10 of the

Appendix that the linking pairing is even if and only if all even cone point orders

αi have the same 2-adic valuation, and there are either no such points or at least

3.

3.4. H2 × E1-manifolds with g = 0

When the Seifert data is skew-symmetric, all cone point orders are odd and

ε(M) = 0 then M embeds smoothly in S4, by Lemma 3.1. We shall show that

when g = 0, ε(M) = 0 and all cone point orders are odd then skew-symmetry is a

necessary condition for M(0;S) to embed in a homology 4-sphere. If r ⩽ 2 then M

must be S3 or S2 × S1, while if r ⩾ 4 then M is a H2 × E1-manifold.

If the S1-action extends to a fixed-point free action onto a complementary

region W then there is a direct, geometric argument. For the exceptional orbits

with non-trivial isotropy subgroup have even codimension and are foliated by circles.

Therefore they are tori (in the interior of the region) and annuli with boundary

components exceptional fibres of M , and χ(W ) = 0. Consideration of relative

orientations implies that the Seifert data of the boundary components of such an

annulus have the form {(α, β), (α,−β)}.

Theorem 3.9. Let M = M(g;S) and let ϕ : π1(M) → Z be an epimorphism

such that ϕ(h) ̸= 0. If bϕ is neutral, then S is skew-symmetric.

Proof. We note first that ε(M) = 0 since the image of h in H1(M) has infinite

order. Let σ = |ϕ(h)|. Since h is central ϕ−1(σZ) ∼= Ker(ϕ)×Z, and so the covering

space associated to this subgroup is a product F ×S1, where F is a closed surface.

Then M fibres over S1 with fibre F and monodromy θ of order σ, and so the base

orbifold B is the quotient of F by an effective action of G = Z/σZ.
Let φ : πorb(B) = π1(M)/⟨h⟩ → Z/σZ be the epimorphism induced by ϕ, and

let g ∈ G have image φ(g) = [1]. Then F is the covering space associated to Ker(φ).

The points P with non-trivial isotropy subgroup GP lie above the cone points of B,

and the representation of the isotropy subgroup GP = ⟨gσ/αi⟩ on the tangent space

TP determines and is determined by the Seifert invariant (αi, βi), corresponding to

the ith cone point of B, since φ(qi) = −[σα iβi], for all i ⩽ r.

Since Mϕ
∼= F × R the Blanchfield pairing bϕ on H1(Mϕ;Q) reduces to the

intersection pairing IF on the fibre F , together with the isometric action of G =

Aut(F/B) ∼= Z/σZ. Let s(n, k) = |{i : αi = n, βi ≡ k mod (n)}| and K(m) = {k :

1 ⩽ k < m/2, (k,m) = 1}. Then the equivariant signatures of Atiyah, Bott and

Singer are given by

sign(IF , g
σ/m) = iΣk∈K(m)(s(m,m− k)− s(m, k)) cot(

πk

m
),

if m > 2, by Theorem 6.27 of [AB68].

If bϕ is neutral, its image in the Witt group W+(Q(t),QΛ) is trivial. The

equivariant signature sign(IF , g
σ/m) is an invariant of the Witt class of bϕ, for

each m|σ. (See page 75 of [Neu].) Since bϕ is neutral these signatures are 0. If
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m > 2, the algebraic numbers {cot(πkm ) : k ∈ K(m)} are linearly independent over

Q [EE82]. Hence s(m,m − k) = s(m, k) for all k ∈ K(m) and m > 2. Since

we may modify each βi by multiples of αi, subject to εS = 0, the Seifert data is

skew-symmetric. □

The converse is also true, but we shall only sketch the argument, as we do not

need the result. Suppose that S = ((α1, β1), . . . , (α2s, β2s)) is skew-symmetric, and

let T = {(α2j , β2j) | j ⩽ s}. Then M ∼= N#f −N#fM(g; ∅), where N =M(0;T ),

and ϕ induces nonzero homomorphisms ϕN : π1(N) → Z and ψ : π1(M(g; ∅)) → Z.
Let n(f) be an open tubular neighbourhood of a regular fibre of N , and let N0 =

N \ n(f). Then N#f − N = N0 ∪∂ −N0. If g = 0, then ϕN is an epimorphism,

and the diagonal copy of H1(N0;QΛ) in H1(M ;QΛ) ∼= H1(N0;QΛ)⊕H1(N0;QΛ)

is a maximal self-annihilating submodule, so bϕ is neutral. In general, ϕN and ψ

need not be onto, and we must allow for infinite cyclic covering spaces with finitely

many components.

Lemma 3.10. Let X be a compact 4-manifold with connected boundary M , such

that H1(X,M ;Q) = 0. Suppose that Φ : π1(X) → Z induces an epimorphism ϕ :

π1(M) → Z such that H1(M ;Q(t)) = 0. Then H2(X,M ;Q(t)) = 0 ⇔ χ(X) = 0.

If these conditions hold, then bϕ is neutral.

Proof. Since H1(M ;Q(t)) = H0(M ;Q(t)) = 0 and Mϕ is a connected open

3-manifold Hi(M ;Q(t)) = 0, for all i ⩾ 0, and so Hi(X;Q(t)) = Hi(X,M ;Q(t)),

for all i > 0. Since H1(X,M ;Q) = 0 the module H1(X,M ;QΛ) is a torsion QΛ-

module, so H1(X;Q(t)) = 0 and H1(X,M ;Q(t)) = 0. Hence H3(X;Q(t)) = 0, by

Poincaré duality. Similarly, H4(X;Q(t)) = H0(X;Q(t)) = 0. Since χ(X) may be

calculated as the alternating sum of the dimensions of these Q(t)-vector spaces it

follows that χ(X) = 0 if and only if H2(X,M ;Q(t)) = 0.

If these conditions hold, H2(W,M ;QΛ) is a QΛ-torsion module. Let P be its

image in H1(M ;QΛ). Then P is its own annihilator with respect to bϕ, and so bϕ
is neutral. (See Theorem 2.3 of [AIL].) □

Corollary 3.10.1. If M = M(g;S) embeds in a homology 4-sphere with

χ(X) = 0 and h having nonzero image in H1(X;Q), then S is skew-symmetric.

Proof. Let Φ : π1(X) → Z be an epimorphism such that Φ(h) ̸= 0. The

induced homomorphism ϕ : π1(M) → Z is also an epimorphism, since H1(M) maps

onto H1(X), and H1(M ;Q(t)) = 0. Thus bϕ is neutral, by Lemma 4.2, and so S is

skew-symmetric, by Theorem 3.9. □

In particular, this corollary applies when g = 0.

Theorem 3.11. Let M = M(0;S), where ε(M) = 0 and all cone point orders

αi are odd. Then M embeds if and only if S is skew-symmetric.

Proof. Since H2(M) ∼= Z, we may assume that H2(X) = 0 and H1(X) ∼=
H1(M). Hence χ(X) = 0 and h has nonzero image in H1(X;Q). Thus skew-

symmetry is necessary, by Corollary 3.10.1. It is also sufficient, by Lemma 3.1. □
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This settles the question of which Seifert fibred homology S2 × S1s embed,

when all cone point orders are odd; the answer is not known in general.

3.5. An open question

Theorem 3.11 suggests the question: if M(g;S) embeds in S4 and ε(M) = 0,

must S be skew-symmetric? This is true if g = 0 and all cone point orders are

odd, by Theorem 3.11. However, skew-symmetry alone is not enough to ensure an

embedding. The 2-torsion must be homogeneous. (See Appendix A.)

We consider some hindrances in extending our argument.

If there is an embedding with H2(X) = 0 then the inclusions ofM and of ∨βS1

into X induce isomorphisms on all the rational lower central series quotients of

the fundamental groups [St65]. Hence these quotients are those of the free group

F (β). This is never true for M an H2 × E1-manifold with β > 1, since the centre

has nonzero image in H1(M ;Q). It follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 that if

g ⩽ 1 then there is a complementary region X with χ(X) = 0. Does h have nonzero

image in H1(X;Q) when χ(X) = 0 and g = 1?

If g > 1, the condition χ(X) = 0 holds for neither complementary region of

M(g; ∅) = Tg × S1, when embedded in S4 as the boundary of a regular neighbour-

hood of an embedding of Tg. It remains possible that bϕ is neutral when Φ(h) ̸= 0

for some Φ as above. (This would follow by the argument of [AIL, Theorem 2.3],

if the torsion submodule of H2(X,M ;QΛ) maps onto the image of H2(X,M ;QΛ)

in H1(M ;QΛ).)

When r = 2 and ε(M) = 0 the Seifert data S is skew-symmetric, and M =

M(0;S) ∼= S2 × S1, with S1-action given by u.(w, z) = (uαw, uβz) for u, z ∈ S1 and

w ∈ Ĉ ∼= S2. If a regular fibre ofM bounds a locally flat disc in one complementary

component of some embedding of M in S4, ambient surgery gives an embedding of

L#−L in S4, where L = L(α, β). This is only possible if α is odd [KK80]. Thus it

is not clear whether a fibre sum construction can be used to build up embeddings

of other H2 × E1-manifolds with some exceptional fibres of even multiplicity.

If M = M(0; (3, 1), (5,−2), (15, 1)), then the αis are odd, εS = 0 and τM = 0,

so ℓM is hyperbolic. Thus these conditions alone do not imply that S must be

skew-symmetric.

3.6. Smooth embeddings

We conclude this chapter by summarizing some of the work of Donald and

of Issa and McCoy on smooth embeddings. Each use Donaldson’s diagonalization

theorem in proving their main result. It is not yet known whether there are similar

restrictions on locally flat embeddings, and so these may suggest further work.

Donald has answered the question above for smooth embeddings of H2 × E1-

manifolds [Do15]. (The cone point orders are not assumed to be odd here.)

Theorem. [Do15, Theorem 1.3] Let M be a Seifert manifold with orientable

base orbifold and ε(M) = 0. If M embeds smoothly in S4 then the Seifert data for

M is skew-symmetric.
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If all the cone point orders are odd then M(0;S) embeds smoothly in S4, by

Lemma 3.1. This also holds if there is also one pair {(α,±β)} in S with α even

[IM20, Proposition 7.8]. The even cone point orders must all have the same 2-adic

valuation, since ℓM is hyperbolic. (See Appendix A.) Beyond these observations, it

is not yet known whether every such Seifert manifold does indeed embed in S4.

Issa and McCoy give strong constraints on which S̃L-manifolds with orientable

base orbifold embed smoothly in S4. Assume henceforth thatM =M(g;S′, (1,−e),
where S′ is strict Seifert data with index set {1, . . . , k} and e > Σki=1

βi

αi
, so that

ε(M) > 0. (We have used our notational conventions for the Seifert data in what

follows.) Their main technical result involves the following notion.

The Seifert manifold M = M(g;S′, (1,−e)) with strict data S′ and ε(M) > 0

is partitionable if τM is a direct double and the index set {1, . . . , k} for S′ has two

partitions P and P ′ into e classes {C1, . . . , Ce} such that

(1) Σi∈C1

βi

αi
= 1− 1

lcm(a1,...,ak)
;

(2) Σi∈Cj

βi

αi
= 1 for j > 1; and

(3) no non-empty union of a proper subset of classes in P ′ is equal to a union

of classes in P.

The notion of partitionable Seifert manifold was introduced by Issa and McCoy,

and has a key role in their results on smooth embeddings [IM20]. See the final

section of this chapter.

Theorem. [IM20, Theorem 1.4] If M embeds smoothly in S4 then M is par-

titionable.

From this they derive the following results (among others).

Theorem. [IM20, Theorem 1.1] If M embeds smoothly in S4 then 2e ⩽ k + 1.

Moreover, if k = 2e− 1 is odd then M embeds smoothly if and only if

S′ = {e(α, α− 1), (e− 1)((α, 1)} (and so ε(M) =
1

α
).

Theorem. [IM20, Theorem 1.12] If k = 2e and M embeds smoothly in S4

then there are integers p, q, r, s with 0 < q < p, 0 < s < r, (p, q) = (r, s) = 1 and

ps+ qr + 1 = pr such that either

(1) S′ = {(x(p, q), y(r, s), (x−1)(p, p−q), (y−1)(r, r−s)}, where x+y = k−2;

or

(2) S′ = {(x(p, q), y(r, s), (x− 1)(p, p− q), (y− 1)(r, r− s), z(pr, 1), z((pr, pr−
1)}, where x+ y + z = k − 2 and z > 0.

Moreover, in case (1) each such M embeds smoothly in S4.

The argument for the final result uses the Neumann-Siebenmann invariant

µ̄(M ; s), for M a 3-manifold with a Spin structure s.

Theorem. [IM20, Theorem 1.10]. If g = 0 and M embeds smoothly in S4

then β1(M ;F2) ⩽ 2e.

They make the following conjectures, and prove the second of these under the

additional assumption that all cone point orders are even.
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[IM20, Conjecture 1.8]. A Seifert manifoldM(0;S′, (1,−e)) with ε(M) > 0 embeds

smoothly in S4 if and only if it is obtained by a (possibly empty) sequence of

expansions from someM(0;S′, (1,−1)) with S′ strict Seifert data which also embeds

smoothly in S4.

[IM20, Conjecture 1.9]. If M = M(0;S′, (1,−e)) embeds smoothly in S4 and

ε(M) > 0 then k − 1 ⩽ 2e ⩽ k + 1.



CHAPTER 4

Seifert manifolds with non-orientable base

orbifolds

In this chapter we shall consider Seifert manifolds with non-orientable base

orbifold.

W. S. Massey settled an old question of Whitney when he showed that the

normal bundles to smooth embeddings of #kRP2 in S4 have Euler number e ∈
{−2k, 4−2k, . . . , 2k} [Ma69], This was an early application of theG-Index Theorem

to low dimensional topology. We shall use the G-Index Theorem in a similar manner

in proving the main result of this chapter, which is a bound on the range of values

for ε(M), where M embeds in S4.

4.1. The torsion subgroup

We begin by determining the torsion τM for Seifert manifolds M with non-

orientable base orbifold.

Let Ni be a regular neighbourhood of the ith exceptional fibre, and let Bo
be a section of the restriction of the Seifert fibration to M \ ∪{Ni}. Then Bo
is homeomorphic to Pk with r open 2-discs deleted, and M \ ∪{Ni} ∼= Bo × S1.

Let ξi and θi be simple closed curves on ∂Ni corresponding to the ith boundary

component of Bo and a regular fibre respectively. Since B is non-orientable π1(M)

has a presentation

⟨u1, . . . , uk, q1, . . . , qn, h | Πu2iΠqj = 1, qαi
i h

βi = 1, ujhu
−1
j = h−1⟩,

where the uis are orientation-reversing loops in the RP2 summands of |B|, qj is the
image of ξj and h is the image of regular fibres such as θj . In this case ujhu

−1
j = h−1

for all j, since M is orientable.

Lemma 4.1. Let M =M(−k;S) be a Seifert manifold with non-orientable base

orbifold (so k ⩾ 1). Let r be the maximal index such that ti = t1 for i ⩽ r. Let

c = r if t1 ̸= 0 and let c = Σβi if t1 = 0 (i.e., if all the αi are odd). Then

τM ∼= Z/2α1Z⊕ Z/2α2Z⊕ (

n⊕
i=3

Z/αiZ) if c is even,

and

τM ∼= Z/4α1Z⊕ (

n⊕
i=2

Z/αiZ) if c is odd.

33
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Proof. On abelianizing the above presentation for π1(M), we see that H1(M)

has the presentation

⟨a1, . . . , ak, q1, . . . , qn, h | 2h = 0, αjqj + βjh = 0, 2Σai +Σqj = 0⟩,

where h = [f ], ai = [ui] and qj = [ξj ], for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ k and 1 ⩽ j ⩽ n. Since h, q and

a = Σai are clearly torsion elements, we see that H1(M) ∼= Zk−1 ⊕ τM , where τM
has the presentation

⟨a, h, q1 . . . , qn | 2h = 0, αjqj + βjh = 0, 2a+Σqj = 0⟩.

We shall write the cone point orders as αi = 2tisi, with si odd, and in descending

order of 2-adic valuation ti.

Suppose first that t1 > 0. Then after modifying the Seifert data, if necessary,

we may assume that every βi is odd, and so rewrite the appropriate relations in

the above presentation for τM as αjqj = h. Replace qj by q̄j = qj + 2−tjα1q1, and

replace a with

ā = a−
(
Σnj=2

α1

2tj+1

)
q1 +Σnj=3

1

2
(1− sj)Q̄j + ω

where ω = 1
2q1 if r is even and ω = 1

2 (1 − s2)q̄2 if r is odd. It is easily checked

that the coefficient of q1 in this expression is an integer, in either case. Now the

presentation for τM reduces to one of the following:

⟨h, ā, q1, q̄2, . . . , q̄n | 2h = 0, α1q1 = h, αj q̄j = 0, 2ā+ q̄2 +Σnj=3sj q̄j = 0⟩,

or

⟨h, ā, q1, q̄2, . . . , q̄n | 2h = 0, α1q1 = h, αj q̄j = 0, 2ā+ q̄1 +Σnj=2sj q̄j = 0⟩,

according as r is even or odd.

If r is even, replace q̄2 by ¯̄q2 = q̄2 + Σnj=3sj q̄j . With this, the relation α2q̄2
may be replaced by α2 ¯̄q2 = 0 (noting that αj divides α2sj for j ⩾ 3), and the

presentation for τM becomes

⟨h, ā, q1, ¯̄q2, q̄3, . . . , q̄n | 2h = 0, α1q1 = h, α2 ¯̄q2 = αj q̄j = 0, 2ā+ ¯̄q2 = 0⟩,

which reduces to

⟨ā, q1, q̄3, . . . , q̄n | 2α1q1 = 0, 2α2ā = 0, αj q̄j = 0⟩,

and so τM ∼= Z/2α1Z⊕ Z/2α2Z⊕ (
⊕n

i=3 Z/αiZ).
If r is odd, replace q1 by q̄1 = q1 +Σnj=2sj q̄j . With this, the relation α1q1 = h

may be replaced by α1q̄1 = h, and the presentation for τM becomes

⟨h, ā, q̄1, . . . , q̄n | 2h = 0, α1q̄1 = h, αj q̄j = 0 (j ⩾ 2), 2ā+ q̄1 = 0⟩,

which reduces to

⟨ā, q̄1, . . . , q̄n | 4α1q̄1 = 0, αj q̄j = 0 (j ⩾ 2)⟩,

and so τM ∼= Z/4α1Z⊕ (
⊕n

i=2 Z/αiZ).
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Finally, suppose that t1 = 0 and every αj is odd. After reindexing, if necessary,

we may assume that βj is odd for j ⩽ s and is even for j > s, for some s ⩾ 0. Then

αjqj = h for j ⩽ s and αjqj = 0 for j > s, and s ≡ c = Σnj=1βj mod (2). Let

q̄j = qj + α1q1 = qj + h for 2 ⩽ j ⩽ s and q̄j = qj for j > s,

and let

ā = a−
(
Σsj=2

1

2
α1

)
q1 +Σnj=3

1

2
(1− sj)Q̄j + ω

where ω = 1
2q1 if c is even and ω = 1

2 (1 − s2)q̄2 if c is odd. Then the rest of the

argument follows exactly as in the preceding cases. □

IfM is as in the above Lemma then τM is a direct double only if the prime power

factors of the αis occur in pairs. If αi is odd for all i then we need also that Σni=1βi
is even. In particular, this requires that there are an even number 2b (possibly 0)

of cone points with αi even. As we shall see in Theorem 4.3, hyperbolicity of the

torsion linking form requires furthermore that the non-zero tis must all be equal,

or, when all the αis are odd, that Σni=1αiβi ≡ 2k mod (4).

If M is Seifert fibred over a nonorientable base then τM ̸= 0, by Lemma 4.1,

and so M is neither a homology sphere nor a homology S2 × S1.

4.2. The linking pairing

In order to determine the linking pairing we shall have to look more carefully

at geometric representatives for the homology classes.

We begin by finding a convenient choice of generators for τM . Fix a base-point

for Pk = #kRP2 and let σ1, . . . , σk be orientation-reversing loops corresponding to

the distinct summands. Choose loops ξ1, . . . , ξn at ∗ which bound discs Ni, which

meet only at ∗. Orient and label these loops (clockwise) as in Figure 4.1.

⋆

σ1

σ2

σk

... ...

. . .

ξn

ξ1

f↖
▶

▶

◀

▶

◀

Figure 4.1

Let Pk,n∗ = Pk \ ∪ intNi. Then Pk,n∗ deformation retracts onto a wedge of

circles and thus there is an unique orientable S1-bundle Pk,n∗×̃S1 over Pk,n∗, with

a section which carries the loops σi and ξj into Pk,n∗×̃S1. Let f denote the oriented
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fibre over ∗ ∈ Pk,n∗. Finally let N(γi) be solid tori with cores γi, for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ n,

and write

M = Pk,n∗×̃S1 ∪∪hi
(

n⋃
i=1

N(γi)).

where each attaching homomorphism hi identifiers the boundary of a meridianal

disc in N(γi) with a curve representing the homology class αi[ξi] + βi[f ]. Then

M = M(−k;S), where S = {(αi, βi) | 1 ⩽ i ⩽ n}, and the cores γi represent the

singular fibres.

Now consider the loops σi, ξj and f of Figure 1 to be 1-cycles in M Let

σ = Σki=1σi. Then σ has image a = [σ] in τM . The relations in our original

presentation for τM correspond to the presence of the following 2-chains inM . The

union of fibres over σ1 may be considered as a 2-chain A (with support the image

of an annulus), with ∂A = 2f . (Note that the σis are orientation-reversing loops!)

For each i ⩽ n there is a 2-chain Di in N(γi) with ∂Di = αiξi + βif in M . (Thus

Di is homologous to a meridianal disc.) Finally, we may consider Pk,n∗ as a 2-chain

in M with ∂Pk,n∗ = 2σ +Σni=1ξi. Note that we have described each of ∂A, ∂Pk,n∗
and the ∂Dis explicitly as 1-cycles. We may now compute various linkings.

Lemma 4.2. Using the above generators for τM , we have

ℓM (qi, qi) =
βi
αi
, ℓM (qi, qj) = 0 if j ̸= i, ℓM (qi, h) = ℓM (h, h) = 0,

ℓM (a, qi) = − βi
2αi

, ℓM (a, a) =
1

4
(2k − ε(M)) and ℓM (a, h) =

1

2
.

Proof. The 1-cycles corresponding to the generators are shown in Figure 1

with f directed out of the page, and we may use the right-hand rule to determine a

positive intersection. we may perturb each ξi to a homologous 1-cycle ξ′i just inside

N(γi), and perturb σ to σ′ as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

.
.
. .

.

.

ξ′n

ξ′1

σ′

▶

▶▶

◀

◀

..
.

→
↖

→

→

Figure 4.2

Then we have intersection numbers ξ′i • A = ξ′i
˙Pn∗ = 0, ξ′i • Di = βi and

ξ′i • Dj = 0 if j ̸= i, while σ′ • A = −1 and σ′ • Di = −βi. We also have

σ′ • Pn∗ = k (with the right choice of σ′, for a different choice may give −k). Now

let Cj = 2Dj − βjA, so that ∂Cj = 2αjξj . Then ξ′i • Cj = 2ξ′i • Dj = δij2βi,
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and consequently ℓM (qi, qj) = δij
βi

αi
. Also σ′ • Ci = −2βi + βi = −βi, so that

ℓM (a, qi) = − βi

2αi
. Now write C = Σni=1α̂iCi, where α̂i = α−1

i Πnj=1αj , and let

R = 2(Πnj=1αj)Pn∗ − C. Then ∂R = 4(Πnj=1αj)σ. Also

σ′ •R = 2(Πnj=1αj)k +Σni=1α̂iβi = (Πnj=1αj)(2k − ε(M)).

Thus ℓM (a, a) = 1
4 (2k − ε(M). (Note that we may also use R to check that

ℓM (qi, a) = −βi

2αi
= ℓM (a, qi), which also follows by the symmetry of the form.)

Finally, ξ′i • A = 0 implies that ℓM (qi, h) = 0 for i ⩽ n, and σ′ • A = −1 implies

that ℓM (a, h) = − 1
2 = 1

2 , since ∂A = 2f . Also we may perturb f to f ′ so that

f ′ •A = 0. Thus ℓM (h, h) = 0. □

Corollary 4.2.1. IfM =M(−1; ((2, 1), (2,−1), (1,−e)) then ℓM is hyperbolic

if and only if e ≡ 2 mod (4).

Proof. In this case τM ∼= (Z/4Z)2, with generators a and q1, and the matrix

of ℓM with respect to this basis is

L =
(

1
4 (2−e) − 1

4

− 1
4

1
2

)
.

It is easily checked that there is a matrix A ∈ GL(2,Z/4Z) such that AtrLA = ( 0 1
1 0 )

if and only if e ≡ 2 mod (4). □

In particular, the Hantzsche-Wendt flat manifold M(−1; (2, 1), (2,−1)) does

not embed in any homology 4-sphere. On the other hand, 0-framed surgery on the

link 822 gives an embedding of the Nil3-manifold M(−1; (2, 1), (2,−1), (1, 2)).

Theorem 4.3. Let M =M(−k;S). If ℓM is hyperbolic then all the even cone

point orders αi must have the same 2-adic valuation. If all the αi are odd then we

must also have η = Σαiβi ≡ 2k mod (4).

Remark. The quantity η is invariant mod (4) under Seifert data equivalences.

Proof. Enlarge the set of generators to {c1, . . . , cn, d1, . . . , dn, h, â}, where

ci = 2tiqi − βih and di = siqi for i ⩽ n, and â = a + Σni=1
1
2ρi(si + 1)ci, with ρi

chosen so that 2tiρi ≡ 1 mod (si). This corresponds to a decomposition of H1(M)

into a direct sum of n cyclic factors ⟨ci⟩ of odd order si, for i ⩽ n, and a 2-group.

By using Lemma 4.2, one can check that, with respect to this set of generators, the

linking matrix for ℓM is a block sum of the diagonal matrix

ℓM (ci, cj) = diag

(
2t1β1
s1

, . . . ,
2tnβn
sn

)
with the 2-group block

s1β1

2t1 0 . . . 0 − β1

2t1+1

0 s2β2

2t2 . . . 0 − β2

2t2+1

...
...

. . .
...

...

0 0 . . . 0 1
2

− β1

2t1+1 − β2

221+1 . . . 1
2 x

 ,
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where x = ℓM (â, â). When every αi is odd this block simplifies to
(

0 1
2

1
2

1
4 (2k+η)

)
,

which is itself hyperbolic if and only if 2k + η ≡ 0 mod (4), which gives the second

part of the theorem.

Now suppose that, contrary to the conclusion of the first part of the theorem,

there is some m ∈ {2, . . . , n} such that 0 < tm < t1 = t. It remains to show in

this case that ℓM is not hyperbolic. Note that α1 and αm are even, so that β1
and βm are odd (as well as s1 and sm being odd). Replace the generator dm with

d̄m = dm + 2t−tmsmd1 (or just d̄m = smq̄m for q̄m as in the proof of Lemma 4.1.

Then ℓM (d̄m, h) = 0, ℓM (d̄m, di) = 0 for i ̸= 1 or m and

ℓM (d̄m, d̄m) = ℓM (dm, dm) + (2t−tM sm)2ℓM (d1, d1) =
u

2tm
,

where u = smβm + 2t−tms2mt1β1 is odd, since tm < t and smβm is odd. Moreover

ℓm(d̄m, d1) =
v

2tm

where v = sms1β1, and

ℓM (d̄m, â) = − βm
2tm+1

− 2t−tms−m
β1
2t+1

+
w

2tm
,

where w = − 1
2 (βm + smβ1) is also an integer. Now choosing r such that ru ≡ 1

mod (2tm), replace d1 and â with d̄1 = d1 − vrd̄m and ā = â− wrd̄m, respectively.

Then ℓM (d̄m, d̄1) = 0 and ℓM (d̄m, ā) = 0. Thus d̄m generates an orthogonal direct

summand of the 2-group. But a hyperbolic linking on a 2-group admits no such

summand [KK80, Theorem 0.1]. □

Using Wall’s presentation of the semigroup of linkings on p-groups (for a fixed

odd prime p) [KK80, Wa64], it is a routine matter to check whether or not the

odd-order part of a given torsion linking pairing is hyperbolic. In the case of

Proposition 4.4.1, where the strictly singular fibres occur in opposite pairs, we can

easily check that η ≡ −ε mod (4). Moreover, since(
βi
αi

0

0 − βi
αi

)
∼

(
0 1

αi
1
αi

0

)
,

the linking pairing is clearly hyperbolic in this case if and only if ε ≡ 2k mod (4).

Manifolds with all cone point orders αi even may be treated case by case with the

help of the presentation of the semigroup of linkings on 2-groups given in [KK80].

4.3. The main result

We shall assume that αi = 2tisi with si odd, for all i. We may also assume

that there is an r ⩾ 0 such that t1 = · · · = tr, and ti = 0 if i > r, by Theorem 4.3.

In what follows we shall write t = t1. Since ℓM must be hyperbolic there is an even

number, 2b say, of cone points with αi even. Let bS = b− 1 if b > 0 and bS = 0 if

all the αis are odd.

Theorem 4.4. Let S be strict Seifert data. If M1 = M(−k1;S, (1, e1)) and

M2 =M(−k2;S, (1, e2)) each embed in homology 4-spheres then

(ε(M1)− ε(M2)) ∈ Z ∩ 2−t{−2K, 4− 2K, . . . , 2K − 4, 2K},
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where K = 2t(k1 + k2 + 4bS) + bS.

In particular, if the cone point orders αi are all odd (so t = bS = 0) and

M(−k;S, (1, e)) embeds in a homology 4-sphere then there are at most k other

values of e for which the corresponding 3-manifold embeds in a homology 4-sphere.

Corollary 4.4.1. Suppose that S = {γi(αi, βi), γi(αi, αi − βi) | 1 ⩽ i ⩽ n},
where each αi is odd, and let M = M(−c;S, (1, e)). Then ε(M) = −n − e, and

M embeds in a homology 4-sphere if and only if −2c ⩽ ε(M) ⩽ 2c and ε(M) ≡ 2c

mod (4). Every such manifold embeds smoothly in S4.

Proof. On the one hand, there are at most c + 1 possible values of e corre-

sponding to 3-manifolds which embed in homology 4-spheres, by Theorem 4.4.

On the other hand, we may adapt the construction of Lemma 3.1. There we

saw that M(S2; ((αi, βi), (αi,−βi) ∼= ∂(L∗
i × [−ϵ, ϵ]) has a smooth embedding in

S4 for which there exists a 4-ball B(Mi) = D2 × I × [−ϵ, ϵ] embedded in S4 such

that Mi ∩B(Mi) = ∂D2 × I × [−ϵ, ϵ], and each circle ∂D2 × (r, s) is a regular fibre

of Mi. The embeddings of M(−c; (1, e)) (for e in the above range) due to Massey

[Ma69] also have this property, since in fact each one bounds a disc bundle. As

in Lemma 3.1 we may form embedded fibre sums to obtain the desired embedding.

These must exhaust the possibilities. □

Of course we may change the ambient homology 4-sphere by taking connected

sums.

Corollary 4.4.2. Let M be an S1 bundle over a closed surface F , with Euler

number e. Then M embeds in a homology 4-sphere if and only if either

(1) F is orientable and e = 0 or ±1; or

(2) F = #cRP2 and e ∈ {−2c, 4− 2c, . . . , 2c}.
In all cases M embeds smoothly in S4.

Proof. The case when F is non-orientable follows immediately from Corollary

4.4.1. If F is orientable of genus g then H1(M) ∼= Z2g ⊕ (Z/eZ), and so τM is a

direct double if and only if e = 0 or ±1. Lemma 3.3 gives smooth embeddings in

S4 in each of these cases. □

Thus orientable S1-bundle spaces over non-orientable bases embed if and only

if they embed smoothly, as boundaries of regular neighbourhoods of smooth embed-

dings of the base. Note also that although M(−3; (1, 6)) = M(−1; (1, 6)#fT × S1

embeds in S4, we cannot cancel the T × S1 term as M(−1; (1, 6)) does not embed.

An involution of a connected orientable manifoldW is an orientation-preserving

self-homeomorphism of W of order 2.

Lemma 4.5. Let M = M(−k;S). Then one of the complementary regions, X

say, has a 2t+1-fold covering ψ : X̃ → X such that the restriction of the covering

involution to M̃ acts by rotating the fibres through π radians. (Here we assume that

M̃ has the Seifert structure induced by the covering ψ|M .)
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Proof. Since τM must be a direct double, we may assume by Lemma 4.1

that it has a direct summand Z/2α1Z generated by q1, as in the proof. In fact

q̂ = s1q1 generates a direct summand of τM of order 2t+1. Note also that h =

α1q1 = 2tq̂, where h is the element of order 2 in H1(M) which is the image of a

regular fibre f of M . Define an epimorphism ϕ : H1(M) → Z/2t+1Z by projection

onto the summand of τM generated by q̂. Now q̂ may be identified with an element

(x0, y0) ∈ H1(X)⊕H1(Y ), and one of (x0, 0) or (0, y0) must have order 2t+1 under

the quotient map ϕ. Suppose that x0 satisfies this condition. Thus ϕ defines a

surjection ϕX : H1(X) → Z/2t+1Z such that x 7→ ϕ(x, 0), and there exists a 2t+1-

fold covering ψ : X̃ → X with π1(X̃) = Ker(ϕX ◦ ab).
Since the inclusion M ⊂ X induces the projection pX : H1(M) → H1(X), the

regular fibre f ofM represents the element [f ] = pX(h) = 2tx0 in H1(X), and since

ϕX(x0) has order 2t+1, ϕX([f ]) will have order 2 in Z/2t+1Z. Thus ψ|−1
M (f) is a

collection of 2t disjoint circles, each of which doubly covers f . On the other hand,

if we take

ϕX : H1(X) → Z/2t+1Z → Z/2tZ

such that [f ] 7→ 0, then we obtain an intermediate covering ψX : X → X where

each fibre of M lifts to a fibre in M . Thus X̃ is a double cover of X with covering

automorphism as required. That is, each regular fibre of M̃ doubly covers a fibre

of M , the same being necessarily true for singular fibres as well. □

Lemma 4.6. LetM be as in the previous lemma. Then M̃ is fibred over #cRP2,

where c = 2t(k + bS)− 2bS and ε(M̃) = 2t−1ε(M).

Proof. Clearly M̃ and M each have the same base orbifold, B̃, say. Observe

also that the cone point orders of B̃ must all be odd since, given a fibre γ in M of

type (α, β), β must be even as γ is covered by a fibre γ̃ of type (α, 12β+cα) [NR78,

1.3]. Now, in the coveringM →M each regular fibre ofM lifts to 2t distinct fibres,

as do the singular fibres of odd multiplicity, while each of the remaining fibres,

having multiplicity 2tsi for some odd si, must be 2t-fold covered by a single fibre

of odd multiplicity. The covering M̃ → M induces a covering of orbifolds, or

a 2t-fold branched covering of surfaces |B̃| → |B| with a branch set consisting

of the 2b points corresponding to the 2b singular fibres with even multiplicity.

Thus |B̃| is also a non-orientable surface, and so |B̃| ∼= ♯cRP2, for some c > 0.

Recall that by definition of bS , if t ̸= 0 then there are 2bS + 2 fibres of even

multiplicity. In this case χ(|B̃|) = 2t(χ(|B|) − 2bS − 2) + 2bS + 2, which gives

c = 2t(k+2bS)− 2bs. But this formula also holds when t = 0, in which case c = k.

Finally, ε(M̃) = 1
2ε(M) = 2t−1ε(M), as in [NR78, 1.2] or [JN]. □

We aim to construct involutions g on a 4-manifold W with fixed point set

a closed connected surface F , smoothly embedded in W , and such that g acts

smoothly on a neighbourhood of F . That is, F will have a smooth D2-bundle

neighbourhood N(F ) ⊂W , on which g acts by rotation of the fibres, We shall call

such a surface a “good” fixed point set. Given such an F , let e(F ) be the normal

Euler number, which is just the Euler number of ∂N(F ), considered as a circle
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bundle over F . According to the G-Index Theorem, if g is an involution of a closed

connected 4-manifold with “good” fixed point set F then sign(g,W ) = e(F ). Here

sign(g,W ) denotes the signature of the bilinear form ( , )g on H2(W ;Q) given by

(σ, τ)g = σ ∪ g∗τ , We may look to various sources [Go86, JO69] for a statement

of the theorem for W smooth and g a diffeomorphism. However the smoothness is

required (by the proof in [JO69], for example) only in the neighbourhood of the

fixed point set. Thus the theorem holds equally well in the present setting. In

proving Theorem 4.4, we shall use also the fact that |sign(g,W )| ⩽ β2(W ), and is

congruent to β2(W ) mod (2), for W a closed 4-manifold.

If we take M to be the circle bundle M(F ; (1,−e)) then, in Lemma 4.5, M̃ is

also a circle bundle, with Euler number ẽ = 1
2e and associated disc bundle D

M̃
. In

this case the covering involution of X̃ given by Lemma 4.5, extends to an involution

g of the closed connected 4-manifold W
M̃

= X̃ ∪
M̃
D
M̃
, with “good” fixed point

set F̃ ∼= F . Thus sign(g,W ) = e(F̃ ) = ẽ.

More generally, given a Seifert manifold M̃ with fibration π̃ : M̃ → F̃ , the

“associated disc bundle”, or more precisely the mapping cylinder

C
M̃

= M̃ × [0, 1]/(x1, 0) ∼ (x2, 0) whenever π̃(x1) = π̃(x2)

is in fact not necessarily a manifold. It ceases to be a manifold precisely at the

isolated points pi = (xi, 0) for xi on a strictly singular fibre. However, we may

modify C
M̃

by removing a neighbourhood which contains all such points. There

exists a closed disc δ ⊂ F̃ such that the point π̃(γ̃) ∈ int(δ) for each singular fibre

γ̃ of M̃ . Let E = π̃−1(δ)× [0, 12 )/(∼) ⊂ C
M̃

. This defines a neighbourhood which

meets F̃ in δ (note that C
M̃

contains F̃ as {(x, 0) ∈ C
M̃

. Define the “modified

associated disc-bundle” to be D
M̃

= C
M̃

\ int(E).

Note that in the above construction E is contractible to δ ∼ ∗, so that χ(E) = 1.

Also its boundary ∂E must be a rational homology sphere. This is true since ∂E

may be wriiten as a generalized Seifert manifoldM(0; (0, 1), (α̃1, β̃1), . . . , (α̃m, β̃m)),

which has finite first homology, the rest following by Poincaré duality, given that

∂E is closed, connected and orientable.

As in the statement of the theorem, for fixed S, let M1 =M(k1, S, (1, e1)) and

M2 =M(k2, S, (1, e2)) be Seifert manifolds which embed in homology 4-spheres Σ1

and Σ2, respectively. Then we may write Σ1 = X1 ∪M1
Y1 and Σ2 = X2 ∪M2

Y2 ,

where we may suppose there are coverings ψ1 : X̃1 → X1 and ψ2 : X̃2 → X2, as

described in Lemma 4.5.

Consider the manifold W1 = X̃1 ∪
M̃1

D
M̃1

, with boundary ∂E1. By Lemma

4.5, there is a covering involution of X̃1 which extends to an involution g1 of W1 in

the obvious way, with fixed point set F̃1 \ int(δ1). There is a similar pair (g2,W2).

Since M̃1 and M̃2 have the same set S̃ of strictly singular fibres, we may write

M̃i = M(−k̃i; (α̃1, β̃1), . . . , (α̃m, β̃m), (1,−ei)), and we may choose E1 and E2 to

have exactly the same fibred structure. That is, there is a fibre-preserving home-

omorphism E1
∼= E2 which respects the sets F̃i ∩ Ei and the involution on ∂Ei.

Now, if we write

W =W1 ∪∂E W2
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thenW is a closed connected 4-manifold, and g1 and g2 together define an involution

g on W with “good” fixed point set F = F̃1♯F̃2. Furthermore F has normal Euler

number e(F ) = e1 − e2 = ε(M̃1) − ε(M̃2), which is simply 2t−1(ε(M1) − ε(M2)),

by Lemma 4.6. Note that ∂(−W2) ∼= −∂E, while ∂(W1) ∼= ∂E. However, in

order to orient the union of two oriented manifolds consistently, we require that

the attaching homeomorphism to be orientation-reversing, and here it is taken to

be the obvious one. Now, by the G-Index Theorem we may write

sign(g,W ) = 2t−1(ε(M1)− ε(M2)).

This signature is bounded by the value of β2(W ), independently of the εi. It

remains now to express this constraint in terms of k1 and k2, and the constants t

and bS , which depend only on S. We begin by establishing a bound on β1(Wi) (for

i = 1, 2), for which we need the next lemma.

Lemma 4.7. Let p be a prime. If f : X̃ → X is a ps-fold cyclic covering then

β1(X̃) ⩽ psβ1(X;Fp).

Proof. The covering gives an exact sequence

1 → K0 → G0 → Z/psZ → 1,

where K0 = π1(X̃) and G0 = π1(X). Since K0 is finitely generated, K = K0/I(K0)

is free abelian of rank r = β1(X̃). Since I(K0) is characteristic in K0 it is normal

in G0, and so we have an exact sequence

1 → K → G0/I(K0) → Z/psZ → 1.

Let K = K/pK ∼= (Z/pZ)r. Then we get another exact sequence

1 → K → G→ Z/psZ → 1,

where G is the quotient of G0/I(K0) by pK. Note that Gab is a a quotient of

H1(X;Z).
Now G ∼= ⟨ζ,K | ζps ∈ K, ζ−1xζ = Ax, ∀x ∈ K⟩, where ζ acts on K via

some A ∈ GL(r, p). Let Γ = Fp[T ]. Then K is a Γ-module, with T acting via

t.x = Ax, for all x ∈ K. Since ζp
s ∈ K and K is abelian, T p

s

x = x, for all

x ∈ K, and so K is annihilated by T p
s − I = (T − I)p

s

. Since Γ is a PID we

have K ∼= ⊕mi=1(Γ/(T − I)i)ei , for some ei ⩾ 0 and m ⩽ ps. Hence r = Σmi=1iei ⩽
psΣei. On the other hand, Gab = ⟨ζ,K/(T − I)K | ζps ∈ K/(T − I)K⟩, and

K/(T − I)K ∼= ⊕mi=1(Γ/(T − I))ei ∼= FRp , where R = Σei. Thus β1(X̃) ⩽ psR and

R ⩽ β1(X;Fp). □

Lemma 4.8. β1(Wi) ⩽ β1(X̃i) ⩽ 2t+1(β1(Xi) + bS).

Proof. For convenience, we shall drop the subscript i throughout, except to

distinguish Wi from W . Apply Lemma 4.7 to the covering ψ of Lemma 4.5, where

ps = 2t+1. The image of ζ in Gab has order 2t+1 or 2t+2. But τX has no elements

of order 2t+2, so ζ has order 2t+1 and Gab ∼= Z/2t+1Z ⊕ (Z/2Z)R, where R is as

defined in Lemma 4.7. Since τM ∼= τX⊕τY is a direct double, τX/2τX has dimension

bS + 1, by Lemma 4.1. Hence we get an epimorphism from (Z/2Z)β1(X)+bS+1 to

(Z/2Z)R+1, and hence R ⩽ β1(X) + bS . But then β1(X̃) ⩽ 2t+1(β1(X) + bS).
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Write W 0 = Wi ∪∂E E = X̃ ∪
M̃
C
M̃
. (Recall that C

M̃
is contractible to F̃ .)

Then we have the Mayer-Vietoris sequence

H1(M̃)
ϕ−−−−→ H1(X̃)⊕H1(F̃ ) → H1(W

0) → 0

where ϕ is induced by the inclusions of M̃ into X̃ and C̃
M̃
. But the map to

H1(F̃ ) is surjective, so dim(Im(ϕ)) ⩾ β1(F ), and hence β1(W
0) = β1(X̃)+β1(F̃ )−

dim(Im(ϕ)) ⩽ β1(X̃). Finally, since β1(E) = 0 and ∂E is a rational homology

sphere, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (for W 0 =Wi ∪∂E E) gives β1(Wi) = β1(W
0),

and we have proved the lemma. □

We may now prove Theorem 4.4.

Proof. For each i = 1, 2 the union C
M̃i

= D
M̃i

∪Ei gives χ(CM̃i
) = χ(D

M̃i
)+

χ(Ei). That is, χ(DM̃i
) = χ(F̃i)−1, since C

M̃i
is contractible to F̃i and χ(Ei) = 1.

Thus since Σ = X̃1∪DM̃1
∪D

M̃2
∪X̃2, where the unions are along closed 3-manifolds,

we have

χ(W ) = 2t+1χ(X1) + 2t+1χ(X2) + χ(F̃1) + χ(F̃2)− 2.

By Poincaré duality, we may then write

β2(W ) = 2(β1(W1) + β1(W2) + 2t+1(χ(X1) + χ(X2)) + χ(F̃1) + χ(F̃2)− 4

= Ξ1 + Ξ2, where Ξi = 2β1(Wi) + 2t+1χ(Xi) + χ(F̃i)− 2,

where the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (for W =W1∪∂EW2) gives β1(W ) = β1(W1)+

β1(W2), since ∂E is a rational homology sphere.

Since Xi is a complementary region for an embedding of Mi in a homology

4-sphere Σi, β1(Xi) + β2(Xi) = β1(Mi) = ki − 1, while βj(Xi) = 0 for j > 2. The

inequality of Lemma 4.8 and these relations now give

Ξi ⩽ 2t+2(β1(Xi) + bS) + 2t+1χ(Xi) + χ(F̃i)− 2

= 2t+1(1 + β1(Xi) + β2(Xi) + 2bS) + χ(F̃i)− 2

= 2t+1(ki + 2bS)− k̃i = Ki, say.

Consequently, putting K = K1 + K2, we have |sign(g,W )| ⩽ β2(W ) ⩽ K. Also

Ξi ≡ χ(F̃i) ≡ k̃i ≡ Ki mod (2), so that sign(g,W ) ≡ β2(W ) ≡ K mod (2).

Thus 2t−1(ε(M1) − ε(M2)) = sign(g,W ) ∈ {−K, 2 − K, . . . ,K}. Hence, since

ε(M1)− ε(M2) must be an integer, it follows that

ε(M1)− ε(M2) ∈ {−2K

2t
,
4− 2K

2t
, . . . ,

2k

2t
} ∩ Z.

Finally, note that since k̃i = 2t(ki + 2bS) − 2bS , by Lemma 4.6, we have Ki =

22(ki + 2bS) = 2bS , and so K = 2t(k1 + k2 + 4bS) + 4bs, which completes the

proof. □
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4.4. Some further remarks

LetM =M(−c, S) be a Seifert manifold with base orbifold B = Pc(α1, . . . , αr),

and suppose that all cone point orders αi are odd. (ThenM is an H2×E1-manifold

or a S̃L-manifold unless c + r ⩽ 2.) Since ε(M) is a rational number with odd

denominator it has a well-defined image in Z/2sZ, for any s ⩾ 0. In particular,

ε(M) ≡ Σβi mod (2) and ε(M) ≡ −Σαiβi mod (4), since αi ≡ 1 mod (2) and

αi ≡ α−1
i mod (4) if αi is odd. Thus the invariants c and η used in Lemma 4.1

and Theorem 4.3 are just the images of −ε(M) in Z/2Z and Z/4Z (respectively).

Hence ε(M) ≡ 2k mod (4) if ℓM is hyperbolic, by Theorem 4.3.

If ε(M) = 0, then τM ∼= (Z/2Z)2 ⊕
⊕

i⩾1 Z/αiZ, by Theorem 4.3. Therefore

if τM is a direct double the numbers #{i : vp(αi) = j} are even for all odd primes

p and exponents j ⩾ 1. If, moreover, r = 3, then it follows from Lemma 4.2 that

ℓM is hyperbolic. Must S be skew-symmetric if ε(M) = 0 and M(−k, S) embeds

in S4? The first cases to test are perhaps those with base P2(p, q, pq), where p

and q are distinct odd primes. (When k = 2 one complementary domain, X say,

has H1(M ;Q) ∼= H1(X;Q) and χ(X) = 0. However the argument of Theorem 3.9

does not appear to apply usefully here, as we must first pass to the 2-fold cover of

M induced by the orientation cover of the base B before continuing to an infinite

cyclic cover homeomorphic to F×R. There is no obvious reason that the Blanchfield

pairing associated to the latter cover should be neutral.)

Donald shows that if S′ is strict Seifert data and M = M(−c;S′, (1,−e)) em-

beds smoothly in S4 then the Seifert invariants must occur in pairs {(α, β), (α, β′)}
where β′ = α − β or β′ = α − β[−1], with β.β[−1] ≡ 1 mod (α). Moreover, if any

of the cone point orders are even then all such cone point orders are equal, and if

(α, β) and (α, β′) are Seifert invariants with α even then β′ = β, α − β, β[−1] or

α− β[−1] [Do15, Theorem 1.2].



CHAPTER 5

3-manifolds with restrained fundamental group

In this chapter we shall show first that there are just thirteen 3-manifolds with

restrained fundamental group which embed in homology 4-spheres, and all embed in

S4. The most difficult part of the argument involves consideration of 3-manifolds

which are the union of two copies of the mapping cylinder N of the orientation

cover of the Klein bottle. (This is an extension of the work in Chapter 4.) We then

show that if there is a degree-1 map f : M → P which induces isomorphisms on

Z[π1(P )]-homology and π1(P ) is torsion-free and solvable then M embeds in S4 if

and only if P does. (This result involves 4-dimensional surgery over π1(P ).)

5.1. Statement of the main result on virtually solvable groups

If the fundamental group of a 3-manifold M is restrained then it is either finite

or solvable, and M has one of the geometries S3, S2 × E1, E3, Nil3 or Sol3. In the

first four cases M is a Seifert manifold.

The only infinite solvable 3-manifold group with torsion is D∞, which we may

exclude by the next result.

Lemma 5.1. If π1(M) ∼= D∞ thenM does not embed in any homology 4-sphere.

Proof. If π1(M) ∼= D∞ then M ∼= RP3#RP3, and so τM = H1(M) is gen-

erated by elements x1 and x2 such that ℓM (xi, xi) ̸= 0. The lemma now follows

immediately from Corollary 2.6.1. □

If M is flat, a Nil3-manifold or Sol3-manifold and π/π′ is infinite then M is the

total space of a torus bundle over S1, and conversely every such bundle has one of

these geometries.

If M has one of these geometries and π/π′ is finite then either M is the

Hantzsche-Wendt flat manifold, or M is a Nil3-manifold and is Seifert fibred over

one of S(2, 2, 2, 2), S(2, 3, 6), S(2, 4, 4), S(3, 3, 3) or P (2, 2), orM is a Sol3-manifold.

The Hantzsche-Wendt flat manifold has fundamental group G6 with presentation

⟨x, y | xy2x−1 = y−2, yx2y−1 = x−2⟩,

and G6/⟨⟨x2, y2⟩⟩ ∼= D∞. The orbifold fundamental groups of S(2, 2, 2, 2) and

P (2, 2) each map onto D∞. If π is the group of a Sol3-manifold then
√
π ∼= Z2, and

so π/
√
π is virtually Z. Moreover, π/

√
π has no non-trivial finite normal subgroup,

and so π/
√
π ∼= D∞, if π/π′ is finite. In all cases, excepting only Nil3-manifolds

which have base orbifold S(2, 3, 6), S(2, 4, 4) or S(3, 3, 3), if π/π′ is finite then π

maps onto D∞, with kernel Z2. We then have π ∼= A ∗ CB, where A and B are

45
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torsion-free, [A : C] = [B : C] = 2 and C ∼= Z2. Since π/π′ is finite the subgroups

A and B cannot be Z2.

We may assume that A and B have presentations ⟨u, v | vuv−1 = u−1⟩ and

⟨x, y | yxy−1 = x−1⟩, respectively. Let C < A have basis {u, v2}. Then we may

define a monomorphism ϕ : C → B by ϕ(u) = xay2b and ϕ(v2) = xcy2d, where

ad − bc = 1. Let G = A ∗ϕ B be the resulting generalized free product with

amalgamation. Then G/G′ is infinite if and only if c = 0. Otherwise, G is virtually

abelian if a = d = 0, is virtually nilpotent if and only if exactly one of a, b or d is

0, and is solvable but not virtually nilpotent if all the entries are non-zero.

Such 3-manifolds have a corresponding decomposition as unions of two copies

of the mappings cylinder N of the orientation cover of Kb. This 3-manifold N is

orientable and ∂N ∼= T , and π1(N) = π1(Kb) has generators x and y such that

xyx−1c = y−1. Fix a homeomorphism h : ∂N → T which carries x2 and y to the

standard basis of π1(T ) = Z2. Then isotopy classes of self-homeomorphisms of ∂N

correspond to automorphisms of Z2.

Every 3-manifold M with a solvable Lie geometry (E3, Nil3 or Sol3) and such

that π1(M) maps onto D∞ is a union N ∪ϕ N , for some ϕ is a self homeomor-

phism of N . It is easily seen that the automorphism
(
1 0
0 −1

)
is induced by a self-

homeomorphism of N , and so we may assume that detϕ = 1.

We shall state our main result now, but defer the more difficult parts of the

proof.

Theorem 5.2. If π is finite or solvable and M embeds in a homology 4-sphere

then M is either the Poincaré homology sphere or is one of the twelve 3-manifolds

listed above. More precisely, either

(1) π = 1, Q(8) or I∗ = SL(2, 5) and M is an S3-manifold; or

(2) π ∼= Z and M ∼= S2 × S1; or

(3) π ∼= Z3 or G2 = Z2 ⋊−I Z, and M is a flat 3-manifold; or

(4) π ∼= Z2⋊AZ, where A = ( 1 1
0 1 ) or A =

(−1 4
0 −1

)
and M is a Nil3-manifold;

(5) M ∼= N ∪ϕ N , where ϕ =
(
2 −1
1 0

)
, and M is a Nil3-manifold; or

(6) M ∼= N ∪ϕ N , where ϕ =
(
2 −3
1 2

)
,
(
2 −5
1 −2

)
or

(
2 −9
1 −4

)
, and M is a Sol3-

manifold;

Proof. Suppose first that π is finite. Then it is a finite subgroup of SO(4)

which acts freely on S3. If M embeds in S4 then π/π′ is a direct double, and

so π = 1, I∗ or is a generalized quaternionic group Q(8k), where k ⩾ 1. The

3-sphere S3 is the equator of S4, while the homology sphere S3/I∗ embeds in S4

by Freedman’s result.

The quotients S3/Q(8k) with k ⩾ 1 are the total spaces of S1 bundles over R2

with normal Euler number 2k. In particular, S3/Q(8) is the boundary of a regular

neighbourhood of a smooth embedding of RP2 in S4. However none of the others

embed. See Corollary 4.4.2.

If π has two ends then π ∼= Z, since D∞ is excluded by Lemma 5.1. Hence

M ∼= S2 × S1, which is the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of a smooth

embedding of S2 in S4.
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If π is not Z and π/π′ is infinite then β = β1(M) = 1, 2 or 3. If β = 1 then ρ is

uniquely a semidirect product Z2 ⋊A Z, for some A ∈ SL(2,Z). The characteristic

polynomial ∆A(t) = det(A − tI) must be of the form f(t)f(t−1), by Kawauchi’s

result, and ∆A(1) ̸= 0, since β = 1. Therefore ∆A = (t+ 1)2, and so A =
(−1 b

0 −1

)
for some b. The mapping torus T ⋊A S1 is also the total space of an S1-bundle

over Kb with Euler number b. This embeds in S4 only if b = 0 or ±4, by Corollary

4.4.2.

When b = 0 we have π = Z2⋊−I Z andM is the flat 3-manifold with holonomy

of order 2. (The corresponding link is 839.) This is the boundary of a regular

neighbourhood of a smooth embedding of Kb with normal Euler number 0. When

b = 4 the corresponding link is 9319.

If β = 2 then M is a Nil3-manifold, and π/π′ ∼= Z2 ⊕ (Z/qZ), for some q ⩾ 1.

Clearly the torsion is a direct double only when q = 1. In this case M is the

Heisenberg 3-manifold, with corresponding link 521.

If β = 3 then π ∼= Z3 and M is the 3-torus, which embeds smoothly as the

boundary of a regular neighbourhood of a smooth embedding of T in S4 with a

product neighbourhood. (The corresponding link is 631.)

We may assume henceforth that π has one end and π/π′ is finite. The only

such flat 3-manifold group is the group of the Hantzsche-Wendt flat 3-manifold

with holonomy (Z/2Z)2. This does not embed as its torsion linking form is not

hyperbolic, by Corollary 4.2.1.

If M is a Nil3-manifold with Seifert base S(3, 3, 3) and π/π′ is a direct double

then M ∼=M(0; (3, 1), (3, 1), (3,−1)), with corresponding link 621.

The remaining cases all involve 3-manifolds of the form M ∼= N ∪ϕ N . We

defer discussion of this final group. □

Eleven of the twelve such 3-manifolds which embed in homology 4-spheres

have presentations in terms of 0-framed bipartedly trivial links (and thus embed

smoothly in S4), namely six relatively familar links:

U = 01 (the unknot), giving S2 × S1;

Ho = 221 (the Hopf link), giving S3;

421 (the (2, 4)-torus link), giving S3/Q(8);

Wh = 521 (theWhitehead link), giving the Heisenberg Nil3-manifoldM(1; (1,−1));

621 (the (2, 6)-torus link), givingM(0; (3, 1), (3, 1), (3,−1)) (another Nil3-manifold);

Bo = 632 (the Borromean rings), giving the 3-torus S1 × S1 × S1;

and five without popular names: 839, 8
2
2, 9

3
19, 9

2
53 and 9261, giving the half-turn flat

3-manifold, two Nil3-manifolds and two Sol3-manifolds, respectively. One further

Sol3-manifold is given by a bipartedly ribbon link (820, U).

The thirteenth 3-manifold with π restrained and which embeds is the Poincaré

homology sphere S3/I∗. This does not embed smoothly, as it bounds a 1-connected

smooth 4-manifold with intersection form E8 and so has non-zero Rochlin invariant.

(Hence S3/I∗ does not have a bipartedly slice link presentation.)

Seven of the first twelve also arise as the boundaries of regular neighbourhoods

of smooth embeddings of the 2-sphere S2, the torus T , the projective plane RP2 or

the Klein bottle Kb in S4. Closed orientable surfaces embedded in S4 have product
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neighbourhoods (normal Euler number 0), while the normal Euler number of an

embedding of #cRP2 may have any value congruent to 2c mod (4) and between

−2c and 2c [Ma69].

5.2. Unions of mapping cylinders

The hard work is in dealing with the final two cases. We need some further

preparatory discussion and several lemmas before we can complete the proof of the

main result (in Theorem 5.6).

Theorem 5.3. Let M = N ∪ϕ N , where N and ϕ =
(
a b
c d

)
are as above. Then

(1) if c = 0 then ℓM is hyperbolic if and only if 4 divides b;

(2) if c ̸= 0 then ℓM is hyperbolic if and only if b is odd, c = 1 and a and d

are both even, but NOT both divisible by 4.

Proof. We shall identify the Klein bottle Kb with its image in N . Then the

inclusion of ∂N ∼= T intoN ≃ Kb is homotopic to the orientation cover ψ : T → Kb.

The Klein bottle is also a twisted S1 bundle over the circle. Let f and ζ be 1-cycles

in Kb corresponding to a fibre and section of this bundle. We take ξ = ψ−1(ζ)

and a component f ′ of ψ−1(f) as 1-cycles in ∂N . Note that the bundle structure

on Kb induces a bundle structure on N with typical fibres f and f ′ and section

the mapping cylinder of π|ξ. This section is a Möbius band with centreline ζ and

boundary ξ, which may be regarded as a 2-chain C with ∂C = 2ζ − ξ, The Klein

bottle itself may also be considered as a 2-chain with ∂Kb = 2f . Also, the fibres

f and f ′ cobound an annular 2-chain A such that, putting S = Kb+ 2A, we have

∂S = 2f ′. Perturbing ζ and f ′ to intersect these 2-chains transversely, we see that

ζ • S = ±1, ζ • C = ±1, f ′ • S = 0 and f ′ • C = ±1.

Now H1(N) ∼= ⟨x, y | 2y = 0⟩, where x = [ζ] and y = [f ′], and ([ξ], [f ′]) =

(2x, y) provides the standard framing of ∂N ,. Thus H1(M) has the presentation

⟨x1, y1, x2, y2 | 2y1 = 2y2 = 0, 2ax1 + by1 = 2x2, 2cx1 + dy1 = y2⟩,

where we use subscripts to distinguish objects related to the two copies ofN forming

M . It is easily seen that if c = 0 then H1(M) is the direct sum of Z with a group of

order 4, and the torsion subgroup is a direct double if and only if b is even, while if

c ̸= 0 then H1(M) is finite, of order 16c, and is a direct double if and only if c = 1

and b is odd. We shall now determine ℓM in these two cases.

If c = 0 and b is even then a = d = ±1, and τM is generated by y1 and

z = ax1−x2. The latter element is represented by the 1-cycle ζ ′ = aζ1− ζ2. Under

the identification map ϕ, the 1-cycles aξ! + bf + 1′ and ξ2 are homologous and so

bound a 2-chain ∆ ⊂ ∂N , and the chain E = aC1 − C2 − 1
2bS1 +∆ has boundary

2ζ ′. Hence ℓM (y1, y1) =
1
2 (f

′
1 •S1) = 0, ℓM (y1, z) =

1
2 (f

′
1 •E) = 1

2 (ζ
′ •S1) =

1
2 and

ℓM (z, z) = 1
2 (ζ

′ • E) = ± 1
4b in Q/Z, and (i) follows easily.

If c = 1 and b is odd then H1(M) is generated by x1 and x2. There are 2-

chains ∆1,∆2 ⊂ ∂N such that the chains G1 = 2C1 − dS1 + S2 + ∆1 and G2 =

2C2 − S1 + aS2 + ∆2 have boundaries 4x1 and 4x2, respectively. (Here we have

used both identifications aξ1 + bf ′1 ∼ ξ2 and ξ1 + df ′1 ∼ f ′2 due to ϕ, as well as
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the fact that det(ϕ) = ad − bc = 1.) Hence ℓM (x1, x1) = 1
4 (ζ1 • G1) = 1

4 (2 ± d),

ℓM (x1, x2) =
1
4 (ζ1 •G2) = ± 1

4 and ℓM (x2, x2) =
1
4 (ζ2 •G2) =

1
4 (2± a) in Q/Z, and

(ii) follows easily. □

It follows from Theorem 5.3 that if M = N ∪ϕ N embeds in a homology 4-

sphere then either c = 0, in which case it is a torus bundle over S1 and thus one of

the manifolds listed in Theorem 5.2, or c = 1. In the second case we introduce the

notation Mm,n for the union corresponding to ϕ =
(
m mn−1
1 n

)
.

The group π1(M0,n) has the presentation ⟨x, u | x2 = (xu2)2 = 1⟩. The quotient
by the infinite cyclic normal subgroup generated by x2 is πorbP (2, 2). Hence M0,n

is Seifert fibred over P (2, 2), with generalized Euler invariant n. Thus M0,n has

hyperbolic linking form if and only if n ≡ 2 mod (4), by Corollary 4.2.1.

Let N(e) denote the orientable S1-bundle over RP2 with Euler number e, and

let N∗(e) denote the framed exterior of a fibre f in N(e), with framing ([µ], [f ′])

given by a meridian µ and a neighbouring fibre f ′. For example, the mapping

cylinder with the S1-bundle structure and framing ([ξ], [f ′]=(2x, y) used in the

preceding proof is precisely the bundle N∗(0). An alternative description for Mm,n

is N ∪ϕ′ N , where ϕ′ =
(
m 1−mn
1 −n

)
. Now ϕ′ = ( 1 m0 1 ) ( 0 1

1 0 )
(
1 −n
0 1

)
. Hence we may

write

Mm,n = N∗(m) ∪( 0 1
1 0 )

N∗(n).

That is, Mm,n may be described by the plumbing diagram

•
m

[−1]

•
n

[−1]

as in [Neu81]. It is clear from this description firstly that Mm,n
∼= Mn,m and

secondly that reversing the orientation of Mm,n corresponds to changing the sign

of both m and n.

By using an argument similar to that for the proof of Theorem 4.4, we are able

to put strong homological constraints on embeddings of the manifolds Mm,n, and

hence complete the classification of those unions N ∪ϕ N which embed.

Suppose that M = Mm,n embeds in a homology 4-sphere Σ, with comple-

mentary regions X and Y . Then each summand of the finite group H1(M) ∼=
H1(X)⊕H1(Y ), is self-annihilating with respect to ℓM , by Lemma 2.6. We shall re-

label the generators x1, y1, x2, y2 as x, y, u, v, respectively. ThenH1(M) ∼= (Z/4Z)2,
with generators x and u. We also have y = 2u and v = 2x. By the proof of Theorem

5.3 we may write the matrix for ℓM with respect to the basis {x, u} as

ℓM =
(

1
4 (2+m) 1

4
1
4

1
4 (2+n)

)
=

(
0 1

4
1
4

1
4 (2+n)

)
, if m ≡ 2 mod (4).

Thus, in the case that m ≡ n ≡ 2 mod (4), there are four possible self-orthogonal

decompositions for H1(X)⊕H1(Y ):

⟨x⟩ ⊕ ⟨u⟩, ⟨x⟩ ⊕ ⟨u+ 2x⟩, ⟨x+ 2u⟩ ⊕ ⟨u⟩, or ⟨x+ 2u⟩ ⊕ ⟨u+ 2x⟩.
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If m ≡ 2 mod (4) and n ≡ 0 mod (4) the four possibilities are

⟨x⟩ ⊕ ⟨u− x⟩, ⟨x⟩ ⊕ ⟨u+ x⟩, ⟨−x+ 2u⟩ ⊕ ⟨u− x⟩, or ⟨−x+ 2u⟩ ⊕ ⟨u+ x⟩.

Lemma 5.4. If M = Mm,n embeds in a homology 4-sphere Σ and m ≡ 2 mod

(4) then m = ±2.

Proof. The maps H1(Y ) ∼= Z/4Z → Z/2Z determine 2-fold coverings Ỹ ′ →
Ỹ → Y which induce coverings M̃ ′ → M̃ → M on the boundary corresponding to

the maps

H1(M)
pY−−−−→ Z/4Z → Z/2Z,

where pY is the projection onto H1(Y ). Now given any one of the eight possible

self-orthogonal decompositions listed above, these maps are such that

x 7→ 0 or 2 7→ 0, y = 2u 7→ 2 7→ 0,

u 7→ ±1 7→ 1, v = 2x 7→ 0 7→ 0.

Now M = N∗(m) ∪ N∗(n), and we may write M̃ = Ñ∗(m) ∪ Ñ∗(n). The piece

Ñ∗(m) is determined by the map

H1(N
∗(m))

i∗−−−−→ H1(M) → Z/2Z.
But since H1(N

∗(m)) is generated by x and y, this map is trivial. Consequently

Ñ∗(m) consists of two disjoint copies of N∗(m). On the other hand we can see that

since u (represented by an orientation reversing path in the base space of N∗(n) is

mapped to 1, while v (represented by a fibre of N∗(n)) is mapped to 0, then Ñ∗(n)

is just a framed S1-bundle over the annulus, orM(0; (1, 2n)) with two regular fibres

removed. Thus

M̃ = •
m

[−1]

•
2n

•
n

[−1]

using the plumbing notation of [Neu81].

The boundary of N∗(m) has framing ([µ], [f ]) where [µ] = my+2x and [f ] = y.

Since y 7→ 2 under the map onto Z/4Z, in the covering map M̃ ′ → M̃ each copy of

N(m) is covered by N( 12m), and the covering projection, θ say, acts by a half-turn

rotation of each fibre. On the other hand, µ is identified (in M̃) with a fibre of

Ñ∗(n), and since [µ] 7→ 0 in Z/4Z (since m is even), this piece is itself covered by

another S1-bundle over the annulus, SA say, where here θ acts on the base. Thus

we have the plumbing description

M̃ ′ = •
1
2m

[−1]

•
4n

•
1
2n

[−1]

.

Note that since θ acts on the base of SA, it extends to a fixed point free involution

of the associated disc bundle DA. Thus writing W 0 = Ỹ ′ ∪SA
DA, we see that

the covering involution of Ỹ ′ extends to a fixed point free involution θ0 on W 0.
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Also observe that ∂W 0 = N(m2 ) ⊔ N(m2 ) (disjointly), since attaching the discs of

DA corresponds to a trivial filling of the boundary of each N∗(m2 ) piece. Writing

DN(m2 ) for the disc bundle associated to N(m2 ), we may now construct the closed

4-manifold

W =W 0 ∪N(m
2 )⊔N(m

2 ) (DN(
m

2
) ⊔DN(

m

2
)).

Now θ0 extends to an involution θW of W with fixed point set the disjoint union

of two copies of RP2, and the total normal Euler number of the fixed point set is
m
2 + m

2 = m. Thus by the Z/2Z-Index Theorem [JO69], Sign(θW ,W ) = m. We

now calculate β2(W ).

Since H1(M) is finite it is a Q-homology sphere, and so the complementary

regionsX and Y are Q-homology balls. In particular, χ(Y ) = 1. Hence χ(W 0) =

χ(Ỹ ′) = 4χ(Y ) = 4, since χ(SA) = χ(T ) = 0 and χ(DA) = χ(S1) = 0. Thus

χ(W ) = χ(W 0) + 2χ(DN(m2 )) = 4 + 2χ(RP2) = 6. But by Poincar’e duality this

gives β2(W ) = 4 + 2β1(W ).

By Lemma 4.7 the fact that H1(Y ) = Z/4Z implies that β1(Ỹ
′) = 0. Also,

since the map on H1 induced by the inclusion of an S1-bundle into its associated

disc bundle is an epimorphism, a Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that attaching

disc bundles, as we have, does not increase β1. Thus β1(W ) = 0 as well, and so

β2(W ) = 4. Since |Sign(θW ,W )| is bounded above by this rank, we must have

m = ±2. □

Lemma 5.5. If M = Mm,n embeds in a homology 4-sphere Σ and n ≡ 0 mod

(4) (and so m ≡ 2 mod (4) necessarily) then m+ n = ±2.

Proof. This time we consider the 2-fold coverings X
′ → X → X which induce

coverings M
′ →M →M corresponding to the maps

H1(M)
pX−−−−→ Z/4Z → Z/2Z.

Here pX is the projection onto the first factor in one of the four posssible self

orthogonal decompositions listed for the case m ≡ 2 mod (4) and n ≡ 0 mod (4).

Thus the above maps are given by

x 7→ 1 7→ 1, y = 2u 7→ 2 7→ 0,

u 7→ ±1 7→ 1, v = 2x 7→ 2 7→ 0.

Again M = N∗(m) ∪ N∗(n) and we write M = N
∗
(m) ∪ N∗

(n). this time, since

both x and u are mapped to 1 while y, v 7→ 0 in Z/2Z, both N∗
(m) and N

∗
(n) are

S1-bundles over annuli, and M has plumbing diagram

•2m • 2n

That is,M = N∗∗(2m)∪Ta⊔Tb
N∗∗(2n), where the piece N∗∗(2m) is just the framed

exterior of a pair of fibres fa and fb in the bundleM(0; (1, 2m)) with Euler number

m, and similarly for N∗∗(2n). The boundary between the two pieces is a disjoint

union Ta ⊔ Tb of tori with framings (ya, va) and (yb, vb), respectively, such that
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when Ta ⊔ Tb covers the torus T in M = N∗(m) ∪ N∗(n) we have ya, yb 7→ y and

va, vb 7→ v. The framings of Ta and Tb given here correspond to the usual framings

of fa and fb, where for N
∗∗(2m) the fibres represent ya and −yb, while for N∗∗(2n)

the fibres represent va and −vb, respectively.
Now, since both y, v 7→ 2 in Z/4Z, both the fibre of N∗∗(2m) and the fibre of

N∗∗(2n) are “unwrapped” in the covering M
′ → M . Thus, M

′
= N∗∗(m) ∪Ta⊔Tb

N∗∗(n), and we may now view X
′
as a 4-manifold with (covering) involution θ

which acts on each fibred piece of the boundary by Observe also that the behaviour

of θ on a neighbourhood (T ′
a ∪ T ′

b) × [−1, 1] of T ′
a ⊔ T ′

b is independent of m and

n. Thus, if we begin with M1 = Mm+1,n1 in Σ1 and M2 = Mm2,n2 in Σ2, each

of which satisfies our hypotheses, and construct X
′
1 and X

′
2 as above, and define

W 0 = X
′
1 ∪(T ′

a∪T ′
b)×[−1,1] −X

′
2, then the covering involutions θ1 and θ2 behave

identically on (T ′
a∪T ′

b)× [−1, 1], and together define a fixed point free involution θ0

of W 0. Also ∂W 0 is the disjoint union of S1-bundles over tori M(1; (1,m1−m2))⊔
M(1; (1, (n1 − n2)), and θ acts on each boundary component by a half-turn rotation

of the fibre. Attaching the associated disc bundles, we obtain a closed 4-manifold

W with involution θ which has fixed point set F = Tx⊔Tu with total normal Euler

number e(F ) = (m1 −m2) + (n1 − n2). Now, supposing that M = Mm,n embeds

in Σ, wecmay take M1 =M and M2 = −M =M−m,−n (embedded in −Σ) so that,

by the Z/2Z-Index Theorem,

sign(θ,W ) = e(F ) = 2(m+ n).

Consequently, |m+ n| ⩽ 1
2β2(W ).

We have χ(W ) = χ(W 0) = 2χ(X ′) = 8χ(X) = 8, by arguments similar to

those of Lemma 5.4. Poincaré duality gives β2(W ) = 6 + 2β1(W ). But β1(W ) ⩽
β1(W

0) + 1, by a Mayer-Vietoris argument, since once again β1(X
′
) = 0. Thus

β2(W ) = 8, and so |m+ n| ⩽ 4. Hence we must have m+ n = ±2. □

We may now complete the proof of Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.6. If M = N ∪ϕ N embeds in a homology 4-sphere then either it

is a torus bundle or ϕ is one of
(
2 −1
1 0

)
,
(
2 −3
1 2

)
,
(
2 −5
1 −2

)
or

(
2 −9
1 −4

)
.

Proof. It is clear from Theorem 5.3 that β1(M) > 0 if and only if c = 0, and

then M is a torus bundle. If c ̸= 0 and ℓM is hyperbolic then c = 1 and M =Mm,n

for some even integersm,n, which are not both divisible by 4. SinceMn,m
∼=Mm,n,

we may assume that m ≡ 2 mod (4). We then have m = ±2 and either n = ±2 or

n ≡ 0 mod (4). In the latter case m+ n = ±2, by Lemma 5.5. After changing the

orientation, if necessary, we may assume that m = 2, and so n = 0 or −4. □

5.3. A link presentation for M2,4

In Figure 5.1 we have redrawn the diagram from [CH98, Figure 1] so that the

non-trivial component is visibly a ribbon knot. In [CH98] the Kirby calculus was

used to show that M2,4
∼= M(L). Here we shall instead use the Wirtinger presen-

tation for the link group πL to show that π1(M(L)) ∼= π. (The group π1(M(L)) is

the quotient of πL by the normal closure of the longitudes.)
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△ a

▽b
◁
c △ s

◁
t

▷
u

△ v

◁
w

▽y

◁
x

▷z

•
��
��

Figure 5.1. L = (820, U)

The group πL has the Wirtinger presentation

⟨a, b, c, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z | axtx−1a−1 = s, bwyw−1b−1 = x,

csc−1 = z, uyu−1 = z, vsas−1v−1 = c, wx−1axw−1 = b, xwx−1 = v,

ytxt−1y−1 = w, yty−1 = u, zucu−1z−1 = b, zuz−1 = cvc−1⟩
The longitudes associated with the meridianal generators a and x are ℓa = xw−1zuvs

and ℓs = axy−1z−1cxytbu−1cs−1. We may use the relations z = csc−1 = uyu−1,

v = xwx−1 and u = yty−1 to eliminate these generators, to obtain the presentation

⟨a, b, c, s, t, w, x, y, | axt = sax, bwy = xbw, ytx = wyt, ytc = byt,

csc−1 = ytyt−1y−1, xwx−1sas−1xw−1x−1 = c, wx−1axw−1 = b,

sc−1yty−1cs−1 = xwx−1⟩.
Let B = bw and E = yt. Then πL has the presentation

⟨a,B, c, s, w, x, y, E | axy−1E = sax, By = xB, Ex = wE,

Ec = Bw−1E, csc−1 = EyE−1, xwx−1sas−1xw−1x−1 = c,

wx−1ax = B, sc−1Ey−1cs−1 = xwx−1⟩.
The longitudes are now ℓa = xw−1zuvs = xw−1Exwx−1s and

ℓs = axy−1z−1cxytbwu−1cs−2 = axy−1cs−1xEByE−1cs−2.

Eliminating y = B−1xB and adjoining the relations ℓa = ℓs = 1 gives a

presentation for π = π1(M(L)).

⟨a,B, c, s, w, x,E | axB−1x−1BE = sax, Ex = wE, Ec = Bw−1E,

csc−1 = EB−1xBE−1, xwx−1sas−1xw−1x−1 = c, a = xw−1Bx−1,

sc−1EB−1x−1Bcs−1 = xwx−1, xw−1Exwx−1s = 1,

axB−1x−1Bcs−1xExBE−1cs−2 = 1⟩.
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Eliminating a = xw−1Bx−1 gives

⟨B, c, s, w, x,E | xw−1x−1BE = sxw−1B, Ex = wE, Ecx = BE,

csc−1 = EB−1xBE−1, BE = cxwx−1sx, Exwx−1sx = w,

sc−1EB−1x−1Bcs−1 = xwx−1, xw−1x−1Bcs−1xExBE−1cs−2 = 1⟩.
The second and sixth relations give Ewx−1sx = 1, and with the first we get BE =

xwx−1sxw−1B = xE−1w−1B = E−1B. Using the fourth and sixth relations, the

seventh simplifies to c−1Ec = xwx−1s = xE−1x−1, or EcxE = cx, and so the

presentation now becomes

⟨B, c, s, w, x,E | BE = E−1B, Ex = wE, Ecx = BE,

csc−1 = EB−1xBE−1, BE = cxwx−1sx, Ewx−1sx = 1,

EcxE = cx, xw−1x−1Bcs−1xExBE−1cs−2 = 1⟩.
Eliminating w = ExE−1 gives:

⟨B, c, s, x, E | BE = E−1B, Ecx = BE, csc−1 = EB−1xBE−1,

BE = cxExE−1x−1sx, xE−1x−1sx = E−2,

xEx−1E−1x−1Bcs−1xExBE−1cs−2 = 1 : cx = BE2, Ecx = cxE−1⟩,
in which the last two relations are redundant. Applying the fifth relation to the

fourth gives BE = cxE−1 or BE2 = cx, and rewriting the sixth as

E−1x−1Bcs−1xExBE−1cs−1 = xE−1x−1s = E−2x−1

gives

⟨B, c, s, x, E | BE = E−1B, Ecx = BE, s = c−1EB−1xBE−1c,

xE−1x−1sx = E−2, Ex−1Bcs−1xExBE−1cs−1x = 1⟩.
Eliminating s = c−1EB−1xBE−1c gives

⟨B, c, x,E | BE = E−1B, Ecx = BE,

xE−1x−1c−1EB−1xBE−1cx = E−2, Ex−1E−1x−1BE−1cxE2Bcx = 1⟩.
Eliminating c = BE2x−1 and using BE = E−1B to simplify gives

⟨B, x,E | BE = E−1B, xB−2E−4xB2E5 = 1, x−1E−1x−1B4E8 = 1⟩.

Since xB2E4x−1 = xB2E5x(xEx)−1 = B−2E−4 and hence

x2E = xB4E8x−1 = B−4E−8, this becomes

⟨B, x,E | BE = E−1B, x2 = B−4E−9, xEx−1 = B8E17,

xB2E4x−1 = (B2E4)−1⟩.
We shall now relabel the generators to bring out the similarities with the coordinates

used in describing N ∪ϕ N . Let X = E, Y = B−1, U = B−2E−4 and V = x. Then

we have the presentation

⟨X,Y, U, V | XYX−1 = Y −1, UV U−1 = V −1,

U2 = (X2)2Y −9, V = (X2)Y −4⟩,
and so π ∼= π1(M2,4) = π1(N) ∗ϕ π1(N), where ϕ =

(
2 −9
1 −4

)
.
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5.4. Homologically related 3-manifolds

The question of which homology 3-spheres embed smoothly in S4 is delicate,

and of continuing interest. However Freedman showed that the corresponding ques-

tion for TOP locally flat embeddings has a dramatically simpler answer: every

homology 3-sphere embeds in S4 [FQ, Corollary 9.3c]. Inspired by this, we may

consider the question of locally flat embeddings of 3-manifolds with a given ho-

mology type. A homology 3-sphere is a 3-manifold Σ with a map f : Σ → S3

which induces an isomorphism on integral homology. Wen the model 3-manifold

is not S3, we must use local coefficients in formulating the appropriate homologi-

cal relation. For instance, the manifolds M(K) obtained by 0-framed surgery on

knots K in S3 admit maps f : M(K) → S2 × S1 which induce isomorphisms on

homology with simple coefficients Z. If the knot K is not algebraically slice then

M(K) does not even admit a Poincaré embedding into S4. On the other hand, if

f induces isomorphisms on homology with local coefficients Z[Z] then (as we shall

see) M(K) embeds in S4. Our strategy involves 4-dimensional surgery, and so we

must assume that the fundamental group of the model manifold is “good”. At the

time of writing, all known good 3-manifold groups are either solvable or finite.

Lemma 5.7. Let W be an (n+1)-dimensional H-cobordism over Z with ∂W =

M1⊔M2, whereM1 andM2 are closed n-manifolds. ThenM1 embeds in a homology

(n+ 1)-sphere if and only if M2 embeds in a homology (n+ 1)-sphere.

Proof. Suppose thatM1 is a locally flat submanifold of the homology (n+1)-

sphere Σ, and let X and Y be the complementary regions, so that Σ = X ∪M1
Y .

Let 2W = W ∪M2
W be the union of two copies of W , doubled along M2. Then

Σ′ = X ∪M1
2W ∪M1

Y is an (n + 1)-manifold containing M2 as a locally flat

submanifold, and an easy Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that Σ′ is a homology

sphere. (Note that the inclusions of M1 into W at either end of 2W induce the

same isomorphism on homology.) □

By retaining more control over the fundamental group we shall be able to refine

this argument to obtain embeddings of certain 3-manifolds in S4. However Lemma

5.7 may be used to obtain non-embedding results.

A PD+
3 -group is an orientable 3-dimensional Poincaré duality group.

Lemma 5.8. Let M be a 3-manifold and ν a perfect normal subgroup of π =

π1(M) such that ρ = π/ν has finitely many ends. Then either

(1) ρ is finite and has cohomological period dividing 4; or

(2) ρ ∼= Z or D∞; or

(3) ρ is a PD+
3 -group.

Proof. Let Mν be the covering space associated to ν.

If ρ is finite then Mν is a homology sphere, since ν is perfect. Since ρ acts

freely on Mν it has cohomological period dividing 4.

If ρ has two ends then it has a finite normal subgroup F such that ρ/F ∼= Z
or D∞. Moreover, Mν has the homology of S2. Hence the subgroup of ρ =
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Aut(M/Mν) that acts trivially on H2(Mν) ∼= Z has index at most 2. If g is an

element of finite order in this group then g = 1. Hence ρ ∼= Z, Z ⊕ (Z/2Z) or

D∞. (Compare [Wa67, Theorem 4.4].) Since M is orientable we may exclude the

possibility Z⊕ (Z/2Z).
If ρ has one end then Mν is acyclic, We may assume that Mν has the ρ-

equivariant triangulation lifted from a triangulation of M . The cellular chain com-

plex of Mν is now a finitely generated free Z[ρ]-complex, of length 3. Since it

is a resolution of the augmentation Z[ρ]-module Z, we see that c.d.ρ ⩽ 3. The

universal coefficient spectral sequence for M with coefficients Z[ρ] collapses to

give isomorphisms Hi(ρ;Z[ρ]) ∼= Hi(M ;Z[ρ]). As this is in turn isomorphic to

H3−i(M ;Z[ρ]) = H3−i(Mν), by Poincaré duality, ρ is a PD+
3 -group. □

This lemma is enough for our purposes, since virtually solvable groups have

finitely many ends.

Lemma 5.9. Let M be a 3-manifold such that π = π1(M) is an extension of

a torsion-free solvable group ρ by a perfect normal subgroup ν. Then either ρ = 1

and M is a homology sphere, or ρ ∼= Z and there is a Λ-homology isomomorphism

from M to S2 × S1, or ρ is the fundamental group of an aspherical 3-manifold P

and there is a Z[ρ]-homology isomorphism from M to P .

Proof. Since ρ is torsion free and has finitely many ends it is either 1, Z or is

a PD+
3 -group. The result is clear if ρ = 1.

Suppose that ρ = Z. Since K(Z, 1) ≃ S1 and K(Z, 2) = CP∞ may be con-

structed by adding cells of dimension ⩾ 4 to S2, there are maps f : M → S1

and g : M → S2 such that f∗ι1 generates H1(M) and gι2 generates H2(M). Let

h = (g, f) : M → S2 × S1. Then h induces an isomorphism of cohomology rings.

Let h̃ :Mν → S2 ×R be a lift of h to the infinite cyclic covering spaces. Since ν is

perfect it follows easily from the Wang sequence for the covering projection that h̃

is a homology isomorphism, and hence that h is a Z[ρ]-homology isomorphism.

Suppose now that ρ is a PD+
3 -group. As it is virtually solvable it is virtually

poly-Z, of Hirsch length 3 [Bie, Theorem 9.23]. Hence it is the fundamental group

of a 3-manifold P , which is either flat (if ρ is virtually abelian), a Nil3-manifold

(if ρ is virtually nilpotent but not virtually abelian) or a Sol3-manifold (if ρ is

not virtually nilpotent). In all cases, every automorphism of ρ is realizable by

some based self-homeomorphism of P , and so the epimorphism from π to ρ may

be realized by a map h : M → P . Let σ be a normal subgroup of finite index in ρ

which is a poly-Z group, and let λ : σ → Z be an epimorphism. Then κ = Ker(λ)

is poly-Z of Hirsch length 2, and so is isomorphic to Z2, since ρ is orientable. Let

hκ : Mκ → Pκ ≃ S1 × S1 × R be a lift of h to the covering spaces associated to

κ and its preimage in π. The cohomology rings of Mκ and Pκ are generated in

degree 1 and so hκ induces a (co)homology isomorphism. It follows easily that h is

a Z[ρ]-homology isomorphism. □

In the final case P is either flat, a Nil3-manifold or a Sol3-manifold.
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5.5. Application of surgery

The symbols M , P , ρ and h shall retain their meaning from Lemma 5.9 in the

following lemmas, except that we shall allow P to denote S3 or S2×S1 also, where

appropriate.

Lemma 5.10. The maps h and idP are normally cobordant.

Proof. There is a normal map n : T = S1 × S1 → S2 with Arf invariant 1,

and n× id1S is a normal map with non-trivial surgery obstruction in L3(Z) ∼= Z/2Z.
Thus the surgery obstruction map σ3(S

2 × S1) from [S2 × S1;G/TOP ] = Z/2Z to

L3(Z) is bijective. If ρ is virtually poly-Z we may appeal to [FJ88] instead to see

that Wh(ρ) = 0 and σ3(P ) : [P ;G/TOP ] → L3(ρ) is an isomorphism.

Since in all cases h is a Z[ρ]-homology isomorphism, it has trivial surgery ob-

struction and so is normally cobordant to idP . □

Lemma 5.11. There is an H-cobordismW over Z[ρ] fromM to P with π1(W ) =

ρ.

Proof. Suppose first that ρ ∼= Z. Let F : N → S2 × S1 × [0, 1] be a normal

cobordism from h to idS2×S1 . The surgery obstruction of F is determined by

the signature of N , since the natural homomorphism from L4(1) to L4(Z) is an

isomorphism. By forming the connected sum of F with an appropriate multiple of

the degree-1 map from the E8-manifold to S4 we may obtain a normal cobordism

with trivial surgery obstruction.

If ρ is virtually poly-Z then we may appeal to [FJ88] instead, to see that

σ4(P ) : [P × [0, 1], ∂;G/TOP ] → L4(ρ) is an isomorphism. Thus we may in all

cases assume that there is a normal cobordism from h to idP with trivial surgery

obstruction.

Since ρ is “good”, we may apply [FQ, Theorem 11.3A] to complete surgery rel-

ative to the boundary to obtain a simple homotopy equivalence f :W → P × [0, 1],

where ∂W = M ⊔ P , f |M = h and f |P = idP . Such a 4-manifold is clearly an

H-cobordism over Z[ρ]. □

The argument of the first paragraph of Lemma 5.9 together with Lemma 5.10

shows that any 3-manifold with the same homology as S2×S1 is normally cobordant

to S2 × S1. However in general the normal cobordism cannot be improved to an

H-cobordism over Z. See [FQ, §11.8].

Theorem 5.12. Let P be a 3-manifold which embeds in S4 and such that every

automorphism of ρ = π1(P ) is induced by some (base-point preserving) self home-

omorphism of P . Let W be a cobordism with ∂W = P ⊔M such that the inclusion

of P into W induces an isomorphism ρ ∼= π1(W ), and which is an H-cobordism

over Z[ρ]. Then M also embeds in S4.

Proof. Let Z =W ∪MW be the union of two copies ofW , doubled alongM ′,

and let j1 and j2 be the natural identifications of P with the two components of ∂Z.

Since the inclusion of M into W induces an epimorphism on fundamental groups,

the maps π(ji) are isomorphisms, for i = 1, 2, by Van Kampen’s Theorem. Let ψ
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be a (basepoint preserving) self homeomorphism of P inducing the isomorphism

π(j2)
−1π(j1). Let X and Y be the complementary regions of an embedding of

P in S4, let iX : P → ∂X and iY : P → ∂Y be the natural inclusions, and let

Σ = X ∪ Z ∪ Y , where we identify iX(p) with j1(p) and iY (p) with j2ψ(p), for all

p ∈ P . Then Σ is simply connected and χ(Σ) = χ(X) + χ(Y ) = χ(S4), so Σ ∼= S4.

As Σ contains M as a locally flat submanifold this proves the theorem. □

There is a parallel argument on the homotopy level. If h : M → P is a Z[ρ]-
homology isomorphism where ρ = π1(P ), and Z(h) is the mapping cylinder of

h then (Z(h);m,P ) is a Poincaré duality triad with π1(Z(h)) ∼= ρ. Hence if P

Poincaré embeds in S4 and automorphisms of ρ are realizable by self-homotopy

equivalences of P then M also Poincaré embeds in S4.

It remains possible that a model manifold P might not embed in S4, while

M does. However, we may settle the question for 3-manifolds with models having

virtually solvable fundamental group.

Corollary 5.12.1. If π is an extension of an infinite solvable group ρ by a

perfect normal subgroup then M embeds in S4 if and only if ρ is one of the 10

torsion-free infinite groups corresponding to cases (2) to (6) of Theorem 5.2.

Proof. As observed in Lemma 5.9, solvable PD3-groups are 3-manifold groups.

The condition is necessary, by Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 2.7. In each case, every au-

tomorphism of ρ is induced by a self-homeomorphism of P , and P embeds smoothly

in S4. Therefore the condition is also sufficient, by Lemmas 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 and

Theorem 5.12. □

The connected sum of a homology sphere with S2×S1 satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem 5.12, but in this case the embeddability follows immediately from the

corresponding result for homology spheres. We may construct more interesting

examples from knot manifolds. If K is a knot with Alexander polynomial ∆1(K) =

1 andM =M(K) then π1(M)′ is perfect, and soM embeds, by the above corollary.

If K is non-trivial then M is aspherical [Ga87], and thus is not a connected sum

of S2 × S1 with a homology sphere.

There is another argument for the case ρ = Z. For a 3-manifold M such that

π1(M) is an extension of Z by a perfect normal subgroup ν may be obtained by

0-framed surgery on a knot K in an homology 3-sphere Σ. Then Σ = ∂C for

some contractible 4-manifold C. Since ν is perfect K has Alexander polynomial 1,

and so it bounds a disc D in C [FQ, Theorem 11.7B]. A mild variation on the 0-

framed surgery construction shows thatM embeds in C∪ΣC, which is a homotopy

4-sphere, and so is homeomorphic to S4.

The elementary argument sketched above for the case ρ ∼= Zmay be extended to

realize the other possibilities considered here by examples based on links obtained by

tying Alexander polynomial 1 knots along various components of links representing

the model 3-manifolds. We do not know whether there are other Z[ρ]-homology

equivalent 3-manifolds which cannot be handled in this way, but think it likely.
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There is a similar result for the other torsion-free solvable groups corresponding

to the manifolds listed in Theorem 5.2.

5.6. Extensions of the argument

We may ask for what other groups ρ does the present approach work. When

ρ = D∞ no such 3-manifold embeds, by Lemmas 2.7 and 5.1, and so the situation

is clear in this case.

We are left with finite groups with cohomological period dividing 4. If such

a group has abelianization a direct double then it is 1, a generalized quaternionic

group Q(8k) (with k ⩾ 1), the binary icosahedral group I∗ = SL(2, 5), or one

of the groups Q(2na, b, c) (where a, b, c are odd and relatively prime, and either

n = 3 and at most one of a, b, c is 1, or n > 3 and bc > 1). Closed 3-manifolds

with finite fundamental group are Seifert fibred, and the only finite groups realized

by 3-manifolds which embed in S4 are 1, Q(8) and I∗. However in so far as the

argument rests upon the Z/2Z-Index Theorem (and thus on the geometry of Z/2Z-
actions on 4-manifolds) and is not purely homological, it remains possible that some

3-manifold with fundamental group an extension of ρ by a perfect normal subgroup

might embed.

The spherical space form S3/Q(8) embeds smoothly in S4 as the boundary of

a regular neighbourhood of an embedding of RP2. Every automorphism of Q(8)

is realizable by a self homeomorphism of S3/Q(8) [Pr77]. Let M be a closed 3-

manifold such that π = π1(M) is an extension of Q(8) by a perfect normal subgroup

ν, and let C∗ be the cellular chain complex of the universal cover M̃ . Since M/ν is

an homology 3-sphere and S3/Q(8) is the unique finite Swan complex for Q(8), the

complex Z[Q(8)]⊗Z[π]C∗ is Z[Q(8)]-chain homotopy equivalent to the cellular chain

complex for the universal cover of S3/Q(8). Any such chain homotopy equivalence

may be realized by a Z[Q(8)]-homology equivalence, since M and S3/Q(8) each

have dimension ⩽ 3. However there are difficulties in carrying through our strategy

(i.e., in extending Lemma 5.11) for this case, as L4(Q(8)) has rank 5.

Since S/I∗ is a homology 3-sphere it embeds in S4. Although L4(I
∗) has rank

9 there are no obstructions to embedding 3-manifolds with fundamental group an

extension of I∗ by a perfect normal subgroup, for this case may be subsumed into

the case ρ = 1 settled by Freedman.

Although the groups Q(2na, b, c) are not 3-manifold groups many act freely on

homology 3-spheres [HM86]. However it is not known which of the corresponding

quotients embed in S4.





CHAPTER 6

The complementary regions

In this chapter we turn our attention to the variety of possible embeddings. We

consider here χ(W ) and π1(W ), for W a complementary region of an embedding of

M in S4. Our examples mostly involve Seifert manifolds M , and the obstructions

to embeddings derive from the lower central series for π and its dual manifestation

in terms of (Massey) products of classes in H1(M ;Q).

We begin with a proof of Aitchison’s Theorem on embeddings of S2 × S1. We

have seen in Chapter 2 that if S4 = X ∪M Y then we may assume that 1 − β ⩽
χ(X) ⩽ 1 ⩽ χ(Y ) ⩽ 1 + β. All such possibilities may be realised by embeddings of

#β(S2 × S1),

In the next three sections we use the Massey product structure in H∗(M) to

show that if M is a a Seifert manifold with orientable base orbifold and non-zero

Euler number then χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1 is the only possibility. On the other hand,

all values except for χ(X) = 1− β and χ(Y ) = 1+ β are realized by embeddings of

Tg × S1.

The next two sections lead to a criterion for a complementary region to be

aspherical and of cohomological dimension at most 2. When M = F × S1 or

when M is the total space of an S1-bundle with non-orientable base the simplest

embeddings of M have one complementary component X ≃ F and the other with

cyclic fundamental group. In §8 we sketch how surgery may be used to identify

such embeddings (up to s-cobordism). (No such argument is yet available when M

fibres over an orientable base with Euler number 1.)

6.1. S2 × S1 and Aitchison’s Theorem

Since S2 × S1 may be obtained by 0-framed surgery on the unknot, it has

a standard abelian embedding with X ∼= S1 ×D3 and Y ∼= D2 × S2. In fact

Y ∼= D2×S2 whenever M = S2×S1, by a result of Aitchison. This result predates

topological surgery. The proof given in [Rub80] uses the “Dehn’s Lemma” of R.

A. Norman [No69] together with the Brown-Mazur-Schoenflies Theorem to show

that one complementary region of a smooth embedding of S2 × S1 in S4 must be

homeomorphic to S2 × D2. We shall outline this proof and then give one which

applies to all (TOP locally flat) embeddings.

Lemma (Norman). Let D be an n-point smoothly immersed 2-disc in a 4-

manifold P . Suppose that there is an embedded 2-sphere σ ⊂ int P with trivial

normal bundle and such that D ∩ σ is a single point of transverse intersection.

Then there is an embedded 2-disc ∆ ⊂ P with ∂∆ = ∂P . □

61
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If j : S2 × S1 → S4 is an embedding then πY = 1, by Lemma 2.5, and so

C = j({∗}×S1) is null-homotopic in Y . Hence C bounds a smooth embedded disc

∆ in Y , by the Norman Lemma. Let N(∆) be a tubular neighbourhood of ∆ in Y .

Then Y \N(∆) is homeomorphic to D4, by the TOP Schoenflies Theorem, and so

Y ∼= D2 × S2.

While the extension of transversality to the 4-dimensional TOP setting proba-

bly allows for a corresponding extension of the applicability of Norman’s argument,

we shall instead appeal to 1-connected TOP surgery.

Theorem 6.1. [Aitchison] If M = S2 × S1 is embedded in S4 then one com-

plementary region is homeomorphic to S2 ×D2.

Proof. Let j : M → S4 be an embedding. Since π1(jX) is a split monomor-

phism, πY = 1, by Lemma 2.5 and so Y ≃ S2. Let f : ∂Y → S2 × S1 be a

homeomorphism. Then f extends to a map from Y to S2 ×D2. Thus we obtain a

map of pairs F : (Y, ∂Y ) → (S2×D2, S2×S1) which is a homotopy equivalence and

a homeomorphism on the boundary. Since L5(1) = 0, surgery and the s-cobordism

theorem then imply that Y is homeomorphic to S2 ×D2. □

The 3-manifold #β(S2×S1) is the result of 0-framed surgery on the β-component

trivial link, and so has embeddings realizing all the possibilities for Euler charac-

teristics allowed by Lemma 2.2. In particular, it has an embedding with comple-

mentary regions X ∼= ♮β(D3 × S1) and Y ∼= ♮β(S2 ×D2). (In this case µM = 0.)

If j is an embedding such that π1(jX) is onto and H2(X) = 0 then π1(jX) is

an isomorphism, by Lemma 2.5. Hence πY = 1, by the Van Kampen’s Theorem

argument. In particular, if π ∼= F (r) and H2(X) = 0 then π1(jX) induces a

monomorphism from π to πX/ ∩k⩾1 γkπX , by the residual nilpotence of free groups

[Rob, 6.10.1] and Lemma 2.4. Hence if π1(jX) is also an epimorphism then πX ∼=
F (r) and πY = 1.

We remark that if M = M1#M2 is a proper connected sum of 3-manifolds

which embed in S4 and one of the summands has embeddings with differing values

of χ(X) then so does M .

6.2. Massey products

Massey products provide further obstructions to finding embeddings with given

χ(X). For instance, if H2(X;Q) ∼= Q or 0 then all triple Massey products ⟨a, b, c⟩
of elements a, b, c ∈ H1(X;Q) are proportional.

The Nil3-manifold M = M(Wh) has fundamental group π ∼= F (2)/γ3F (2),

with a presentation

π = ⟨x, y, z | z = xyx−1y−1, xz = zx, yz = zy⟩.

Every element of π has an unique normal form xmynzp. The images X,Y of x, y

in H1(π) ∼= H1(T ) form a (symplectic) basis. Let ξ, η be the Kronecker dual basis

for H1(π). Define functions ϕξ, ϕη and θ : π → Z by

ϕξ(x
mynzp) =

m(1−m)

2
, ϕη(x

mynzp) =
n(1− n)

2
and θ(xmynzp) = −mn− p,
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for all xmynzp ∈ π. (We consider these as inhomogeneous 1-cochains with values

in the trivial π-module Z.) Then

δϕξ(g, h) = ξ(g)ξ(h), δϕη(g, h) = η(g)η(h) and δθ(g, h) = ξ(g)η(h),

for all g, h ∈ π. Thus ξ2 = η2 = ξ ∪ η = 0, and the Massey triple products ⟨ξ, ξ, η⟩
and ⟨ξ, η, η⟩ are represented by the 2-cocycles ϕξη + ξθ and θη + ξϕη, respectively.

On restricting these to the subgroups generated by {x, z} and {y, z}, we see that

they are linearly independent.

In fact, ⟨ξ, ξ, η⟩ ∪ η and ⟨ξ, η, η⟩ ∪ ξ each generate H3(π;Q). This is best seen

topologically. Let p :M → T be the natural fibration of M over the torus, and let

x and y be simple closed curves in T which represent a basis for π1(T ) ∼= Z2. The

group H2(M) ∼= Z2 is generated by the images of the fundamental classes of the

tori Tx = p−1(x) and Ty = p−1(y). If we fix sections in M for the loops x and y we

see that [Tx] • x = [Ty] • y = 0 while |[Tx • y| = |Ty • x| = 1. Hence [Tx] and [Ty]

are Poincaré dual to η and ξ, respectively. Since ⟨ξ, ξ, η⟩ restricts non-trivially to

Tx and trivially to Ty we must have ⟨ξ, ξ, η⟩ ∪ η ̸= 0, and similarly ⟨ξ, η, η⟩ ∪ ξ ̸= 0.

Similarly, ⟨ξ, ξ, η⟩ ∪ ξ = ⟨ξ, η, η⟩ ∪ η = 0. Thus these Massey products are the

Poincaré duals of Y and X, respectively.

Since the components of Wh are unknotted, M embeds in S4, with χ(X) =

χ(Y ) = 1, and µM = 0, since β = 2. On the other hand, M has no embedding with

χ(X) = −1, for otherwise H3(X) would contain ⟨ξ, ξ, η⟩ ∪ η, and so be non-trivial.

A similar strategy may be used for M = M(g; (1, e)) and π = π1(M), when

g > 1.

Lemma 6.2. Let p : M → Tg be the projection of an S1-bundle with non-

zero Euler Number. Then H1(p;Q) is an isomorphism and H2(p;Q) = 0, and

so µM = 0. Let {α1, β1, . . . , αg, βg} be the basis for H = H1(M ;Q) which is

Kronecker dual to a symplectic basis for H1(M ;Q) ∼= H1(Tg;Q). Then the Massey

triple products ⟨αi, αi, βi⟩ and ⟨αi, βi, βi⟩ (for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ g) form a basis for H2(π;Q)

which is Poincaré dual to the given basis for H1(π;Q).

Proof. The first assertion follows from the Gysin sequence for the bundle

[Span, Theorem 5.7.11]. We may assume that π = π1(M) has a presentation

⟨x1, y1, . . . , xg, yg | Π[xi, yi] = he, h central⟩. Thus the images of the generators

{x1, y1, . . . , xg, yg} in H1(B), represent a standard symplectic basis, and so deter-

mine a basis for H1(M ;Q) ∼= H1(B;Q). The argument then follows as in the case

of M(1, (1,−1)) discussed above. □

We shall extend these results to the Seifert case in the next section.

6.3. Seifert manifolds

In this section we shall use cup products and Massey products to restrict the

possible values of χ(W ) forW a complementary region of an embedding of a Seifert

manifold M with orientable base orbifold.
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Lemma 6.3. [CT14] LetM be a Seifert manifold. If the base B is nonorientable

or if ε(M) ̸= 0 then H∗(M ;Q) ∼= H∗(#βS2 × S1;Q). Otherwise, the image of h in

H1(M ;Q) is nonzero, and H∗(M ;Q) ∼= H∗(|B| × S1;Q).

Proof. There is a finite regular covering q : M̂ →M , where M̂ is an S1-bundle

space with orientable base B̂, say. Let G = Aut(q). ThenH∗(M ;Q) ∼= H∗(M̂ ;Q)G.

If B is nonorientable or if ε(M) ̸= 0 then the regular fibre has image 0 in H1(M ;Q),

and so H∗(B̂;Q) maps onto H∗(M̂ ;Q). Hence all triple cup products of classes in

H1(M̂ ;Q) are 0. Therefore all pairwise cup products of such classes are also 0, by

the non-degeneracy of Poincaré duality, and so H∗(M ;Q) ∼= H∗(#βS2 × S1;Q).

Otherwise, M̂ ∼= B̂ × S1 and G acts orientably on each of S1 and B̂. Hence the

image of h in H1(M ;Q) is nonzero and H∗(M ;Q) ∼= H∗(|B| × S1;Q). □

We may use the observations on cup product from Lemma 6.3 to extract some

information on the image of the regular fibre under the maps H1(jX) and H1(jY ),

when M is Seifert fibred.

Theorem 6.4. Let M =M(g;S) where g ⩾ 1 and ε(M) = 0. If M embeds in

S4 then χ(X) > 1 − β = −2g and χ(Y ) < 1 + β = 2g + 2. If χ(X) < 0 then the

image of h in H1(Y ;Q) is non-trivial.

Proof. Let {a∗i , b∗i ; 1 ⩽ i ⩽ g} be the images in H1(M ;Q) of a symplectic

basis for H1(|B|;Q). Then a∗i (h) = b∗i (h) = 0 for all i. Let θ ∈ H1(M ;Q) be such

that θ(h) ̸= 0. By Lemma 6.3 we have

H∗(M ;Q) ∼= H∗(|B| × S1;Q) ∼= Q[θ, a∗i , b
∗
i , ∀ i ⩽ g]/I,

where I is the ideal (θ2, a∗2i , b
∗2
i , θa

∗
i b

∗
i − θa∗j b

∗
j , a

∗
i a

∗
j , b

∗
i b

∗
j , ∀ 1 ⩽ i < j ⩽ g).

Since θa∗1b
∗
1 ̸= 0 the triple product µM ̸= 0, and so M has no embedding with

β2(Y ) = 0, by Lemma 2.3. Hence χ(X) = 1− β (⇔ χ(Y ) = 1 + β) is impossible.

If χ(X) < 0 then β1(X) > g + 1, and so the image of H1(X;Q) in H1(M ;Q)

must contain some pair of classes from the image of H1(|B|;Q) with nonzero

product. But then it cannot also contain θ, since all triple products of classes

in H1(X;Q) are 0. Thus the image of H1(Y ;Q) must contain a class which is

non-trivial on h, and so jY (h) ̸= 0 in H1(Y ;Q). □

In particular, if g = 1 then χ(X) = 0 and χ(Y ) = 2.

Theorem 6.4 also follows from Lemma 2.4, since the centre of π is not contained

in the commutator subgroup π′.

If the base orbifold B is nonorientable or if ε(M) ̸= 0 then µM = 0, by Lemma

6.3, and so the argument of Theorem 6.4 does not extend to these cases. However,

Lemma 6.3 also suggests that when ε(M) ̸= 0 we should be able to use Massey

product arguments as in §6.3 above (where we considered the case S = ∅).

Theorem 6.5. Let M =M(g;S), where g ⩾ 0 and ε(M) ̸= 0. If M embeds in

S4 with complementary regions X and Y then χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1.

Proof. The group π = π1(M(g;S)) has a presentation

⟨x1, y1, . . . , xg, yg, c1, . . . , cr, h | Π[ai, bi]Πcj = 1, cαi
i h

βi = 1, h central⟩.
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We may assume that g ⩾ 1, for if g = 0 then M is a Q-homology 3-sphere and the

result is clear. As in Lemma 6.3, there is a finite regular covering q : M̂ → M ,

where M̂ is an S1-bundle space with orientable base B̂. Let G = Aut(q). Then

H∗(M ;Q) ∼= H∗(M̂ ;Q)G. Let {α2, β2, . . . , αh, βh} be a basis for H1(M̂ ;Q) which

is Kronecker dual to the image of a symplectic basis for H1(B̂) in H1(M̂ ;Q).

The homomorphism H1(p;Q) from H1(|B|;Q) to H1(M ;Q) induced by the

Seifert fibration p :M → B. If j :M → S4 is an embedding then H = H1(M ;Q) =

A⊕Ω, where A and Ω are self-annihilating with respect to cup product. If L ⩽ H

is a direct summand of rank > g then there are a ∈ L ∩A and b ∈ L \A such

that a ∪ b ̸= 0 in H2(|B|;Q). We consider their images under H1(q;Q). Since

M̂ ∼= B̂o × S1 ∪ D2 × S1, it is easy to see that every self-homeomorphism of B̂

lifts to a fibre-preserving self-homeomorphism of M̂ . Thus (after multiplication by

factors in Q×, if necessary) we may assume that a = α1 and then b = β1+b
′, where

b′ is in the span of {α2, β2, . . . , αh, βh}. We now view these classes as classes in

H1(B̂;Q). Since a∪ b′ = 0 there is a map f : B̂ → V = S1 ∨ S1, such that a and b′

are in the image of H1(f ;Q). Hence ⟨a, a, b′⟩ = 0. The topological argument used

in §6.2 shows that ⟨a, a, β1⟩ ∪ b′ = 0 also. Therefore ⟨a, a, b⟩ ∪ b = ⟨α1, α1, β1⟩ ∪ β1
is non-zero. But this contradicts the fact that H3(X) = H3(Y ) = 0. Therefore

H1(X) and H1(Y ) each have rank at most g, and so χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1. □

If χ(X) = 0, all cone point orders are odd and h has nonzero image in H1(X;Q)

then S is skew-symmetric, by Theorem 3.11. (In particular, this must be the case

if g and εS are 0.) Conversely, if S is skew-symmetric and all cone point orders

ai are odd then M(0;S) embeds smoothly. Since β = 1 we must have χ(X) = 0

and H1(Y ;Q) = 0. (In fact, for the embedding constructed on page 693 of [CH98]

the component X has a fixed point free S1-action.) Hence also M(g;S) embeds

smoothly, as in Lemma 3.2, which gives embeddings with χ(X) = 0. Is there

a natural choice of 0-framed bipartedly slice link representing M(0;S)? Are all

values of χ(X) consistent with Theorem 6.4 possible for M(g;S)?

However, even if χ(X) = 0 the other hypothesis of Theorem 3.11 need not hold.

For instance, we may partition the standard 0-framed link representingM = T2×S1

into 3- and 2-component trivial sublinks in two essentially different ways. For one,

πX ∼= Z× F (2) and πY ∼= F (2), while for the other πX ∼= Z ∗ Z2 and πY ∼= Z2.

If ℓM is hyperbolic then all even cone point orders have the same 2-adic valu-

ation, by Theorem 4.3 (when g < 0) and Lemma 6 of Appendix A (when g ⩾ 0).

Are there further obstructions related to 2-torsion in the cone point orders of

the base orbifolds B? What are the possible values of χ(X) for embeddings of

M(g;S) (with εS = 0) or M(−c;S)?

6.4. S1-bundle spaces

The bundle space E = M(g; (1, e)) can only embed in S4 if e = 0 or ±1, since

τE = 0 if e = 0 and is cyclic of order e otherwise. The 3-torus M(1; (1, 0)) may

be obtained by 0-framed surgery on the Borromean rings Bo. Since M(g; (1, 0)) ∼=
Tg × S1 is an iterated fibre sum of copies of T ×S1, it may be obtained by 0-framed
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surgery on the (2g + 1)-component link of Figure 6.1, which shares some of the

Brunnian properties of Bo.

This 3-manifold has an embedding as the boundary of Tg × D2, the regular

neighbourhood of the unknotted embedding of Tg in S4, with the other comple-

mentary region having fundamental group Z. It is easy to see that if g ⩾ 1 then

Tg × S1 has other embeddings with χ(X) realizing each even value > 1 − β. On

the other hand, µTg×S1 ̸= 0, and so no embedding has a complementary region Y

with β1(Y ) = 0.

L1

L2

L2g−1

L2g

L0

(g copies)

. . . .

Figure 6.1 A link representation for Tg × S1

Changing the framing on one component of Bo to 1, and applying a Kirby

move to isolate this component gives the disjoint union of the Whitehead link Wh

and the unknot. Since the linking numbers are 0 the framings are unchanged, and

we may delete the isolated 1-framed unknot. Thus M(1; (1, 1)) may be obtained

by 0-framed surgery on Wh. The corresponding modification of the standard 0-

framed (2g+1)-component link L representing Tg×S1 involves changing the framing

of the component L2g+1 whose meridian represents the central factor of π. Per-

forming a Kirby move and deleting an isolated 1-framed unknot gives a 0-framed

2g-component link representing M(g; (1, 1)).

Since the original link had partitions into two trivial links with g + 1 and g

components respectively, the new link has a partition into two trivial g-component

links. However this is the only partition into slice sublinks, for as we shall see con-

sideration of the Massey product structure shows that all embeddings ofM(g; (1, 1))

have χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1.

Suppose now that F is nonorientable. ThenM(−c; (1, e)) embeds if and only if

it embeds as the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of an embedding of #cRP2

with normal Euler number e. We must have e ⩽ 2c and e ≡ 2c mod (4), by Corol-

lary 4.4.2. The standard embedding of RP2 in S4 is determined up to composition

with a reflection of S4. The complementary regions are each homeomorphic to a

disc bundle over RP2 with normal Euler number 2, and so have fundamental group

Z/2Z. The standard embeddings of #cRP2 are obtained by taking iterated con-

nected sums of these building blocks ±(S4,RP2), and in each case the exterior has

fundamental group Z/2Z. The regular neighbourhoods of #cRP2 are disc bundles
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with boundary M(−c; (1, e)). Thus M(−c; (1, e)) has an embedding with one com-

plementary component Xc,e a disc bundle over #cRP2 and the other component

Yc,e having fundamental group Z/2Z.
The 3-manifold obtained by 0-framed surgery on the (a+b+1)-component link

of Figure 2 is M(−(a+ b); (1, e)), where the Euler number e = ±2(a− b), with the

sign depending on the orientation chosen. (See also [CH98, Figure A.3 ].)

(a copies) (b copies)

. . . .L1 La+b

L0

Figure 6.2. A link representation for M(−(a+ b); (1, e))

The standard embedding corresponds to a 0-framed (c + 1)-component link

assembled from copies of the (2, 4)-torus link 421 and its reflection. This is the

union of an unknot and a trivial c-component link, but has no other partitions into

slice links. However, we can do better if we recall that #cRP2 ∼= (#c−2gRP2)#Tg
for any g such that 2g < c. Using copies of ±421 and Bo accordingly, for each e ⩽ 2c

such that e ≡ 2c mod (4) we find a representative link with partitions into trivial

sublinks corresponding to all the values 2 − c ⩽ χ(X) ⩽ min{2 − |e|
2 , 1} such that

χ(X) ≡ c mod (2). Are any other values realized? In particular, does M(−3; (1, 6))

embed with χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1?

If we move beyond the class of S1-bundle spaces, we may give an example of

“intermediate” behaviour. It is not hard to show that if H ∼= Zβ with β ⩽ 5 then

for every µ : ∧3H → Z there is an epimorphism λ : H → Z such that µ is 0 on the

image of ∧3Ker(λ). Hence there are splittings H ∼= A ⊕ B with A of rank 3 or 4

such that µ restricts to 0 on each of ∧3A and ∧3B. However if β = 6 this fails for

µ = e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3 + e1 ∧ e5 ∧ e6 + e2 ∧ e4 ∧ e5.

(Here {ei} is the basis for Hom(H,Z) which is Kronecker dual to the standard

basis of H ∼= Z6.) For every epimorphism λ : Z6 → Z there is a rank 3 direct

summand A of Ker(λ) such that µ is non-trivial on ∧3A. [This requires a little

calculation. Suppose that λ = Σλie
∗
i . If λ6 ̸= 0 then we may take A to be the

direct summand containing ⟨f1, f2, f3⟩, where fj = λ6ej − λje6, for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ 3, for

then µ(f1 ∧ f2 ∧ f3) = λ36 ̸= 0. Similarly if λ3 or λ4 is nonzero. If λ3 = λ4 = λ6 = 0

but λ1 ̸= 0 then we may take A to be the direct summand containing ⟨g2, e4, g5⟩,
where g2 = λ1e2 − λ2e1 and g5 = λ1e5 − λ5e1. Similarly if λ2 or λ5 is nonzero.]

This example arose in a somewhat different context. It is the cup product

3-form of the 3-manifold M given by 0-framed surgery on the 6-component link
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of [DH17, Figure 6.1]. This link has certain “Brunnian” properties. All the 2-

component sublinks, all but three of the 3-component sublinks and six of the 4-

component sublinks are trivial. Thus M has embeddings in S4 with χ(X) = −1 or

1, corresponding to partitions of L into a pair of trivial sublinks, but there are no

embeddings with χ(X) = −5 or −3, since µM does not satisfy the second assertion

of Lemma 2.

6.5. Homotopy types of pairs

We shall next give some lemmas on recognizing the homotopy types of certain

spaces and pairs of spaces arising later.

Theorem 6.6. Let U and V be connected finite cell complexes such that c.d.U ⩽
2 and c.d.V ⩽ 2. If f : U → V is a 2-connected map then χ(U) ⩾ χ(V ), with

equality if and only if f is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Up to homotopy, we may assume that f is a cellular inclusion, and that

V has dimension ⩽ 3. Let π = π1(U) and let C∗ = C∗(Ṽ , Ũ). Then Hq(C∗) = 0 if

q ⩽ 2, since f is 2-connected, and Hq(C∗) = 0 if q > 3, since c.d.U and c.d.V ⩽ 2.

Hence H3(C∗) ⊕ C2 ⊕ C0
∼= C3 ⊕ C1, by Schanuel’s Lemma, and so H3(C∗) is a

stably free Z[π]-module of rank −χ(C∗) = χ(U)−χ(V ). Hence χ(U) ⩾ χ(V ), with

equality if and only if H3(C∗) = 0, since group rings are weakly finite, by a theorem

of Kaplansky. (See [Ros84] for a proof of Kaplansky’s result.) The result follows

from the long exact sequence of the pair (Ỹ , X̃) and the theorems of Hurewicz and

Whitehead. □

If c.d.X ⩽ 2 then C∗(X̃) is chain homotopy equivalent to a finite projective

complex of length 2, which is a partial resolution of the augmentation module Z.
Chain homotopy classes of such partial resolutions are classified by Ext3Z[π](Z,Π) =

H3(π; Π), where Π is the module of 2-cycles.

Corollary 6.6.1. If U is a connected finite complex such that c.d.U ⩽ 2 and

π1(U) ∼= Z then U ≃ S1 ∨
∨χ(U)

S2.

Proof. Since c.d.U ⩽ 2 and projective Z[π1(U)]-modules are free, C∗(Ũ) is

chain homotopy equivalent to a finite free Z[π1(U)]-complex P∗ of length ⩽ 2,

and χ(U) = Σ(−1)irank(Pi). Since π2(U) ∼= H2(U ;Z[π1(U)]) is the module of

2-cycles in C∗(Ũ), it is free of rank χ(U). Let f : S1 ∨
∨χ(U)

S2 → U be the map

determined by a generator for π1(U) and representatives of a basis for π2(U). Then

f is a homotopy equivalence, by the theorem. □

Theorem 3.2 of [FMGK] gives an analogue of Theorem 6.6 for maps between

closed 4-manifolds. The argument extends to the following relative version.

Lemma 6.7. Let f : (X1, A1) → (X2, A2) be a map of orientable PD4-pairs

such that f |A1
: A1 → A2 is a homotopy equivalence. Then f is a homotopy

equivalence of pairs if and only if π1(f) is an isomorphism and χ(X1) = χ(X2).
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Proof. Since f |A1
: A1 → A2 is a homotopy equivalence, f has degree 1, and

hence is 2-connected as a map from X1 to X2. The rest of the argument is as in

[FMGK, Theorem 2]. □

In certain cases we can identify the homotopy type of a pair.

Lemma 6.8. Let (X,A) and (X ′, A′) be pairs such that the inclusions ιA : A→ X

and ιA′ : A′ → X ′ induce epimorphisms on fundamental groups. If X and X ′ are

aspherical and f : A→ A′ is a homotopy equivalence such that π1(f)(Ker(π1(ιA))) =

Ker(π1(ιA′)) then f extends to a homotopy equivalence of pairs (X,A) ≃ (X ′, A′).

Proof. The fundamental group conditions imply that g = ιA′f extends to a

map from the relative 2-skeleton X [2] ∪ A. The further obstructions to extending

g to a map from X to X ′ lie in Hq+1(X,A;πq(X
′)), for q ⩾ 2. Since X ′ is

aspherical these groups are 0. The other hypotheses imply that any extension h :

X → X ′ induces an isomorphism on fundamental groups, and hence is a homotopy

equivalence. □

6.6. Cohomological dimension and fundamental group

Since the complementary regions are 4-manifolds with non-empty boundary

they are homotopy equivalent to 3-dimensional complexes. However, when such

a space is homotopically 2-dimensional remains an open question, in general. We

shall say that c.d.W ⩽ n if the equivariant chain complex of the universal cover

W̃ is chain homotopy equivalent to a complex of projective Z[π1(W )]-modules of

length ⩽ n.

Theorem 6.9. Let W be a complementary region of an embedding of M in

S4. Then c.d.W ⩽ 2 if and only if π1(jW ) is an epimorphism. If so, then W is

aspherical if and only if c.d.π1(W ) ⩽ 2 and χ(W ) = χ(π1(W )).

Proof. Let Γ = Z[π1(W )]. Then there are Poincaré-Lefshetz duality iso-

morphisms Hi(W ; Γ) ∼= H4−i(W,∂W ; Γ) and Hj(W ; Γ) ∼= H4−j(W,∂W ; Γ), for all

i, j ⩽ 4.

If c.d.W ⩽ 2 then Hi(W̃ , ∂W̃ ) = Hi(W,∂W ; Γ) = 0 for i ⩽ 1, and so ∂W̃

is connected. Therefore π1(jW ) must be surjective. Conversely, if π1(jW ) is an

epimorphism then we may assume that W may be obtained from M (up to homo-

topy) by adjoining cells of dimension ⩾ 2. Hence Hi(W,∂W ; Γ) and Hj(W,∂W ; Γ)

are 0 for i, j ⩽ 1. Therefore Hq(W ; Γ) = Hq(W ; Γ) = 0 for all q > 2, and so

C∗ = C∗(W ; Γ) is chain homotopy equivalent to a complex P∗ of finitely generated

projective Γ-modules of length at most 2, by Wall’s finiteness criteria [Wa66].

If W is aspherical then c.d.π1(W ) ⩽ 2, and we must have χ(W ) = χ(π1(W )).

Conversely, if π1(jW ) is onto then Π = H2(P∗) ∼= π2(W ) is the only obstruction to

asphericity. If, moreover, c.d.π1(W ) ⩽ 2 we may apply Schanuel’s Lemma, to see

that P∗ splits as

P∗ = Π⊕ (Z1 → P1 → P0),

where π is concentrated in degree 2, Z1 is the submodule of 1-cycles and Z1 → P1 →
P0 is a resolution of the augmentation module Z = H0(P∗). Now Z⊗Γ Π ∼= H2(W )
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is a free abelian group of rank χ(W )− χ(π1(W )). If, moreover, χ(W ) = χ(π1(W ))

then Π = 0, and so W is aspherical, since the weak Bass Conjecture holds for

groups of cohomological dimension ⩽ 2 [Ec01]. □

Corollary 6.9.1. The augmentation ideal of the group ring Z[πX ] has a square

presentation matrix.

Proof. If c.d.X ⩽ 2 then C∗(X;Z[π]) is chain homotopy equivalent to a finite

free Z[πX ]-complex of length 2. Hence the augmentation ideal of the group ring

Z[πX ] has a square presentation matrix, since χ(X) ⩽ 1. □

The property that the augmentation ideal has a square presentation matrix

interpolates between πX having a balanced presentation and being homologically

balanced. The stronger condition (having a balanced presentation) would hold if

X were homotopy equivalent to a finite 2-dimensional cell complex.

In our applications of Theorem 6.9 below, π1(W ) is either free, free abelian or

the fundamental group of an aspherical surface. Hence all projective Γ-modules are

stably free. A stably free Γ-module P is trivial if and only if Z ⊗Γ P = 0, by an

old result of Kaplansky (see [Ros84] for a proof), and we could use this instead of

invoking [Ec01]. A similar argument may be used to show that, in general, W is

aspherical if and only if c.d.π1(W ) ⩽ 3, π1(W ) is of type FF , χ(W ) = χ(π1(W ))

and π2(W ) = 0.

Let K be the Artin spin of a non-trivial classical knot, and let X = X(K) be

the exterior of a tubular neighbourhood of K in S4. Then π1(X) ∼= πK, the knot

group, and M = ∂X ∼= S2 × S1. In this case c.d.πK = 2 and χ(X) = χ(πK) = 0,

but π1(jX) is not onto, and X is not aspherical. (Thus c.d.X = 3.)

There are two essentially different partitions of the standard link representing

Tg×S1 into moieties with g+1 and g components. For one, X ∼= S1×(♮g(D2×S1),

which is aspherical (as to be expected from Theorem 4); for the other, π1(X) ∼=
Z2 ∗ F (g − 1), and X is not aspherical. (In neither case is Y aspherical.)

6.7. Aspherical embeddings

Suppose that a complementary region W is aspherical. Then c.d.πW ⩽ 3, and

πW cannot be a PD3-group since H3(W ) = 0. If the embedding is bi-epic then

c.d.πW ⩽ 2, by Theorem 6.9. Conversely, if W is aspherical and c.d.πW ⩽ 2 then

π1(jW ) is an epimorphism, by equivariant Poincaré duality [DH23]. Thus if X and

Y are each aspherical then c.d.πX , c.d.πY ⩽ 2 ⇔ j is bi-epic.

Every homology sphere has an aspherical embedding, since it bounds a con-

tractible 4-manifold. Sums of aspherical embeddings are again aspherical.

If G and H are two groups of cohomological dimension 2 with balanced presen-

tations and isomorphic abelianizations then there is an embedding of a 3-manifold

such that the complementary regions X and Y are each homotopy equivalent to

finite 2-complexes and πX ∼= G and πY ∼= H [Lic04]. Moreover χ(X) = χ(πX) = 1

and χ(Y ) = χ(πY ) = 1. If, moreover, the presentations are efficient then X and Y

are aspherical [FMGK, Theorem 2.8].
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The simplest example of this type that we know of is based on the Higman

group Hig with the presentation

⟨a, b, c, d | a2 = bab−1, b2 = cbc−1, c2 = dcd−1, d2 = ada−1⟩.

Then H1(Hig) = Higab = 1. Since the presentation is balanced, it follows that

H2(Hig) = 0, and so Hig is superperfect. We may construct Hig by amalgamat-

ing copies of BS(1, 2) over free subgroups. (See [Rob, Exercise 6.4.15].) Hence

c.d.Hig = 2.

.

◁x ◁w

▷
y

▷
z

•b

•a

•
c

•
d��

��◁

Z/4Z

Figure 6.3. X ∼= Y ≃ K(Hig, 1)

Figure 6.3 is symmetric under quarter-turn rotations around the axis through

the central point.

If πW is a non-trivial amenable group then χ(W ) = 0, while if πW = F (r) for

some r > 0 then χ(W ) ⩽ 0. In either of these cases W = X, by our convention on

labelling the regions. If the complementary region Y is aspherical then χ(πY ) > 0,

and so πY is neither amenable nor free.

If X aspherical and πX elementary amenable (but is not a PD3-group) then

either X ≃ ∗ or πX ∼= Z or BS(1,m) [DH23]. There are no other known (finitely

presentable) restrained groups G with c.d.G = 2, and certainly no others which

are almost coherent and have infinite abelianization [FMGK, Theorem 2.6]. If

X is aspherical and πX ∼= BS(1,m) for some m ̸= 1 then H2(X) = 0 and so

H1(Y ) ∼= Z/mZ. In this case X is determined up to s-cobordism rel ∂ by πX and

M . (See [FMGK, Lemma 6.9].)
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For example, consider the embedding corresponding to the link in Figure 6.4,

in which the strands in the box have m full twists, and the dotted component

represents the word A = uvu−1v−m in the meridians u, v for the other components.

▷
u •

▷
v

▷a

mA = uvu−1v−m

Figure 6.4 πX ∼= BS(1,m)

When m = 0 the link is the split union of an unknot and the Hopf link,

M ∼= S2 × S1, X ∼= D3 × S1 and Y ∼= S2 × D2. When m = 1 the link is the

Borromean rings Bo, andX is a regular neighbourhood of the unknotted embedding

of the torus T in S4. Whenm = −1, the link is 839, andX is a regular neighbourhood

of the unknotted embeding of the Klein bottle Kb in S4 with normal Euler number

0. In general, X is aspherical, πX ∼= BS(1,m) and πY ∼= Z/(m − 1)Z. (Note

however that the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of the Fox 2-knot with

group BS(1, 2) gives an embedding of S2 × S1 with πX ∼= BS(1, 2) and χ(X) = 0,

but this embedding is not bi-epic and X is not aspherical.)

IfX is aspherical and πX ∼= F (r) is free thenH1(X) is torsion-free andH2(X) =

0, and so H1(Y ) = 0 and H2(Y ) ∼= Zr. This situation is realized by the standard

embedding of #r(S2 × S1). Are there examples with Y also aspherical?

6.8. Recognizing the simplest embeddings

The simplest 3-manifolds to consider in the present context are perhaps the

total spaces of S1-bundles over surfaces. Most of those which embed have canonical

“simplest” embeddings. We give some evidence that these may be characterized

up to s-concordance by the conditions π1(X) ∼= π1(F ), where F is the base, and

π1(Y ) is abelian.

Suppose first that M ∼= Tg×S1. There is a canonical embedding jg :M → S4,

as the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of the standard smooth embedding

Tg ⊂ S3 ⊂ S4. Let Xg and Yg be the complementary components. Then Xg
∼=

Tg ×D2 and Yg ≃ S1 ∨
∨2g

S2, and so π1(Yg) ∼= Z.
We shall assume henceforth that g ⩾ 1, since embeddings of S2 × S1 and

S3 = M(0; (1, 1)) may be considered well understood. Let h be the image of the

fibre in π.

Lemma 6.10. Let j : Tg×S1 → S4 be an embedding such that π1(X) ∼= π1(Tg).

Then X is s-cobordant rel ∂ to Xg = Tg ×D2.

Proof. Since H2(X) ∼= Z is a direct summand of H2(M) and is generated

by cup products of classes from H1(X), the image of π1(jX) cannot be a free
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group. Therefore it has finite index, d say, and so χ(Im(π1(jX))) = dχ(F ). Since

Im(π1(jX) is an orientable surface group, it requires at least 2−dχ(F ) = 2(gd−d+1)

generators. On the other hand, π needs just 2g + 1 generators. Thus if g > 1 we

must have d = 1, and so π1(jX) is onto. This is also clear if g = 1, for then

πX ∼= H1(X) is a direct summand of H1(M). In all cases, we may apply Theorem

6.9 to conclude that X is aspherical.

Any homeomorphism from ∂X to ∂Xg which preserves the product structure

extends to a homotopy equivalence of pairs (X, ∂X) ≃ (Xg, ∂Xg). Now L5(π1(Tg))

acts trivially on the s-cobordism structure set SsTOP (Xg, ∂Xg), by Theorem 6.7 and

Lemma 6.9 of [FMGK]. Therefore X and Xg are TOP s-cobordant (rel ∂). □

If π1(Y ) ∼= Z then Σ = Y ∪ (Tg × D2) is 1-connected, since πY is generated

by the image of h, and χ(Σ) = 2. Hence Σ is a homotopy 4-sphere, containing a

locally flat copy of Tg with exterior Y .

Lemma 6.11. If there is a map f : Y → Yg which extends a homeomorphism

of the boundaries then Y is homeomorphic to Yg.

Proof. Let t be a generator t for πY . Then Z[πY ] ∼= Λ = Z[t, t−1]. Let

Π = π2(Y ). As in Theorem 6.9, Hq(Y ; Λ) = Hq(Y ; Λ) = 0 for q > 2, and the

equivariant chain complex for Ỹ is chain homotopy equivalent to a finite projective

Λ-complex

Q∗ = Π⊕ (Z1 → Q1 → Q0)

of length 2, with Z1 → Q1 → Q0 a resolution of Z. The alternating sum of the

ranks of the modules Qi is χ(Y ) = 2g. Hence Π ∼= Λ2g, since projective Λ-modules

are free. In particular, this holds also for Yg.

If f : Y → Yg restricts to a homeomorphism of the boundaries then π1(f) is

an isomorphism. Comparison of the long exact sequences of the pairs shows that

f induces an isomorphism H4(Y, ∂Y ) ∼= H4(Y, ∂Y ), and so has degree 1. Therefore

π2(f) = H2(f ; Λ) is onto, by Poincaré-Lefshetz duality. Since π2(Y ) and π2(Yg)

are each free of rank 2g, it follows that π2(f) is an isomorphism, and so f is a

homotopy equivalence, by the Whitehead and Hurewicz Theorems.

Thus f is a homotopy equivalence rel ∂, by the HEP, and so it determines

an element of the structure set STOP (Yg, ∂Yg). The group L5(Z) acts trivially on

the structure set, as in Lemma 10, and so the normal invariant gives a bjection

STOP (Yg, ∂Yg) ∼= H2(Yg, ∂Yg;F2) ∼= H2(Yg;F2). Since H2(Z;F2) = 0 the Hurewicz

homomorphism maps π2(Yg) onto H2(Yg;F2). Therefore there is an α ∈ π2(Yg)

whose image in H2(Yg;F2) is the Poincaré dual of the normal invariant of f . Let

fα be the composite of the map from Yg to Yg ∨ S4 which collapses the boundary

of a 4-disc in the interior of Yg with idYg ∨ αη2, where η2 is the generator of

π4(S
2). Then fα is a self homotopy equivalence of (Yg, ∂Yg) whose normal invariant

agrees with that of f . (See [Wall, Theorem 16.6].) Therefore f is homotopic to a

homeomorphism Y ∼= Yg. □

However, finding such a map f to begin with seems difficult. Can we somehow

use the fact that Y and Yg are subsets of S4?
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Suppose now that W is an s-cobordism rel ∂ from X to Xg, and that Y ∼= Yg.

Since g ⩾ 1 the 3-manifold Tg × S1 is irreducible and sufficiently large. Therefore

π0(Homeo(Tg × S1)) ∼= Out(π) [Wd68]. If g > 1 then π1(Tg) has trivial centre,

and so Out(π) ∼=
(
Out(π1(Tg)) 0

Z2g Z×

)
. It follows easily that every self homeomorphism

of Tg × S1 extends to a self homeomorphism of Tg × D2. Attaching Y × [0, 1] ∼=
Yg × [0, 1] to W along Tg × S1 × [0, 1] gives an s-concordance from j to jg.

If g = 1 then X ∼= T ×D2 and Out(π) ∼= GL(3,Z). Automorphisms of π

are generated by those which may be realized by homeomorphisms of T × D2

together with those that may be realized by homeomorphisms of Y1 [Mo83]. Thus

if embeddings of T with group Z are standard so are embeddings of S1 × S1 × S1

with both complementary components having abelian fundamental groups.

The situation is less clear for bundles over Tg with Euler number ±1. We may

construct embeddings of such manifolds by fibre sum of an embedding of Tg × S1

with the Hopf bundle η : S3 → S2. However, it is not clear how the comple-

ments change under this operation. There are natural 0-framed links representing

such bundle spaces. As we saw earlier, M(1; (1, 1)) may be obtained by 0-framed

surgery on the Whitehead link. This is an interchangeable 2-component link, and

so M(1; (1, 1)) has an embedding with X ∼= Y ≃ S1 ∨ S2 and π1(X) ∼= π1(Y ) ∼= Z.
Is this embedding characterized by these conditions? (Once again, it is enough to

find a map which restricts to a homeomorphism on boundaries.)

Suppose now that F is nonorientable. We may again argue that if j is an em-

bedding of M(−c; (1, e)), where c ⩾ 2, and πX ∼= π1(#
cRP2) then X is aspherical,

and hence is s-cobordant to Xc,e. Moreover, if πY = Z/2Z then Y is the exterior

of an embedding of #cRP2 in S4 with normal Euler number e.

Similar arguments apply to the standard embedding ofM = #β(S2×S1) as the

boundary of a regular neighbourhood of ∨βS1 in S4. If M is any closed 3-manifold

with an embedding j :M → S4 for which π1(jX) is an isomorphism then the natural

map from H3(M) to H3(π) is 0, since it factors through H3(jX) = 0. Hence π ∼=
F (β). Moreover, X is aspherical, by Theorem 6.9, and π1(Y ) ∼= π1(X ∪M Y ) = 1,

by Van Kampen’s Theorem. Arguing as in Lemma 6.10, we find that X is TOP s-

cobordant to ♮β(D3×S1). Since Y ⊂ S4, it has signature 0, and so Y ∼= ♮β(S2×D2),

by 1-connected surgery. Every self-homeomorphism of #β(S2 ×S1) extends across

♮β(D3 × S1), and so j is s-concordant to the standard embedding.



CHAPTER 7

Abelian embeddings

We begin this chapter with some observations on restrained embeddings, and

then narrow our focus to abelian embeddings. Homology 3-spheres have essentially

unique abelian embeddings (although they may have other embeddings). This is

also known for S2 × S1 and S3/Q(8), by results of Aitchison [Rub80] and Lawson

[Law84], respectively. In Theorems 7.6 and 7.7 below we show that if M is an

orientable homology handle (i.e., such that H1(M) ∼= Z) then it has an abelian

embedding if and only if π1(M) has perfect commutator subgroup, and then the

abelian embedding is essentially unique. (There are homology handles which do

not embed in S4 at all!) The 3-manifolds obtained by 0-framed surgery on 2-

component links with unknotted components always have abelian embeddings, and

the complementary regions for such embeddings are homotopy equivalent to stan-

dard 2-complexes. These shall be our main source of examples. In particular, we

shall give an example in which X ≃ Y ≃ S1 ∨ S2, but the pairs (X,M) and (Y,M)

are not homotopy equivalent. We do not yet have examples of a 3-manifold with

several inequivalent abelian embeddings.

7.1. Restrained embeddings

With our present understanding, the application of surgery in dimension 4

is limited to situations where the relevant fundamental group is in the class SA

[FT95]. In particular, all such groups are restrained.

Theorem 7.1. Let L be a 0-framed bipartedly trivial link and let j : M → S4

be the associated bi-epic embedding. Suppose that πX and πY are restrained.

If β = β1(M ;Q) is odd then χ(X) = 0 and χ(Y ) = 2, and X is aspherical. If,

moreover, πX is almost coherent or elementary amenable then πX ∼= Z or BS(1,m),

for some m ̸= 0, and β = 1 or 3.

If β is even then χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1, and πX and πY have balanced presenta-

tions.

Proof. Since the embedding derives from a bipartedly trivial link the com-

plementary regions are each homotopy equivalent to finite 2-complexes. There-

fore χ(X), χ(Y ) ⩾ 0, since πX and πY are each restrained [BP78]. Hence χ(X)

and χ(Y ) are determined by the parity of β, since 0 ⩽ χ(X) ⩽ χ(Y ) ⩽ 2 and

χ(X) ≡ χ(Y ) ≡ 1 + β mod (2).

If χ(X) = 0 and πX is restrained then X is aspherical, by [FMGK, Theorem

2.5]. If, moreover, πX is elementary amenable or almost coherent then πX ∼= Z or

75
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BS(1,m) for some m ̸= 0, by [FMGK, Corollary 2.6.1]. Hence β = β1(X;Q) +

β2(X;Q) = 1, if πX ̸∼= BS(1, 1) = Z2, and β = 3 if πX ∼= Z2.

If β is even then χ(X) = 1, and so πX has a balanced presentation. Similarly

for πY . □

Does the conclusion still hold for any bi-epic restrained embedding?

There are examples of each type. (See below). There is also a partial converse.

If χ(X) = 0 and πX ∼= BS(1,m) for some m ̸= 0 then X is aspherical and π1(jX)

is an epimorphism, by Theorem 6.9.

The fact that the higher L2 Betti numbers of amenable groups vanish give a

simple but useful consequence. (See [Lück] for details of the von Neumann algebra

N (πX) invoked below.)

Lemma 7.2. If c.d.X ⩽ 2 and β
(2)
1 (πX) = 0 then either χ(X) = 0 and X is

aspherical or χ(X) > 0.

Proof. This follows from a mild extension of [FMGK, Theorem 2.5]. Since

c.d.X ⩽ 2 and X is homotopy equivalent to a finite 3-complex, C∗(X̃) is chain

homotopy equivalent to a finite free Z[πX ]-complex D∗ of length at most 2. If

β
(2)
1 (πX) = 0 then χ(X) = χ(D∗) = dimN (πX)H2(N (πX) ⊗Z[π] D∗) ⩾ 0, with

equality only if D∗ is acyclic, in which case X is aspherical. □

In particular, if πX is elementary amenable and χ(X) = 0 then πX ∼= Z or

BS(1,m), for some m ̸= 0. (See [FMGK, Corollary 2.6.1].)

The first L2-Betti number vanishes also for semidirect products N ⋊Z with N

finitely generated [Lück]. (This observation is used in Theorem 7.9 below.)

Example. If M = M(−2; (1, 0)) or M(−2; (1, 4)) and j is bi-epic then X ≃
Kb.

In each case π is polycyclic and π/π′ ∼= Z ⊕ (Z/2Z)2. Hence χ(X) = 0,

and so c.d.πX ⩽ 2. Since πX is a quotient of π and πX/π
′
X

∼= Z ⊕ Z/2Z we

must have πX ∼= Z ⋊−1Z. Since c.d.X ⩽ 2 and χ(X) = 0 the classifying map

cX : X → Kb = K(Z ⋊−1Z, 1) is a homotopy equivalence.

7.2. Constraints on the invariants

In this section we shall show that manifolds with embeddings for which π1(X)

is abelian are severely constrained.

Theorem 7.3. Suppose M has an embedding in S4 for which one complemen-

tary region X has χ(X) ⩽ 1 and γ2πX = γ3πX . Then either β ⩽ 4 or β = 6. If

β = 0 or 2 then πX ∼= Z/nZ or Z ⊕ Z/nZ, respectively, for some n ⩾ 1, while if

β = 1, 3, 4 or 6 then πX ∼= Zγ , where γ = ⌊β+1
2 ⌋. If πX is abelian and β = 1 or 3

then X is aspherical.

Proof. Let γ = β1(X) and A = H1(X). Then 2γ ⩾ β and A ∼= Zγ ⊕ τX .

Since A is abelian, H2(A) = A ∧A ∼= Z(
γ
2) ⊕ (τX)γ ⊕ (τX ∧ τX).
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If γ2πX = γ3πX then H2(A) is a quotient of H2(πX), by the 5-term exact

sequence of low degree for πX as an extension of A. This in turn is a quotient of

H2(X) ∼= Zβ−γ , by Hopf’s Theorem. Hence
(
γ
2

)
⩽ β − γ ⩽ γ, and so γ ⩽ 3. If

τX ̸= 0 then either γ = β = 0 and τX ∧τX = 0, or γ = 1, β = 2 and τX ∧τX = 0. In

either case, τX is (finite) cyclic. If β ̸= 0 or 2 then τX = 0 and either γ = β = 1, or

γ = 2 and β = 3 or 4, or γ = 3 and β = 6. The final assertion follows immediately

from Theorem 6.9, since χ(X) must be 0. □

If πX is abelian, γ = β = 0 and τM = 0 thenX is contractible. In the remaining

cases X cannot be aspherical, since either πX has non-trivial torsion (if β = 0), or

H2(X) is too big (if β = 2 or 4), or H3(X) is too small (if β = 6).

If we assume merely that γ2πX/γ3πX is finite (i.e., that the rational lower

central series stabilizes after one step) then ∪X : ∧2H
1(X;Q) → H2(X;Q) is

injective [Su75], and a similar calculation gives the same restrictions on β.

Embeddings with πX abelian realizing these possibilities may be easily found.

(If πX ̸= 1 then 2-knot surgery gives further examples with πX nonabelian and

γ2πX = γ3πX .) The simplest examples are for β = 0, 1 or 3, with M ∼= S3,

M = S2 × S1 or S1 × S1 × S1 the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of a point

or of the standard unknotted embedding of S2 or T in S4, respectively.

Other examples may be given in terms of representative links. When β = 0

the (2, 2n) torus link gives examples with X ∼= Y and πX ∼= Z/nZ. When β = 1

we may use any knot which bounds a slice disc D ⊂ D4 such that π1(D
4 \D) ∼= Z,

such as the unknot or the Kinoshita-Terasaka knot 11n42. (All such knots have

Alexander polynomial 1. Conversely every Alexander polynomial 1 knot bounds a

TOP locally flat slice disc with group Z, by a striking result of Freedman.) The links

835 and 836 give further simple examples. (These each have a trivial 2-component

sublink and an unknotted third component which represents a meridian of the first

component or the product of meridians of the first two components, respectively.)

When β = 2 any 2-component link with unknotted components and linking number

0, such as the trivial 2-component link orWh, gives examples with πX ∼= Z. We may

construct examples realizing Z ⊕ Z/nZ from the 4-component link obtained from

the Borromean rings Bo by replacing one component by its (2, 2n) cable. When

β = 3 we may use the links Bo, 939 or 9318. (These each have a trivial 2-component

sublink and an unknotted third component which represents the commutator of the

meridians of the first two components. However neither of the latter two links is

Brunnian.)

Let L be the 4-component link obtained from Bo by adjoining a parallel to the

third component, and let M be the 3-manifold M obtained by 0-framed surgery

on L. Then the meridians of L represent a basis {ei} for H1(M) ∼= Z4, and

µM = e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3 + e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e4. This link may be partitioned into the union of

two trivial 2-component links in two essentially different ways, and ambient surgery

gives two essentially different embeddings of M . If the sublinks are {L1, L2} and

{L3, L4} then the complementary components have fundamental groups Z2 and

F (2). Otherwise, the complementary components are homeomorphic and have

fundamental group Z2.
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If M is an example with β = 6 and πX and πY abelian then

µM = e1∧e5∧e6+e2∧e4∧e6+e3∧e4∧e5+e1∧e2∧ ẽ6+e1∧e3∧ ẽ5+e2∧e3∧ ẽ4,

where {e1, e2, e3} is a basis for H1(X) and {e4, e5, e6} and {ẽ4, ẽ5, ẽ6} are bases for

H1(Y ). There are 6-component links giving rise to such 3-manifolds, but we shall

not give further details here.

In all of the above examples except for one πY is also abelian. Note that

Theorem 7.3 does not apply to πY , as it uses the hypothesis β1(X) ⩾ 1
2β.

Lemma 7.4. If πX is abelian of rank at most 1 then X is homotopy equivalent

to a finite 2-complex. If πX is cyclic then X ≃ S1, S1 ∨ S2 or RPℓ = S1 ∨ℓ e2, for
some ℓ ̸= 0.

Proof. The first assertion follows from the facts that c.d.X ⩽ 2, as just ob-

served, and that the D(2) property holds for cyclic groups (see [John, page 235])

and for the groups Z ⊕ Z/ℓZ [Ed06]. If πX ∼= Z/ℓZ is cyclic then X ≃ S1 or

S1 ∨ S2, if ℓ = 0, or RPℓ = S1 ∨ℓ e2, if ℓ ̸= 0 [DS73]. □

We shall show later that a similar result holds when πX ∼= Z2.

Ten of the thirteen 3-manifolds with elementary amenable fundamental groups

and which embed in S4 have abelian embeddings. In at least four cases (S3,

S3/Q(8), S3/I∗ and S2 × S1) the abelian embedding is essentially unique. The

flat 3-manifold M(−2; (1, 0)) and the Nil3-manifold M(−2; (1, 4)) bound regular

neighbourhoods of embeddings of the Klein bottle Kb in S4, but have no abelian

embeddings. The status of one Sol3-manifold is not yet known.

When β ⩽ 1 we must have χ(X) = 1 − β. If L is a 2-component slice link

with unknotted components (such as the trivial 2-component link, or the Milnor

boundary link) and M =M(L) then β = 2 andM has an abelian embedding (with

χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1), and also an embedding with χ(X) = 1− β = −1 and πY = 1.

However it shall follow from the next lemma that if β > 2 then M cannot have

both an abelian embedding and also one with χ(X) = 1− β.

Lemma 7.5. Let j : M → S4 be an embedding j such that H1(Y ) = 0, and

let S ⊂ Λβ = Z[π/π′] be the multiplicative system consisting of all elements s with

augmentation ε(s) = 1. If the augmentation homomorphism ε : ΛβS → Z factors

through an integral domain R ̸= Z then H1(M ;R) has rank β − 1 as an R-module.

Proof. Let ∗ be a basepoint forM and A(π) = H1(M, ∗; Λβ) be the Alexander

module of π. (See [AIL, Chapter 4].) Since H2(X) = 0, the inclusion of represen-

tatives for a basis of H1(X) ∼= Zβ induces isomorphisms F (β)/γnF (β) ∼= π/γnπ,

for all n ⩾ 1, by a theorem of Stallings. (See Lemma 2.4.) Hence A(π)S ∼= (ΛβS)
β ,

by [AIL, Lemma 4.9]. Since ε factors through R, the exact sequence of the pair

(M, ∗) with coefficients R gives an exact sequence

0 → H1(M ;R) → R⊗Λβ
A(π) ∼= Rβ → R→ R⊗Λβ

Z = Z → 0,

from which the lemma follows. (Note that the hypotheses on R imply that Z is an

R-torsion module.) □
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7.3. Homology spheres

If M is a homology 3-sphere then it bounds a contractible 4-manifold, and

so has an abelian embedding with X and Y each contractible. Moreover, the

contractible complementary regions are determined up to homeomorphism by their

boundaries, and so are homeomorphic, by 1-connected surgery [FQ]. Thus the

abelian embedding is unique. When M = S3, the result goes back to the Brown-

Mazur-Schoenflies Theorem, which does not use surgery. In this special case the

embedding is essentially unique! See [Pu24] for a concise, self-contained account

of the (quite different) proofs due to Brown and Mazur.

It is not clear whether non-simply connected homology spheres must have em-

beddings with one or both of πX and πY non-trivial. Figure 2.1 gives an example

with πX ∼= πY ∼= I∗, the binary icosahedral group. In this case the homology sphere

is the result of surgery on a complicated 4-component bipartedly trivial link, and

probably has no simpler description. The Poincaré homology sphere S3/I∗ is not

the result of 0-framed surgery on any bipartedly slice link, since it does not embed

smoothly.

We mention here several results from [Liv05] on smooth embeddings of homol-

ogy spheres. There is a homology sphere which has at least two smooth embed-

dings; one with X contractible and one with πX ̸= 1. There is a superperfect group

which is not the fundamental group of a homology 4-ball. There is a contractible

codimension-0 submanifold W ⊂ S4 such that def(πW ) < −n, for every n ⩾ 0.

Moreover DW is diffeomorphic to S4.

If S4 = DW is the double of a 4-manifold W with connected boundary ∂W =

M thenW is 1-connected, by the Van Kampen Theorem, and so contractible. Thus

M must be a homology sphere. Conversely, if M is a homology sphere and X and

Y are contractible then there is a homeomorphism h : X ∼= Y such that jY = h◦jX ,

and so S4 ∼= DX.

In general one may construct examples with Y ∼= X and β any positive even

number. Let p : S3 → S3 be a 2d-fold branched cyclic covering, with branch set the

first component of the Whitehead link. The preimage of the second component is a

2d-component link L which is the union of two trivial d-component links, and any

generator of the covering group carries one sublink onto the other. (When d = 1

the preimage of the whole Whitehead link is the 3-component link 839, which is the

union of a copy of the the (2, 4)-torus link 421 and an unknot.) Thus we obtain an

example with β = 2d and X ∼= Y . In such cases S4 is a twisted double X ∪ψX, for

some self-homeomorphism of M = ∂X.

7.4. Homology handles

We shall say that M is a homology handle if H1(M) ∼= Z, so M has the

homology of S2 × S1. As in Lemma 5.9, if M is a homology handle then there is a

Z-homology isomorphism f :M → S2 × S1.

If M is a homology handle then π′/π′′ is a finitely generated torsion module

over Z[π/π′] ∼= Λ = Z[t, t−1].
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Theorem 7.6. Let M be an orientable homology handle. If M embeds in S4

then the Blanchfield pairing on π′/π′′ = H1(M ;Z[π/π′]) is neutral. There is an

abelian embedding j : M → S4 if and only if π′ is perfect, and then X ≃ S1 and

Y ≃ S2.

Proof. The first assertion follows on applying equivariant Poincaré-Lefshetz

duality to the infinite cyclic cover of the pair (X,M). (See the proof of [AIL,

Theorem 2.4].)

If j is abelian then πX ∼= Z and πY = 1, while H2(X) = 0 and H2(Y ) ∼= Z.
Since c.d.X ⩽ 2 and πX ∼= Z, it follows that π2(X) = H2(X;Z[πX ]) is a free Z[πX ]-

module of rank χ(X) = 0. Hence π2(X) = 0, and so maps f : S1 → X and g : S2 →
Y representing generators for πX and π2(Y ) are homotopy equivalences. Since

H2(X,M ;Z[πX ]) ∼= H2(X;Z[πX ]) = 0, by equivariant Poincaré-Lefshetz duality,

π′/π′′ = H1(M ;Z[πX ]) = 0, by the homology exact sequence for the infinite cyclic

cover of the pair (X,M). Hence π′ is perfect.

Suppose, conversely, that π′ is perfect. Then M embeds in S4, by Corollary

5.12.1, and examination of the proof shows that the embedding constructed in

Theorem 5.12 is abelian. □

It follows easily that ifM is a Seifert fibred homology handle other than S2×S1

then there is no Λ-homology isomorphism from M to S2 × S1.

Corollary 7.6.1. Let M = M(0;S), where ε(M) = 0. Then there is a Z-
homology equivalence f : M → S2 × S1 if and only if hcf{αi, αj , αk} = 1 for all

i < j < k ⩽ r. If there are r > 2 cone points then no such map is a Λ-homology

equivalence.

Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 3.5. If M is Seifert fibred

then the base orbifold is orientable, since M is orientable and π/π′ is torsion free.

Hence M has generalized Euler invariant ε = 0, since β is odd, and so is a mapping

torus. It then follows from Theorem 7.6 that if M has an abelian embedding then

M ∼= S2 × S1. □

If K is an Alexander polynomial 1 knot then M(K) has an abelian embedding,

and if K is a knot such that M(K) embeds in S4 then K is algebraically slice, by

Theorem 7.6. However if K is a slice knot with non-trivial Alexander polynomial

then M(K) embeds in S4 but no embedding is abelian. There are obstructions

beyond neutrality of the Blanchfield pairing to slicing a knot, which probably also

obstruct embeddings of homology handles.

Theorem 7.7. Let M be an orientable homology handle. Then M has at most

one abelian embedding, up to equivalence.

Proof. Assume that j1 and j2 are abelian embeddings of M . There is a ho-

motopy equivalence of pairs (X1,M) ≃ (X2,M) which extends idM , by Lemma

6.8. This is homotopic rel M to a homeomorphism F , since the surgery obstruc-

tion group L5(Z) acts trivially on the structure set STOP (X2, ∂X2). (This follows
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from the Wall-Shaneson theorem and the existence of the E8-manifold [FMGK,

Theorem 6.7].)

We may assume the homotopy equivalences Y1 ≃ S2 and Y2 ≃ S2 are so chosen

that the corresponding maps f1 and f2 from M to S2 induce the same class in

H2(M). We may also assume that f1 and f2 agree on the 2-skeleton of M , by

[Span, Theorem 8.4.11]. Let p : M → M ∨ S3 be a pinch map, and η : S3 → S2

be the Hopf fibration. Let dt be a self map of S3 of degree t, and let qt = idM ∨ dt.
Then f2 ∼ (f1 ∨ η)qtp, for some t ∈ Z. Let Zi be the mapping cylinder of fi, for

i = 1, 2. Then Yi is homotopy equivalent to Zi rel M , for i = 1, 2.

Let P = MCyl(η) = CP2 \D4 and W = MCyl(f1 ∨ η). The inclusions of

S3 and M into M ∨ S3 and qtp induce maps θ, ψ and ξ from (P, S3), (Z1,M)

and (Z2,M), respectively, to (W,M ∨ S3). These induce isomorphisms of H2(P ),

H2(Z1) and H2(Z2) with H2(W ) ∼= Z. Let σ generate H2(W ). The groups

H4(P, S
3),H4(Z1,M) andH4(Z2,M) are also infinite cyclic, with generators [P, S3],

[Z1,M ] and [Z2,M ], respectively, but H4(W,M ∨ S3) ∼= H3(S
3) ⊕ H3(M), and

ξ∗[Z2,M ] = t.θ∗[P, S
3] + ψ∗[Z1,M ]. Hence

ξ∗σ2 ∩ [Z2,M ] = σ2 ∩ ξ∗[Z2,M ] = tσ2 ∩ θ∗[P, S3] + σ2 ∩ ψ∗[Z1,M ].

The inclusion of (P, S3) into (CP2, D4) induces isomomorphisms on (relative) co-

homology, and so σ2 ∩ θ∗[P, S3] = θ∗σ2 ∩ [P, S3] ̸= 0. Since the middle dimensional

intersection pairing is trivial in each of (Z1,M) and (Z2,M), t = 0, and so f1 ∼ f2.

Hence there is a homotopy equivalence of pairs (Y1,M) → (Y2,M) which extends

idM . This is homotopic relM to a homeomorphismG, by simply-connected surgery.

The map h = F ∪G is a homeomorphism of S4 such that hj1 = j2. □

Part of the argument for Theorem 7.7 was suggested by Section 2 of [Law84].

Example. The manifold M = M(11n42) has an essentially unique abelian

embedding, although M =M(K) for infinitely many distinct knots K.

The knot 11n42 is the Kinoshita-Terasaka knot, which is the simplest non-

trivial knot with Alexander polynomial 1. This bounds a smoothly embedded disc

D in D4, such that π1(D
4 \ D) ∼= Z, obtained by desingularizing a ribbon disc.

(See Figure 1.4 of [AIL].) Hence M has a smooth abelian embedding. Since

11n42 has unkotting number 1, it has an annulus presentation, and so there are

infinitely many knots Kn such that M(Kn) ∼=M [AJOT13]. These knots must all

have Alexander polynomial 1, and so each determines an abelian embedding. Are

all of these embeddings equivalent to smooth embeddings, and are they smoothly

equivalent?

Theorem 7.8. Let K be a 1-knot. Then M = M(K) has a bi-epic embedding

if and only if K is homotopy ribbon.

Proof. If K is homotopically ribbon then the embedding corresponding to

the slice disc demonstrating this property is clearly bi-epic.

Suppose that M has a bi-epic embedding. Let W be the trace of 0-framed

surgery on K. Then W is 1-connected, χ(W ) = 1 and ∂W = S3 ⨿ M . Let
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P = X ∪M W . Then P is 1-connected, since π(jX) is an epimorphism, χ(P ) = 1,

and ∂P = S3, and so P ∼= D4. Clearly K is homotopy ribbon in P . □

IfK is a fibred homotopically ribbon knot then the monodromy for the fibration

extends over a handlebody [CG83]. HenceM bounds a mapping torus X such that

the inclusionM ⊂ X induces an epimorphism from π to π1(X) and an isomorphism

on the abelianizations. Let Y be the 4-manifold obtained by adjoining a 2-handle

to D4 along K. Then Σ = X ∪M Y is a homotopy 4-sphere, and the inclusion of

M into Σ is bi-epic.

For example, if k is a fibred 1-knot with exterior E(k) and genus g, then K =

k#−k is a fibred ribbon knot, andM(K) bounds a thickeningX of E(k) ⊂ S3 ⊂ S4,

which fibres over S1, with fibre ♮g(S1 ×D2).

In the next theorem we do not assume that M is a homology handle.

Theorem 7.9. LetM be a 3-manifold. If j :M → S4 is an embedding such that

X fibres over S1 then χ(X) = 0, M is a mapping torus, the projection p :M → S1

extends to a map from X to S1 and π1(jX) is surjective. Conversely, if these

conditions hold then there is an embedding ĵ :M → S4 such that X̂ fibres over S1

and (X̂,M) is s-cobordant rel M to (X,M).

Proof. If X fibres over S1, with fibre F , then M = ∂X is the mapping torus

of a self-homeomorphism of ∂F and the projection p : M → S1 extends to a map

from X to S1. Moreover, χ(X) = 0 and πX is an extension of Z by the finitely

presentable normal subgroup π1(F ). Hence β
(2)
1 (πX) = 0, by [Lück, Theorem

7.2.6], and so c.d.πX ⩽ 2, by Lemma 7.2. Hence π1(F ) is free, by [Bie, Corollary

6.6], and so F ∼= #r(S1 ×D2), for some r ⩾ 0. Moreover, π1(jX) is surjective.

IfM is a mapping torus, the projection p :M → S1 extends to a map fromX to

S1 and π1(jX) is surjective then πX is an extension of Z by a finitely presentable nor-

mal subgroup. Since χ(X) = 0, the space X is aspherical, and so πX ∼= F (r)⋊ Z,
for some r ⩾ 0. Let X∞ be the covering space associated to the subgroup F (r),

and let jX∞ be the inclusion of M∞ = ∂X∞ into X∞. Let τ be a generator of

the covering group Z. Fix a homotopy equivalence h : X∞ → N = #r(S1 ×D2).

Then there is a self-homeomorphism tN of N such that tNh ∼ hτ . Let θ : ∂N → N

be the inclusion, and let X̂ =M(tN ) be the mapping torus of tN . Then there is a

homotopy equivalence α :M∞ → ∂N such that θα ∼ hjX∞ , by a result of Stallings

and Zieschang. (See [GK92, Theorem 2].) We may modify h on a collar neigh-

bourhood of ∂X∞ so that h|∂X∞ = α. Hence h determines a homotopy equivalence

of pairs (X,M) ≃ (X̂, ∂X̂). Since M and ∂X̂ are orientable (Haken) manifolds we

may further arrange that h|M : M → ∂X̂ is a homeomorphism. Hence X and X̂

are s-cobordant rel ∂, since L5(F (r)) acts trivially on the s-cobordism structure set

SsTOP (X̂, ∂X̂). (See [FMGK, Theorem 6.7].)

The union Σ = X̂ ∪M Y is an homotopy 4-sphere, and so is homeomorphic to

S4. Then the final assertion is satisfied by the composite ĵ :M ⊂ X̂ ⊂ Σ ∼= S4. □

In particular, if β = 1 then χ(X) = 0 and M is a rational homology handle.
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7.5. π/π′ ∼= Z2

When π/π′ ∼= Z2 there is again a simple necessary condition for M to have an

abelian embedding.

Theorem 7.10. Let M be a 3-manifold with fundamental group π such that

π/π′ ∼= Z2. If j : M → S4 is an abelian embedding then X ≃ Y ≃ S1 ∨ S2,

and H1(M ;Z[πX ]) and H1(M ;Z[πY ]) are cyclic Z[πX ]- and Z[πY ]-modules (re-

spectively), of projective dimension ⩽ 1.

Proof. Since j is abelian πX ∼= πY ∼= Z and χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1. Moreover,

since jX∗ and jY ∗ are epimorphisms c.d.X ⩽ 2 and c.d.Y ⩽ 2, by Theorem 6.9.

Hence X ≃ Y ≃ S1 ∨ S2, by Corollary 6.6.1.

We again consider the homology exact sequences of the infinite cyclic covers

of the pairs (X,M) and (Y,M), in conjunction with equivariant Poincaré-Lefshetz

duality. Since Hi(X;Z[πX ]) = 0 for i ̸= 0 or 2 and H2(X;Z[πX ]) ∼= Z[πX ], we have

H2(X,M ;Z[πX ]) ∼= H2(X;Z[πX ]) ∼= Z[πX ] also. Hence there is an exact sequence

0 → H2(M ;Z[πX ]) → Z[πX ] → Z[πX ] → H1(M ;Z[πX ]) → 0.

Therefore either H1(M ;Z[πX ]) ∼= H2(M ;Z[πX ]) ∼= Z[πX ] or H2(M ;Z[πX ]) is a

cyclic torsion module with a short free resolution, and H2(M ;Z[πX ]) = 0. In either

case H1(M ;Z[πX ]) is a cyclic module of projective dimension ⩽ 1.

A similar argument applies for the pair (Y,M). □

To use Theorem 7.10 to show that some M has no abelian embedding we must

consider all possible bases for Hom(π,Z), or, equivalently, for π/π′.

Example. Let L be the link obtained from the Whitehead link Wh = 521 by

tying a reef knot (31#−31) in one component. Then no embedding of M(L) is

abelian.

The link group πL has the presentation

⟨a, b, c, r, s, t, u, v, w | as−1vsa−1 = w = brb−1, cac−1 = b, rcr−1 = a, wcw−1 = b,

rvr−1 = tut−1, sts−1 = u, usu−1 = t, vsv−1 = r⟩,
and π1(M(L)) ∼= πL/⟨⟨λa, λr⟩⟩, where λa = c−1wr−1a and λr = vu−1s−1t−1rsa−1b

are the longitudes of L. Let b = βa, c = γa and t = rτ . Then w = γr in

π = π1(M(L)), and so π has the presentation

⟨a, β, γ, r, s, τ, v | [r, a] = γ−1βrβ−1r−1 = rγ−1r−1, γaγ−1a−1 = β, srτs = rτsrτ ,

as−1vsa−1 = γr, vs = rv, v = τsrτs−1τ−1 = β−1s−1τs2rτs−1⟩.
Now let s = σr and v = ξr. Then π/π′′ has the metabelian presentation

⟨a, β, γ, r, σ, τ, ξ | [r, a] = γ−1β.rβ−1r−1 = rγ−1r−1, γ.aγ−1a−1 = β,

r−1σr.rτσr−1 = τσ.r2τr−2, ar−1σ−1ξra−1.aσa−1 = γ.rγ−1r−1, ξ = rξσ−1r−1,

ξ = τσ.r2τr−2.rσ−1τ−1r−1 = β−1.r−1τr.σ.r2τr−2.rσ−1r−1, [[ , ], [ , ]] = 1⟩,
in which β, γ, σ, τ and ξ represent elements of π′, which is the normal closure of the

images of these generators. The first relation expresses the commutator [r, a] as a
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product of conjugates of these generators. Using the third relation to eliminate β,

we see that π′/π′′ is generated as a module over Z[π/π′] = Z[a±, r±] by the images

of γ, σ, τ and ξ, with the relations

(1− r)[γ] = 0,

(r2 − r + 1)[σ] = r(r2 − r + 1)[τ ] = 0,

[ξ] = (1− r)[σ],

and

2[σ] + 2[τ ] = (a− 1)[γ].

If we extend coefficients to the rationals to simplify the analysis, we see that P =

H1(M ;Q[π/π′]) = Q⊗ π′/π′′ is generated by [γ] and [τ ], with the relations

(1− r)[γ] = (r2 − r + 1)[τ ] = 0.

Let {x, y} be a basis for π/π′. Then x = amrn and y = aprq, where |mq− np| = 1.

Let {x∗, y∗} be the Kronecker dual basis for Hom(π,Z), and letMx andMy be the

infinite cyclic covering spaces corresponding to Ker(x∗) and Ker(y∗), respectively.

Then H1(Mx;Q) ∼= (P/(y − 1)P ⊕ ⟨y⟩)/(x.y = y + [x, y]). If this module is cyclic

as a module over the PID Q[x, x−1] then so is the submodule

P/(y − 1)P ∼= Q[π/π′]/(r2 − r + 1, y − 1)⊕Q[π/π′]/(r − 1, y − 1).

On substituting y = aprq we find that this is so if and only if p = 0 and q = ±1.

But then x = a±1, and a similar calculation show that H1(My;Q) is not cyclic as

a Q[y, y−1]-module. Thus no basis for π/π′ satisfies the criterion of Theorem 7.10,

and M has no abelian embedding.

We shall assume henceforth that M = M(L), where L is a 2-component link

with components slice knots and linking number ℓ = 0. Let x and y be the images

of the meridians of L in π, and let Dx and Dy be slice discs for the components of

L, embedded on opposite sides of the equator S3 ⊂ S4. Then the complementary

regions for the embedding jL determined by L are XL = (D4 \N(Dx)) ∪Dy ×D2

and YL = (D4 \ N(Dy)) ∪ Dx ×D2. The kernels of the natural homomorphisms

from π to πXL
and πYL

are the normal closures of y and x, respectively. If one of

the components of L is unknotted then the corresponding complementary region

is a handlebody of the form S1 ×D3 ∪ h2. Inverting the handle structure gives a

handlebody structure M × [0, 1] ∪ h2 ∪ h3 ∪ h4.
If the components of L are unknotted then jL is abelian, and πX ∼= πY ∼= Z.
If L is interchangeable there is a self-homeomorphism ofM(L) which swaps the

meridians. Hence XL is homeomorphic to YL, and S
4 is a twisted double.

The next result has fairly strong hypotheses, but we shall give an example after

the theorem showing that some such hypotheses are necessary.

Theorem 7.11. Let M be a 3-manifold with fundamental group π such that

π/π′ ∼= Z2, and suppose that j1 and j2 are abelian embeddings of M in S4. If

(X1,M) ≃ (X2,M) and (Y1,M) ≃ (Y2,M) then j1 and j2 are equivalent.
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Proof. As in Theorem 7.7, since L5(Z) acts trivially on the structure sets

there are homeomorphisms F : X1 → X2 and G : Y1 → Y2 which agree on M . The

union h = F ∪G is a homeomorphism such that hj1 = j2. □

To find examples where the complementary regions are not homeomorphic we

should start with a link L which is not interchangeable. The simplest condition that

ensures that a link with unknotted components is not interchangeable is asymmetry

of the Alexander polynomial, and the smallest such link with linking number 0 is

8213. Since π = π1(M) is a quotient of πL, there remains something to be checked.

Example. The complementary regions of the embedding of M(8213) determined

by the link L = 8213 are not homeomorphic (although they are homotopy equivalent).

Let M =M(L). The link group πL = π8213 has the presentation

⟨s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z | yv = wy, zx = wz, ty = zt, uy = zu, sv = us, vs = xv,

wu = tw, xs = tx⟩
and the longitudes are u−1t and x2z−1ys−1w−1xv−1. Hence π = π1(M) has the

presentation

⟨s, t, v, w, x, y | yv = wy, tyt−1x = wtyt−1, x2ty−1t−1ys−1w−1xv−1 = 1,

sv = ts, vs = xv, wt = tw, xs = tx⟩.
Setting s = xα, t = xβ, v = xγ and w = xδ, we obtain the presentation

⟨α, β, γ, δ, x, y | [x, y] = xyγ(xy)−1.xδx−1, β.yβy−1 = δ.xβx−1.xyβ−1(xy)−1.[x, y],

x2βx−2.x2y−1β−1yx−2 = γδ.xαx−1.xy−1[x, y]−1yx−1

δxβ = βxδ, αxγ = βxα, γxα = xγ, xα = βx⟩
in which α, β, γ and δ represent elements of π′, which is the normal closure of the

images of these generators. The subquotient π′/π′′ is generated as a module over

Z[π/π′] ∼= Λ2 = Z[x±, y±] by the images of γ and δ, with the relations

(x+ 1)(y − 1)(x− 1)[γ] = xy[γ]− x[δ],

(x− 1)2[γ] = (x− 1)[δ],

and

(x2 − x+ 1)[γ] = 0,

since [α] = x−1(x − 1)[γ] and [β] = (x − 1)[γ]. Adding the first two relations and

rearranging gives

[δ] = −((x2 − x+ 1)y + 2− 2x)[γ] = 2(x− 1)[γ].

Hence π′/π′′ ∼= Λ2/(x
2 − x+ 1, 3(x− 1)2) = Λ2/(x

2 − x+ 1, 3). As a module over

the subring Z[x, x−1], this is infinitely generated, but as a module over Z[y, y−1]

it has two generators. Therefore there is no automorphism of π which induces an

isomorphism Ker(π1(jX)) = π′ ⋊ ⟨x⟩ ∼= Ker(π1(jY )) = π′ ⋊ ⟨y⟩. Hence (X,M) and

(Y,M) are not homotopy equivalent as pairs, although X ≃ Y .

Does M have any other abelian embeddings with neither complementary com-

ponent homeomorphic to X, perhaps corresponding to distinct link presentations?
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Is this 3-manifold homeomorphic to a 3-manifoldM(L̃) via a homeomorphism which

does not preserve the meridians?

There is just one 3-manifold with π elementary amenable and β = 2 which

embeds in S4. This is the Nil3-manifold M = M(Wh), and π = π1(M) ∼=
F (2)/γ3F (2). The embedding jWh is abelian. All epimorphisms from π to Z
are equivalent under composition with automorphisms, and each automorphism of

π is induced by a self-diffeomorphism of M . If j is an abelian embedding such

that (X,M) and (Y,M) are homotopy equivalent (rel M) to (XWh,M), then j is

equivalent to jWh, and the two complementary regions are homeomorphic. How-

ever, since X and Y are not aspherical, Lemma 6.8 does not apply to provide a

homotopy equivalence of pairs. Is jWh essentially unique?

We would like to have an analogue of Lemma 6.8 for the cases when πX ∼= Z
and χ(X) = 1. If (X, ∂X) is a PD4-pair such thatX ≃ S1∨S2 then π2(X) ∼= Z[πX ]

and π3(X) ∼= ΓW (Z[πX ]), where ΓW is the quadratic functor of Whitehead. Let

(X, ∂X) and (X̂, ∂X̂) be two such PD4-pairs, and let ιX and ιX̂ be the inclusions

of the boundaries. Then any homotopy equivalence f : ∂X → ∂X̂ such that fιX ∼
ιX̂ extends across the relative 3-skeleton X [3] ∪ ∂X, since H3(X, ∂X; f∗π2(X̂)) ∼=
H1(X;Z[πX ]) = 0. The only obstruction to extending such an f to a map from X

to X̂ lies in H4(X, ∂X; f∗π3(X̂)) ∼= H0(X; f∗π3(X̂)) ∼= Z⊗Z[πX ] ΓW (Z[πX ]). (Any

such extension would be a homotopy equivalence.) This obstruction is perhaps

determined by the equivariant intersection pairings on π2(X) and π2(X̂). Can

we use the additional constraints that (X, ∂X) and (X̂, ∂X̂) are codimension-0

submanifolds of S4?

7.6. The higher rank cases

Theorems 7.6 and 7.10 have analogues when β = 3, 4 or 6.

Theorem 7.12. Let M be a 3-manifold with fundamental group π such that

π/π′ ∼= Z3. If j :M → S4 is an abelian embedding then X ≃ T and Y ≃ S1 ∨ 2S2,

while H1(M ;Z[πX ]) ∼= Z and H1(M ;Z[πY ]) is a torsion Z[πY ]-module of projective

dimension 1 and which can be generated by two elements. The component X is

determined up to homeomorphism by its boundary M , while Y is determined by the

homotopy type of the pair (Y,M).

Proof. The classifying map cX : X → K(πX , 1) ≃ T is a homotopy equiv-

alence, by Theorem 6.6, since c.d.X = c.d.T = 2 and χ(X) = χ(T ) = 0. The

equivalence Y ≃ S1 ∨ 2S2 follows from Corollary 6.6.1, since πY ∼= Z and χ(Y ) = 2.

Since H2(X;Z[πX ]) = 0, the exact sequence of homology for the pair (X,M)

with coefficients Z[πX ] reduces to an isomorphismH1(M ;Z[πX ]) ∼= H2(X;Z[πX ]) ∼=
Z.

Similarly, there is an exact sequence

0 → Z → H2(M ;Z[πY ]) → Z[πY ]2 → Z[πY ]2 → H1(M ;Z[πY ]) → 0,

since H2(Y ;Z[πY ]) ∼= Z[πY ]2 and H2(Y,M ;Z[πY ]) ∼= H2(Y ;Z[πY ]). Let A =

π′/π′′, considered as a Z[π/π′]-module. Then A is finitely generated as a module,
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since Z[π/π′] is a noetherian ring. Let {x, y, z} be a basis for π/π′ such that

π1(jX)(y) = 0 and π1(jY )(x) = π1(jY )(z) = 0. Then H1(M ;Z[πX ]) ∼= Z is an

extension of Z by A/(y − 1)A, and so A = (y − 1)A. Similarly, H1(M ;Z[πY ]) is

an extension of Z2 by A/(x − 1, z − 1)A. Together these observations imply that

H1(M ;Z[πY ]) is a torsion Z[πY ]-module, and so the fourth homomorphism in the

above sequence is a monomorphism. Thus H1(M ;Z[πY ]) is a torsion Z[πY ]-module

with projective dimension ⩽ 1, and is clearly generated by two elements. (Note

also that a torsion Z[πY ]-module of projective dimension 0 is 0.)

Since X is aspherical, Lemma 6.8 applies, and so the homotopy type of the pair

(X,M) is determined by M . The final assertion follows (as in Theorems 7.7 and

7.11), since L5(Z2) and L5(Z) act trivially on the structure sets STOP (X, ∂X) and

STOP (Y, ∂Y ), by [FMGK, Theorem 6.7]. □

The link L = 9321 has an unique partition as a bipartedly slice link, and for

the corresponding embedding πXL
∼= F (2) and πYL

∼= Z. Then M = M(9321)
∼=

(S2×S1)#M(521), so π
∼= Z∗F (2)/γ3F (2), with presentation ⟨x, y, z | [x, y] ⇋ x, y⟩.

It is not hard to show that the kernel of any epimorphism ϕ : π → ⟨t⟩ ∼= Z has rank

⩾ 1 as a Z[t, t−1]-module. Hence M has no abelian embedding, by Theorem 7.12.

The 3-torus T 3 = R3/Z3 has an abelian embedding, as the boundary of a

regular neighbourhood of an unknotted embedding of T in S4. This manifold may

be obtained by 0-framed surgery on the Borromean rings Bo, and also on 9318. The

three bipartite partitions of Bo lead to equivalent embeddings. (However these

are clearly not isotopic!) The link 9318 has two bipartedly slice partitions (both

bipartedly trivial). Any such embedding of T 3 has X ∼= T ×D2 and Y ≃ S1 ∨ 2S2.

Does T 3 have an essentially unique abelian embedding?

If M is Seifert fibred and π/π′ ∼= Z3 then it has generalized Euler invariant

ε = 0, and so is a mapping torus Tg ⋊θ S1, with orientable base orbifold and

monodromy θ of finite order. Are there any such manifolds other than the 3-torus

which have abelian embeddings?

Suppose that β = 3 and M has an embedding j such that H1(Y ;Z) = 0. If

f : π → Z2 is an epimorphism with kernel κ and R = Z[π/κ]f(S) then H1(M ;R)

has rank 2, by Lemma 7.5, and so the condition of Theorem 7.12 does not hold.

Therefore no such 3-manifold can also have an abelian embedding.

Theorem 7.13. Let M be a 3-manifold with fundamental group π such that

π/π′ ∼= Z4. If j : M → S4 is an abelian embedding then X ≃ Y ≃ T ∨ S2. Hence

H1(M ;Z[πX ]) is a quotient of Z[πX ] ⊕ Z by a cyclic submodule (and similarly for

H1(M ;Z[πY ])). The components X and Y are determined by the homotopy types

of the pairs (X,M) and (Y,M), respectively.

Proof. As in Corollary 6.6.1, generators for πX ∼= Z2 and π2(X) ∼= Z[πX ]

determine a map from T [1] ∨ S2 to X. This extends to a 2-connected map from

T ∨S2 to X, which is a homotopy equivalence by Theorem 6.6. Hence X ≃ T ∨ S2.

The second assertion follows from the exact sequence of homology for (X,M)

with coefficients Z[πX ], since H2(X;Z[πX ]) ∼= Z[πX ]⊕ Z. Parallel arguments apply

for Y and H1(M ;Z[πY ]).
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The final assertion follows by surgery (as in Theorems 7.7, 7.11 and 7.12). □

The argument below for the final case (β = 6) is adapted from Wall’s proof

that the (n− 1)-skeleton of a PDn-complex is essentially unique [Wa67, Theorem

2.4].

Theorem 7.14. Let M be a 3-manifold with fundamental group π such that

π/π′ ∼= Z6. If j : M → S4 is an abelian embedding then X ≃ Y ≃ T 3[2], the 2-

skeleton of the 3-torus T 3, while H1(M ;Z[πX ]) and H1(M ;Z[πY ]) are cyclic Z[πX ]-

and Z[πY ]-modules (respectively), of projective dimension ⩽ 1.

Proof. Since β = 6 and j is abelian we may identify πX with Z3. The first part

of the second paragraph of Theorem 7.6 applies to show that π2(X) is isomorphic

to Λ3 = Z[Z3]. Let C∗ and D∗ be the equivariant chain complexes of the universal

covers of T 3[2] and X, respectively. Since these are partial resolutions of Z there is a

chain map f∗ : C∗ → D∗ such that H0(f) is an isomorphism. Clearly H1(f) is also

an isomorphism. We shall modify our choice of f∗ so that it is a chain homotopy

equivalence.

The Λ3-modules H2(C∗) < C2 and H2(D∗) < D2 are free of rank 1. Let t ∈ C2

and x ∈ D2 represent generators for these submodules, and let t∗ and x∗ be the Kro-

necker dual generators of the cohomology modules H2(C∗) = Hom(H2(C∗),Λ3) ∼=
Λ3 and H2(D∗) = Hom(H2(D∗),Λ3) ∼= Λ3, respectively. Let f ′i = fi for i = 0, 1,

and let f ′2(u) = f2(u) − z∗(u)x for all u ∈ C2, where z∗ = H2(f∗)(x∗) − t∗ ∈
Hom(H2(C∗),Λ3). Then f ′∗ is again a chain homomorphism, and H2(f

′
∗) is an

isomorphism. Hence f∗ is a chain homotopy equivalence. This may be realized

by a map from T 3[2] to the 2-skeleton X [2], and the composite with the inclusion

X [2] ⊆ X is then a homotopy equivalence.

A similar argument applies for Y . The second assertion follows as before. □

In this case the natural transformation IG : G → Ls5(G) used in [FMGK,

Theorem 6.7] maps G = Z3 onto a direct summand of index 2 in L5(Z3), and it is

no longer clear that X and Y are determined by the homotopy types of the pairs

(X,M) and (Y,M).

Lemma 7.5 and Theorems 7.13 and 7.14 again imply that when β = 4 or 6

no 3-manifold which has an embedding j such that H1(Y ) = 0 can also have an

abelian embedding. However, if L is the 4-component link obtained from Bo by

adjoining a parallel copy of one component, then M(L) has an abelian embedding

with X ∼= Y and χ(X) = 1, and also has an embedding with χ(X) = −1. We shall

not give more details, as no natural examples demand our attention in these cases.

7.7. 2-component links with ℓ ̸= 0

If M is a rational homology sphere with an abelian embedding then π/π′ ∼=
(Z/ℓZ)2 and πX ∼= πY ∼= Z/ℓZ, for some ℓ ̸= 0. In particular, if L is a 2-component

link with linking number ℓ ̸= 0 then M(L) is a rational homology sphere, and if

the components of L are unknotted then jL is abelian. Six of the eight rational

homology 3-spheres with elementary amenable groups and which embed in S4 have
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such link presentations, with ℓ ⩽ 4. (In particular, S3 = M(∅), and also S3 =

M(221), where 221 is the Hopf link!) Since M is an integral homology 3-sphere if

ℓ = 1, we may assume that ℓ > 1. The simplest such link is L = 2ℓ21, the (2, 2ℓ)-

torus link, for whichM(L) ∼=M(0; (ℓ, 1), (ℓ, 1), (ℓ,−1)). Since L is interchangeable,

XL
∼= YL. (An argument based on explicit embeddings of RPℓ in S4 is given in

[Ya97].)

There is again a necessary condition for the existence of such an embedding.

Lemma 7.15. Let M be a 3-manifold with fundamental group π such that

π/π′ ∼= (Z/ℓZ)2, for some ℓ ̸= 0. If j : M → S4 is an abelian embedding then

X ≃ Y ≃ RPℓ, and H1(M ;Z[πX ]) and H1(M ;Z[πY ]) are cyclic Z[πX ]- and Z[πY ]-
modules (respectively), and are quotients of Zℓ−1, as abelian groups.

Proof. The first assertion holds by Lemma 7.4. The second part then follows

from the exact sequences of homology for the universal covering spaces of the pairs

(X,M) and (Y,M), since X̃ ≃ Ỹ ≃ ∨ℓ−1S2. (Note that H2(X̃) and H2(X̃) are

each isomorphic to the augmentation ideal of Z[πX ], which is cyclic as a module

and free of rank ℓ− 1 as an abelian group.) □

To use Theorem 7.15 to show that some M has no abelian embedding we must

consider all possible bases for Hom(π,Z/ℓZ), or, equivalently, for π/π′.

When ℓ = 2 we have X ≃ Y ≃ RP2, and the composite ∂X̃ ⊂ X̃ ≃ S2 induces

an isomorphism on H2. There are two homotopy classes of maps ∂X̃ → S2 inducing

each generator of H2(∂X̃) [Span, Theorem 8.4.11]. It follows that the homotopy

type of the pair (X,M) is determined up to a finite ambiguity by M = ∂X. The

structure set STOP (X,M) has two elements, since L5(Z/2Z) = 0. We may conclude

that if π/π′ ∼= (Z/2Z)2 then M has only finitely many abelian embeddings.

The quaternion manifold M = S3/Q(8) = M(421) has an essentially unique

abelian embedding. The complementary regions are homeomorphic to the total

space N of the disc bundle over RP2 with Euler number 2 [Law84]. Lawson con-

structed a self-homotopy equivalence of N which is the identity outside a regular

neighbourhood of an essential S1, and which has non-trivial normal invariant. His

construction extends to all X ≃ RP2. Do all the resulting self-homotopy equiva-

lences have non-trivial normal invariant?

The links 9238, 9
2
57 and 9258 each have unknotted components, asymmetric Alexan-

der polynomial and linking number 2. They are candidates for examples with X

and Y not homeomorphic.

Let L be the link obtained by tying a slice knot with non-trivial Alexander

polynomial (such as the stevedore’s knot 61) in one component of 421. Then M(L)

embeds in S4, but does not satisfy Lemma 7.15, since for two of the three 2-fold

covers of M(L) the first homology is not cyclic as an abelian group. Hence M(L)

has no abelian embedding.

Suppose next that ℓ = 3. The manifold M(621) is a Nil3-manifold with Seifert

base the flat orbifold S(3, 3, 3), andXL
∼= YL. SinceWh(Z/3Z) = 0 and L5(Z/3Z) =

0, the pair (X,M) given by an abelian embedding is determined up to homeomor-

phism by its homotopy type rel ∂.
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The most interesting example with ℓ = 4 is perhapsM(822)
∼=M(−1; (2, 1), (2, 3)),

which is another Nil3-manifold. The link 822 is not a torus link, but is interchange-

able, and so XL
∼= YL.

Each of the links 9253 and 9261 has unknotted components and ℓ = 4, and gives a

Sol3-manifold with an abelian embedding. Is either of these links interchangeable?

There remains one more Sol3-manifold which embeds in S4. This is M2,4,

which arises from surgery on the link L = (820, U) of Figure 5.1. The knot 820
bounds a slice disc D ⊂ D4 obtained by desingularizing the obvious ribbon disc

of the figure. Then M(L) has an embedding with one complementary region X

obtained from D4 ⊂ S4 by deleting a regular neighbourhood of D and adding a 2-

handle along the unknotted component U , and the other being YL = S4 \XL. The

“ribbon group” π1(D
4 \ D) has a presentation obtained by adjoining the relation

z = x to the Wirtinger presentation for π820 [AIL, Theorem 1.15]. It is easily seen

that this presentation reduces to ⟨y, z | yzy = zyz⟩. Adding a 2-handle along the

unknotted component kills the a-longitude ℓa = zyzyzy−1 = zyyzyy−1 = zy2z,

and so we obtain the group ⟨y, z | yzy = zyz, y2z2 = 1⟩. This is easily seen to be

the semidirect product Z/3Z ⋊−1 Z/4Z. On the other hand, πYL
∼= Z/4Z.

The group π = π1(M(L) has the presentation

⟨x, y, u | xyx−1 = y−1, ux2y−4u−1 = x−2y4, u2 = x4y−9⟩.

(See S§2 of Chapter 5.) Thus πab is generated by the images of x and u. Let

λi,j : π → Z/4Z be the epimorphism sending x, u to i, j ∈ Z/4Z, respectively. It

can be shown that the abelianization of Ker(λi,j) is a quotient of the augmentation

ideal in Z[Z/4Z], for (i, j) = (1, 0) or (2,1). Since these epimorphisms form a basis

for Hom(π,Z/4Z), we cannot use Lemma 7.15 to rule out an abelian embedding

for M2,4. Is there a 2-component link with unknotted components which gives rise

to this manifold?

7.8. Some remarks on the mixed cases

If M has an abelian embedding such that πX ∼= Gk = Z ⊕ (Z/kZ), for some

k > 1, then χ(X) = 1, by Lemma 7.2. Hence χ(Y ) = 1 and so πY ∼= Gk also.

Therefore H1(M) ∼= Z2 ⊕ (Z/kZ)2, which requires four generators. The simplest

examples may be constructed from 4-component links obtained by replacing one

component of the Borromean rings Bo by its (2k, 2) cable.

In this case even the determination of the homotopy types of the complements

is not clear. The group Gk has minimal presentations

Pk,n = ⟨a, t | ak, tan = ant⟩,

where 0 < n < k and (n, k) = 1. The 2-complexes Sk,n = S1 ∨ RPk ∪[t,an] e
2

associated to these presentations have Euler characteristic 1, and it is easy to see

that there are maps between them which induce isomorphisms on fundamental

groups. We may identify Sk,n with T ∪MC ∪ RPk, where MC is the mapping

cylinder of the degree-n map z 7→ zn from {1} × S1 ⊂ T to the 1-skeleton S1 ⊂
RPk. In particular, Sk = Sk,1 = T ∪ak e2 is the 2-skeleton of S1 × RPk. From
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these descriptions it is easy to see that (1) automorphisms of Gk which fix the

torsion subgroup A = ⟨a⟩ may be realized by self homeomorphisms of Sk,n which

act by reflections and Dehn twists on T , and fix the second 2-cell; and (2) the

automorphism which fixes t and inverts a is induced by an involution of Sk,n.

Let C(k, n)∗ be the cellular chain complex of the universal cover of Sk,n. A

choice of basepoint for Sn,k determines lifts of the cells of Sk,n, and hence isomor-

phisms C(k, n)0 ∼= Γ, C(k, n)1 ∼= Γ2 and C(k, n)2 ∼= Γ2. The differentials are given

by ∂1 = (a− 1, t− 1) and ∂n2 =
(

(t−1)νn ρ
1−a 0

)
, where νn = Σ0⩽i<na

i and ρ = νk. Let

{e1, e2} be the standard basis for C(k, n)2. Then Πk,n = π2(Sk,n) = Ker(∂n2 ) is gen-

erated by g = ρe1−n(t−1)e2 and h = (a−1)e2, with relations (a−1)g = n(t−1)h

and ρh = 0. It can be shown that Πk,n ∼= α∗Πk,m, where α is the automorphism

of Gk such that α(t) = t and α(a) = ar, where n ≡ rm mod k. Is there a chain

homotopy equivalence C(k, n)∗ ≃ α∗C(k,m)∗?

Is every finite 2-complex S with π1(S) ∼= Gk and χ(S) = 1 homotopy equiv-

alent to Sk,n, for some n? The key invariants are the Γ-module π2(S) and the

k-invariant in H3(Gk;π2(S)). Let S⟨t⟩ be the finite covering space with fundamen-

tal group ⟨t⟩ ∼= Z. If M is a finitely generated submodule of a free Γ-module then

Hi(⟨t⟩;M) = 0 for i ̸= 1, while H1(⟨t⟩;M) = Mt = M/(t − 1)M . Hence the

spectral sequence

Hp(A; (Hq(⟨t⟩;M)) ⇒ Hp+q(Gk;M)

collapses, to giveHp+1(Gk;M) ∼= Hp(A;Mt). IfM = π2(S) thenMt
∼= H2(S⟨t⟩;Z),

as a Z[A]-module. When M = Πk,n it is easy to see that Mt
∼= Z ⊕ IA, where IA

is the augmentation ideal of Z[A], and so H2(A;Mt) ∼= H2(A;Z) ∼= Z/kZ.
Let V and W be finite 2-complexes with π1(V ) ∼= π1(W ) ∼= Gk, and let Γ =

Z[Gk]. Then χ(V ) ⩾ 1 and χ(W ) ⩾ 1, and an application of Schanuel’s Lemma to

the chain complexes of the universal covers gives

π2(V )⊕ Γχ(W )+n ∼= π2(W )⊕ Γχ(V )+n,

for n >> 0. Taking W = Sk,1, we see that H3(G;π2(V )) ∼= Z/kZ, for all such V .

Even if we can determine the homotopy types of the 2-complexes S with π1(S)

and χ(S) = 1, and the homotopy types of the pairs (X,M) for a given M , the

groups Ls5(G) are commensurable with L4(Z/kZ), which has rank ⌊k+1
2 ⌋, and so

characterizing such abelian embeddings up to isotopy may be difficult.

The S1-bundle spaces M(−2; (1, 0)) (the half-turn flat 3-manifold G2), and

M(−2; (1, 4)) (a Nil3-manifold) do not have abelian embeddings, since β = 1 but

π/π′ has non-trivial torsion. In each case π requires 3 generators, and so they cannot

be obtained by surgery on a 2-component link. However, they may be obtained by

0-framed surgery on the links 839 and 9319, respectively. For the embeddings defined

by these links X ≃ Kb and πY = Z/2Z. As in Theorem 7.12, X is homeomorphic

to the corresponding disc bundle space, since Lemma 6.8 applies, and L5(Z⋊−1Z)
acts trivially on the structure set STOP (X, ∂X), by [FMGK, Theorem 6.7]. (See

also Theorem 7.9 above.) As in Lemma 7.4, Y is homotopy equivalent to a finite

2-complex, and hence Y ≃ RP2 ∨ S2. Are the corresponding embeddings of Kb

unknotted?
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It is easy to find 3-component bipartedly trivial links L such that XL is aspheri-

cal and πXL
∼= BS(1,m), form ̸= 0. Lemma 6.8 and surgery arguments again apply

to show that XL is determined up to homeomorphism by M . In this case Y is ho-

motopy equivalent to a finite 2-complex, by Lemma 7.4, since π1(Y ) ∼= Z/(m−1)Z,
χ(Y ) = 2 and c.d.Y ⩽ 2. Hence Y ≃ RPm−1 ∨ S2 [DS73].



CHAPTER 8

Nilpotent embeddings

The broader class of nilpotent groups is of particular interest. If πX is nilpotent

then π1(jX) is onto, since H1(jX) is onto, and any subset of a nilpotent group G

whose image generates the abelianization G/G′ generates G. Moreover, since πX is

homologically balanced, by Lemma 2.2, πX is generated by at most 3 elements, [?,

Theorem 2.7]. Since π1(jX) is onto, c.d.X ⩽ 2, by Theorem 6.9. (Similarly, if πY
is nilpotent then π1(jY ) is onto and c.d.Y ⩽ 2.) If πX and πY are each nilpotent

then j is bi-epic, by Lemma 2.11 above.

There are also purely algebraic reasons why nilpotent groups should be of in-

terest. Firstly, there is the well-known connection between homology, lower central

series and (Massey) products [Dw75, St65]. Secondly, if a group G is finite or

solvable and every homomorphism f : H → G which induces an epimorphism on

abelianization is an epimorphism then G must be nilpotent. (See pages 132 and 460

of [Rob].) However even the class of 2-generator nilpotent groups with balanced

presentations is not known. (We expect that nilpotent groups of large Hirsch length

should have negative deficiency, and so should not arise in this context.)

We begin by showing that if G is a finitely generated nilpotent group other

than Z or Z2 then β2(G;F ) ⩾ β1(G;F ) for some prime field F , and we summarize

what is presently known about (infinite) homologically balanced nilpotent groups.

We then give strong constraints on nilpotent groups arising in our context, paral-

lel to Theorem 7.3, and conclude with several examples of abelian and nilpotent

embeddings.

8.1. Wang sequence estimates

An automorphism α of an abelian group A is unipotent if α− idA is nilpotent.

The following lemma is a particular case of a result of P. Hall [Rob, 5.2.1].

Lemma (Hall). Let ψ be an automorphism of a finitely generated nilpotent

group N . Then G = N ⋊ψ Z is nilpotent if and only if ψab is unipotent. □

We shall extend the term “unipotent”, to say that an automorphism ψ of a

finitely generated nilpotent group is unipotent if ψab is unipotent. Our next lemma

is probably known, but we have not found a published proof.

Lemma 8.1. Let ψ be a unipotent automorphism of a finitely generated nilpotent

group N . Then Hi(ψ;R) and Hi(ψ;R) are unipotent, for all simple coefficients R

and i ⩾ 0.

93
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Proof. If N is cyclic then the result is clear. In general, N has a composition

series with cyclic subquotients Z/pZ, where p = 0 or is prime. We shall induct

on the number of terms in such a composition series. If N is infinite then ψ acts

unipotently on Hom(N,Z) and so fixes an epimorphism to Z; if N is finite then ψ

fixes an epimorphism to Z/pZ, for any p dividing the order of N .

Let K be the kernel of such an epimorphism. Then ψ(K) = K, by the choice

of ψ; let ψK = ψ|K . This is a unipotent automorphism of K, by Hall’s Lemma

[Rob, 5.2.10]. Hence the induced action of ψ on Hi(K;R) is unipotent, for all i,

by the inductive hypothesis. Let Λ = Z[N/K] and let B be a Λ-module. Then

Hi(N/K;B) = TorΛi (Z, B) may be computed from the tensor product C∗ ⊗Z B,

where C∗ is a resolution of the augmentation Λ-module Z. If B = Hi(K;R) then

the diagonal action of ψ on each term of C∗ ⊗ZB is unipotent. The result is now a

straightforward consequence of the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for

N as an extension of N/K by K.

The argument for cohomology is similar. □

In fact we only need this lemma in degrees ⩽ 2. We shall usually assume

that the coefficient ring is a field, and then homology and cohomology are linear

duals of each other. Homology has an advantage deriving from the isomorphism

Gab ∼= H1(G), but it is often more convenient to use cohomology instead.

If G is a finitely generated infinite nilpotent group then there is an epimorphism

f : G → Z, and so G ∼= K ⋊ψ Z, where ψ is an automorphism of K = Ker(f)

determined by conjugation in G. The homology groupsHi(K;R) = Hi(G;R[G/K])

are R[G/K]-modules, with a generator t of G/K ∼= Z acting via Hi(ψ;R). The long

exact sequence of homology associated to the short exact sequence of coefficients

0 → R[G/K]
t−1−−→ R[G/K] → R→ 0

is the Wang sequence

H2(K;R)
H2(ψ;R)−I−−−−−−−→ H2(K;R) → H2(G;R) →

→ H1(K;R)
H1(ψ;R)−I−−−−−−−→ H1(K;R) → H1(G;R) → R→ 0.

There is a similar Wang sequence for cohomology. (These are special cases of the

Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences for the homology and cohomology with

coefficients R of G as an extension of Z by K.)

Lemma 8.2. Let G ∼= K ⋊ψ Z be a finitely generated nilpotent group, and let F

be a field. Then

(1) dimF Cok(H2(ψ;F )− I) = dimF Ker(H2(ψ;F )− I) = β2(G)−β1(G)+1,

and so β2(G;F ) ⩾ β1(G;F )−1, with equality if and only if β2(K;F ) = 0;

(2) if β2(G;F ) = β1(G;F ) then H2(K;F ) is cyclic as a F [G/K]-module;

(3) β1(G;F ) = 1 ⇔ β2(G;F ) = 0, and then K is finite, β1(K;F ) = 0, and

h(G) = 1;

(4) if H2(G;Z) = 0 then G ∼= Z.
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Proof. Part (1) follows from the Wang sequences for the homology and co-

homology of G as an extension of Z by K. The endomorphisms Hi(ψ;F )− I have

non-trivial kernel and cokernel if Hi(K;F ) ̸= 0, since they are nilpotent.

The F [G/K]-module H = H2(K;F ) is finitely generated and is annihilated

by a power of t − 1, since H2(ψ;F ) is unipotent. If β2(G;F ) = β1(G;F ) then

dimF H/(t − 1)H = 1, by the exactness of the Wang sequence. Since F [G/K] ∼=
F [t, t−1] is a PID, it follows that H is cyclic as an F [G/K]-module.

Let t ∈ G represent a generator of G/K. Then F [G/K] ∼= F [t, t−1] is a PID and

H = H2(K;F ) = H2(G;F [G/K]) is a finitely generated F [t, t−1]-module, with t

acting via H2(ψ;F ). This module is annihilated by a power of t−1, since H2(ψ;F )

is unipotent. If β2(G;F ) = β1(G;F ) then dimF H/(t − 1)H = 1, by exactness of

the Wang sequence. Since F [G/K] ∼= F [t, t−1] is a PID, it follows that H is cyclic

as an F [G/K]-module.

If β1(G;F ) = 1 then H1(K;F ) = 0, and so K is finite and h(G) = 1. Since K

is finite it is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, and the Sylow p-subgroup

carries the p-primary homology of K. Hence if F has characteristic p > 1 and

H1(K;F ) = 0 then the Sylow p-subgroup is trivial and Hi(K;F ) = 0, for all i ⩾ 1.

If F has characteristic 0 then Hi(K;F ) = 0 for all i ⩾ 1 also. In each case,

Hi(G;F ) = 0, for all i > 1, and so β2(G;F ) = 0. Conversely, if β2(G;F ) = 0 then

H1(ψ;F )− I is a monomorphism. Since H1(ψ;F )− I is nilpotent, H1(K;F ) = 0.

Hence K is finite, so h(G) = 1, and β1(G;F ) = 1.

Part (4) is similar. If H2(G;Z) = 0 then ψab − I is a monomorphism, and so

Kab = 0. Hence K = 1 and G ∼= Z. □

In particular, if h(G) = 1 and T is the torsion subgroup of G then β1(T ;Fp) > 0

if and only if β1(G;Fp) > 1. The fact that the torsion subgroup has non-trivial

image in the abelianization does not extend to nilpotent groups G with h(G) > 1,

as may be seen from the groups with presentation

⟨x, y | [x, [x, y]] = [y, [x, y]] = [x, y]p = 1⟩.

Corollary 8.2.1. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group. Then

(1) β2(G;Q) < β1(G;Q) if and only if h(G) = 1 or 2;

(2) if β2(G;Fp) < β1(G;Fp) for some prime p then G is infinite, G has no

p-torsion and h(G) = β1(G;Fp) = 1 or 2.

Proof. If G is finite then βi(G;Q) = 0 for all i > 0, and if p divides the

order of G then it follows from the Universal Coefficient Theorem that β2(G;Fp) ⩾
β1(G;Fp), since pGab and Gab/pGab have the same dimension.

Hence we may assume that G is infinite, and so G ∼= K ⋊ψ Z, where K is a

finitely generated nilpotent group and ψ is a unipotent automorphism. Let F be

a field. We may use Lemma 8.2 to show first that β2(K;F ) = 0 and then that

β1(K;F ) ⩽ 1. Hence β1(G;F ) ⩽ 2.

If F = Q then either K is finite and h(G) = 1, or h(K) = 1 and h(G) = 2. The

converse is clear, since G is then a finite extension of Zh(G).
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Suppose that F = Fp for some prime p. If β1(G;Fp) = 1 then K is finite,

so h(G) = 1, and β2(K;Fp) = 0, so β1(K;Fp) = 0 and K has no p-torsion. If

β1(G;Fp) = 2 then β1(K;Fp) = 1 and β2(K;Fp) = 0, so h(K) = 1 and K has no

p-torsion. Hence h(G) = 2 and G has no p-torsion. □

It follows immediately that if β2(G;F ) < β1(G;F ) for all prime fields F then

G ∼= Z or Z2.

Lemma 8.3. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group and let β = β1(G;Q).

Then G is homologically balanced if and only if H2(G) is a quotient of Zβ; if

h(G) > 2 then G is homologically balanced if and only if H2(G) ∼= Zβ.

Proof. Since Gab ∼= Zβ ⊕B, where B is finite, the first assertion follows from

the Universal Coefficient exact sequences of §1. If h(G) > 2 then β2(G;Q) ⩾ β, by

Corollary 8.2.1, and so H2(G) is a quotient of Zβ if and only if H2(G) ∼= Zβ . □

In Chapter 1 we observed that a finite group T is homologically balanced if

and only if H2(T ) = 0. It is not known whether every homologically balanced

finite nilpotent group has a balanced presentation. The finite nilpotent 3-manifold

groups Q(8k)× Z/aZ (with (a, 2k) = 1) have the balanced presentations

⟨x, y | x2ka = y2, yxy−1 = xs⟩,

where s ≡ 1 mod (a) and s ≡ −1 mod (2k).

We shall summarize here some of the other results of [Hi22a] on homologically

balanced infinite nilpotent groups.

Theorem. [Hi22a, Theorem 11] Let G ∼= T ⋊ψZ, where T is a finite nilpotent

group and ψ is a unipotent automorphism of T . If G is homologically balanced then

(1) G is 2-generated;

(2) if the Sylow p-subgroup of T is abelian then it is cyclic;

(3) if T is abelian then G ∼= Z/mZ ⋊n Z, for some m,n ̸= 0 such that m

divides a power of n− 1.

Conversely, if T is homologically balanced and G is 2-generated then G is homolog-

ically balanced. □

Every semidirect product Z/mZ ⋊n Z has a balanced presentation

⟨a, t | am = 1, tat−1 = an⟩.

The simplest examples with T non-abelian are the groups Q(8k) ⋊ Z, with the

balanced presentations ⟨t, x, y | x2k = y2, tx = xt, tyt−1 = xy⟩, which simplify to

⟨t, y | [t, y]2k = y2, [t, [t, y]] = 1⟩.

Letm = ps , where p is a prime and s ⩾ 1, and let G be the group with presentation

⟨t, x, y | txt−1 = y, tyt−1 = x−1y2, yxy−1 = xm+1⟩.

If we conjugate the final relation with t to get the relation x−1yx = ym+1 then we

see that the torsion subgroup T has presentation ⟨x, y | xm = ym, yxy−1 = xm+1⟩.
Moreover, G is nilpotent, ζG = ⟨xm⟩ and G′ = ⟨xm, x−1y⟩ is abelian. Hence G is
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metabelian. Each of the groups that we have described here is 2-generated and its

torsion subgroup is homologically balanced.

IfG is a homologically balanced, metabelian nilpotent group then eitherG ∼= Z3

or β1(G;Q) ⩽ 2 and h(G) ⩽ 4 [Hi22]. In the latter case the torsion-free quotient

G/T is either free abelian of rank ⩽ 2, or is a Nil3-group Γq with presentation

⟨x, y, z | [x, y] = zq, xz = zx, yz = zy⟩,

or is the Nil4-group Ω with presentation

⟨t, u | [t, [t, [t, u]]] = [u, [t, u]] = 1⟩.

(See [Hi22, Corollary 8 and Theorems 10 and 15].) It can be shown that Ω is the

only example with β = 2 and Hirsch length h = 4, and there are none with h = 5

[Hi22].

Theorem. [Hi22a, Theorem 20] Let G be a homologically balanced nilpotent

group with β1(G;Q) = 2, and let T be its torsion subgroup. Then

(1) if h(G) = 2 and T is abelian then G ∼= Z2;

(2) if h(G) = 3 and the outer action : G→ Out(T ) determined by conjugation

in G factors through Z2 then G ∼= Γq, for some q ⩾ 1;

(3) if h(G) = 4 and G has an abelian normal subgroup A with G/AT ∼= Z2

then G ∼= Ω. □

Imposing a stronger constraint gives a clearer statement.

Corollary. If G is a homologically balanced nilpotent group with an abelian

normal subgroup A such that G/A ∼= Z2 then G ∼= Z2, Γq (for q ⩾ 1) or Ω. □

Note that the second hypotheses in parts (2) and (3) of the theorem are not

by themselves equivalent to assuming that G is metabelian, while the hypothesis in

the corollary is somewhat stronger. (On the other hand, it includes all 2-generated

metabelian nilpotent groups G with h(G) > 1.)

The proofs of these results use iterated Wang sequence arguments together with

the Universal Coefficient Theorem.

The above work leaves open the following questions, for G a finitely generated,

homologically balanced nilpotent group with torsion subgroup T .

(1) if h(G) = 1 is H2(T ;Z) = 0?

(2) If h(G) = 2, 3 or 4 and G is metabelian, is T = 1?

(3) more ambitiously, if h(G) > 1 is T = 1?

We might also ask: if G is a finitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent group

with h(G) >> 5 is def(G) < 0?

8.2. Constraints on the invariants

Nilpotent embeddings are always bi-epic, since homomorphisms to a nilpotent

group which induce epimorphisms on abelianization are epimorphisms.

Theorem 8.4. Let j : M → S4 be an embedding such that πX and πY are

nilpotent. Then
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(1) if β = β1(M) is odd and πX and πY are nilpotent then X is aspherical,

and either πX ∼= Z and πY = 1 or πX ∼= Z2 and πY ∼= Z;
(2) if β is even then β = 0, 2, 4 or 6, and πX and πY are each 3-generated

and homologically balanced;

(3) if β = 6 then πX ∼= πY ∼= Z3.

Proof. If β is odd then χ(X) ⩽ 0, by Lemma 2.2. Conversely, if χ(X) ⩽ 0

then β2(πX ;F ) < β1(π;F ) for all fields F , and so π ∼= Z or Z2, by Corollary refwang

cor Hence χ(X) = 0 and X is aspherical, by Lemma 7.2. Since πY is nilpotent and

H1(Y ) ∼= H2(X) = 0 or Z, πY = 1 or Z. In particular, β = 1 or 3.

Suppose now that β is even. Then 0 < χ(X) ⩽ χ(Y ) and χ(X) +χ(Y ) = 2, so

χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1. Hence πX and πY are homologically balanced, by Lemma 2.2.

Since Hi(X;R) = 0 for i > 2, we have β2(X;R) = β1(X;R), and so β2(πX ;R) ⩽
β1(πX ;R), for any coefficient ring R. Since πX is finitely generated and nilpotent,

there is a prime p such that πX can be generated by d = β1(πX ;Fp) elements.

Let π̂X be the pro-p completion of πX . Since πX is nilpotent, it is p-good, and so

βi(π̂X ;Fp) = βi(πX ;Fp), for all i. The group π̂X is a pro-p analytic group, and

so has a minimal presentation with d = β1(π̂X ;Fp) generators and r = β2(π̂X ;Fp)
relators. Since β > 2, π̂X ̸∼= Ẑp, and so r > d2

4 , by [Lub83, Theorem 2.7]. (Similarly

for πY .) Therefore d ⩽ 3 and β ⩽ 2d ⩽ 6.

If χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1 then β2(πX ;F ) ⩽ β1(πX ;F ) for all field coefficients F .

Hence if β = 6 then πX ∼= πY ∼= Z3, by the main result of [Hi22]. □

Corollary 8.4.1. If πX and πY are nilpotent and χ(X) < χ(Y ) then either

X ≃ S1 and Y ≃ S2 or X ≃ T and Y ≃ S1 ∨ S2 ∨ S2.

Proof. By the theorem, X is aspherical, and the embedding is abelian. The

further details are given in Theorems 7.6 and 7.12. □

If πX is nilpotent and β1(X) = 0 then πX is finite, while if β1(X) = 1 then

πX ∼= F ⋊ Z, where F is finite. Thus if πX and πY are torsion-free nilpotent and

β ⩽ 3 then πX and πY are abelian.

It is not known whether there are infinitely many finitely generated, homolog-

ically balanced nilpotent groups G with β1(G) = 2 and Hirsch length > 3.

Theorem 8.5. If πX is nilpotent and H1(Y ) is a non-trivial finite group then

πX is finite and χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1. If H1(Y ) = 0 then we may also have πX ∼= Z
and χ(X) = 0.

Proof. Since πX is nilpotent, π1(jX) is an epimorphism, and so c.d.X ⩽ 2, by

Theorem 6.9. Moreover, β
(2)
1 (πX) = 0 and so either χ(X) = 0 and X is aspherical,

or χ(X) = 1, by Lemma 7.2. If χ(X) = 0 then πX = 1, Z or Z2, and H1(X) is

torsion-free. Therefore H1(Y ) = 0 (since H1(Y ) = τY ∼= τX), and so H2(X) = 0.

If χ(X) = 1 then χ(Y ) = 1, and so H1(X) ∼= H2(Y ) = 0 and H2(X) ∼=
H1(Y ) = 0. Therefore H1(X) is finite. Since πX is nilpotent and has finite abelian-

ization, it is finite. Moreover, H2(πX) = H2(πY ) = 0, since these groups are

quotients of H2(X) and H2(Y ), respectively. □
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The closures of the complementary regions of the standard embedding of S2×S1

in S4 are X = D3 × S1 and Y = S2 × D2, with fundamental groups Z and 1,

respectively.

It is reasonable to restrict consideration further to torsion-free nilpotent groups,

as such groups satisfy the Novikov conjecture, and the surgery obstructions are

maniable.

If G is torsion-free nilpotent of Hirsch length h then c.d.G = h. The first non-

abelian examples are the Nil3-groups Γq. Some of the argument of Theorem 7.14

for the group Z3 extends to the groups Γq. The homology of the pair (X,M) with

coefficients Z[πX ] gives an exact sequence

H2(X;Z[πX ]) → H2(X;Z[πX ]) → H1(M ;Z[πX ]) → 0.

Let KX = Ker(jX∗) = H1(M ;Z[πX ]) and P = H2(X;Z[πX ]). Since c.d.X ⩽ 2

and c.d.Γq = 3, an application of Schanuel’s Lemma shows that P is a projective

Z[Γq]-module of rank 1. It is stably free since K̃0(Z[G]) = 0 for torsion-free poly-Z

groups G, and P has rank 1 since χ(X) = 1. Since ExtiZ[πX ])(Z,Z[πX ]) = 0 for

i ⩽ 2 we then see that H2(X;Z[πX ]) ∼= P † = HomZ[πX ])(P,Z[πX ]), and so is also

stably free of rank 1. We thus have an exact sequence

P → P † → KX → 0.

However it is not clear that this is as potentially useful as the analogous conditions

on abelian embeddings given above. Moreover, if G is a nonabelian poly-Z group

then there are infinitely many isomorphism classes of stably free Z[G]-modules P

such that P ⊕ Z[G] ∼= Z[G]2 [Ar81]. We do not know which can be realized as

H2(X;Z[πX ]), for an embedding j with πX ∼= Γq. (This contrasts strongly with

the case πX ∼= Z3, for then P is a free module.)

We note the recent result of W. H. Mannan that there is a finite 2-complex

C with π1(C) ∼= G = π1(Kb) and χ(C) = 1 which is not homotopy equivalent to

Kb∨S2, since π2(C) is not a free Z[G]-module [Ma23]. This complex corresponds

to the presentation

⟨x, y | y−2xy−2x−1, x−3y−1xyx2y−1x−2u⟩.

8.3. Examples

Suppose that πX and πY are nilpotent and χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1, so β2(X) =

β1(X) and β2(Y ) = β1(Y ). Since β1(Y ) = β2(X) and τX ∼= τY , it follows that

πabX
∼= πabY .

If (n − 1, ℓ) = (n − 1,m) then Z/ℓZ ⋊n Z and Z/mZ ⋊n Z have isomorphic

abelianizations. Since they have balanced presentations, every such pair of groups

can be realized by an embedding, by Theorem 2.8.

The simplest non-abelian nilpotent example corresponds to the choice ℓ =

2,m = 4 and n = −1. One group is Z/4Z⋊−1 Z, and the other is its abelianization

Z ⊕ Z/2Z. We shall give an explicit construction of an embedding realizing this

pair of groups. Let M =M(L), where L is the 4-component bipartedly trivial link

depicted in Figure 8.1. If X and Y are the complementary regions for jL then πX
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and πY have presentations ⟨a, b | U = V = 1⟩ and ⟨u, v | A = B = 1⟩, respectively,
where the words A = u4v2, B = vuv−1u−1, U = a4 and V = b−1aba, are easily read

from the diagram. Thus the embedding jL is nilpotent, with πX ∼= Z/4Z ⋊−1 Z,
and πY ∼= Z⊕ Z/2Z.

▷
a b

▷

▷
u

v
▷

• •

Figure 8.1

It is easy to find a 4-component link L = La ∪ Lb ∪ Lu ∪ Lv with each 2-

component sublink trivial, and such that La and Lb represent (the conjugacy classes

of) A = [u, [u, v]] and B = [v, [u, v]] in F (u, v), respectively, while Lu and Lv have

image 1 in F (a, b). Arrange the link diagram so that Lu is on the left, Lv on the

right, La at the top and Lb at the bottom. We may pass one bight of La which

loops around Lu under a similar bight of Lb, so that U now represents [a, b] in

F (a, b). Finally we use claspers to modify Lu and Lv so that they represent [b, v]

in F (b, v) and [a, u] in F (a, u). We obtain the link of Figure 8.2.

This link may be partitioned into two trivial links in three distinct ways, giving

three embeddings of M(L). If the two sublinks are La ∪ Lb and Lu ∪ Lv then

A = vu−1v−1u−1vuv−1u,

B = vuv−1u−1v−1uvu−1, U = b−1aba−1 and V = 1. Hence πX ∼= Γ1 and πY ∼= Z2.

Each of the other partitions determine abelian embeddings, with πX ∼= πY ∼= Z2

and χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1.
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▷
u

v
▷

▷
a

▷
b

•

Figure 8.2

With a little more effort, instead of passing just one bight of La under Lb (as

above), we may interlace the loops of La and Lb around each of Lu and Lv so that u

and V represent [a, [a, b]] and [b, [a, b]], respectively, and so that each 2-component

sublink of L is still trivial. If we then use claspers again we may arrange that u

represents [a, v] and v represents [b, u], so that we obtain a 3-manifold which has

one embedding with πX ∼= πY ∼= Γ1 and another with πX ∼= πY ∼= Z2. Can we

refine this construction so that the third embedding has πX ∼= Γ1 and πY ∼= Z2?





Appendix A. The linking pairings of orientable

Seifert manifolds

The linking pairings of oriented 3-manifolds which are Seifert fibred over non-

orientable base orbifolds were computed in Chapter 3. Here we shall consider the

remaining case, when the base orbifold is also orientable. Thus the Seifert fibration

is induced by a fixed-point free S1-action on the manifold.

Bryden and Deloup have used the cohomological formulation of the linking

pairing to show that every linking pairing on a finite abelian group of odd order is

realised by some Seifert fibred Q-homology sphere [BD04]. We shall work directly

with the geometric definition, giving a new proof of this result, and shall show that

there are pairings on 2-primary groups which are not realized by any orientable

Seifert fibred 3-manifold at all (i.e., even if we allow non-orientable base orbifolds).

Our strategy shall be to localize at a prime p.

The torsion linking pairing

Assume now that M = M(g;S) is a Seifert manifold with Seifert data S =

((α1, β1), . . . , (αr, βr)), where g ⩾ 0, r ⩾ 1 and αi > 1 for all i ⩽ r. Then

H1(M ;Z) ∼= Z2g ⊕H, where H has a presentation

⟨q1, . . . , qr, h | Σqi = 0, αiqi + βih = 0, ∀i ⩾ 1⟩.

The torsion subgroup τM is a subgroup of H.

We shall modify this presentation to obtain one with more convenient gener-

ators. Our approach involves localizing at a prime p. After reordering the Seifert

data, if necessary, we may assume that αi+1 divides αi in Z(p), for all i ⩾ 1. (Note

that ν = α1ε(M) is then in Z(p), while if ε(M) = 0 then α1

α2
is invertible in Z(p).)

Localization loses nothing, since ℓM is uniquely the orthogonal sum of pairings on

the p-primary summands of τM . (We shall often write ℓM rather than Z(p) ⊗ ℓM ,

for simplicity of notation.)

Using the relation Σqi = 0 to eliminate the generator q1, we see that Z(p) ⊗H

has the equivalent presentation

⟨q2, . . . , qr, h | α1ε(M)h = 0, αiqi + βih = 0, ∀i ⩾ 2⟩.

If r = 1 this group is cyclic, generated by the image of h. We shall assume henceforth

that r ⩾ 2, since all pairings on finite cyclic groups are realizable by lens spaces.

Then there are integers m,n such that mα2 + nβ2 = 1, since (α2, β2) = 1. Let

γi =
α2

αi
βi and q

′
i = γ2qi − γiq2, for all i. (Then q′2 = 0.) Let s = −mh + nq2 and

103
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t = α2q2 + β2h. Then h = −α2s + nt and q2 = β2s +mt. Since t = 0 in H this

simplifies to

⟨q′3, . . . , q′r, s | α1α2ε(M)s = 0, αiq
′
i = 0, ∀i ⩾ 3⟩.

In particular, M(0;S) is a Q-homology sphere (i.e., H = τM ) if and only if ε(M) ̸=
0.

If exactly rp of the cone point orders αi are divisible by p and ε(M) = 0 then τM
has non-trivial p-torsion if and only if rp ⩾ 3, in which case Z(p) ⊗ τM is the direct

sum of rp−2 cyclic submodules, while if ε(M) ̸= 0 then τM has non-trivial p-torsion

if and only if rp ⩾ 2 and then Z(p)⊗τM is the direct sum of rp−1 cyclic submodules.

(Note however that if rp ⩽ 1 and ε(M) ̸= 0 then Z(p) ⊗ τM ∼= Z(p)/α1εSZ(p), and

may be non-trivial.)

The Seifert structure gives natural 2-chains relating the 1-cycles representing

the generators of H.

[For let Ni be a torus neighborhood of the ith exceptional fibre, and let Bo be

a section of the restriction of the Seifert fibration to M∗ = M \ ∪intNi. Let ξi
and θi be simple closed curves in ∂Ni which represent qi and h, respectively. Then

∂Bo = Σξi, and there are singular 2-chains Di in Ni such that ∂Di = αiξi + βiθi,

since αiqi + βih = 0 in H1(Ni;Z).]
We may choose disjoint annuli Ai in M∗ with ∂Ai = θ2 − θi, for i ̸= 2. For

convenience in our formulae, we shall also let A2 = 0. Then Ci = β2Di − βiD2 +

β2βiAi is a singular 2-chain with ∂Ci = αiβ2ξi − α2βiξ2.

Let ξ′i = γ2ξi − γiξ2, for i ⩾ 3, σ = −mθ2 + nξ2 and

U = α1Bo + α1εSnD2 − Σ
α1

αi
(Di + βiAi).

Then ξ′i is a singular 1-chain representing q′i and ∂Ci = αiξ
′
i, for all i ⩾ 3, σ is a

singular 1-chain representing s and U is a singular 2-chain with ∂U = α1α2εSσ.

We may assume that ξi • θi = 1 in ∂Ni. In order to calculate intersections and

self-intersections of the 1-cycles ξi with the 2-chains Ci in M , we may push each ξi
off Ni. Then ξi and Dj are disjoint, for all i, j, while ξ2 •Ai = 1, ξi •Ai = −1 and

ξj •Ai = 0, if i, j ̸= 2 and j ̸= i. Similarly, we may assume that θ2 is disjoint from

the discs Dj (for all j) and the annuli Ak (for all k ̸= 2). Since Bo is oriented so

that ∂Bo = Σξi, we must have θ2 •Bo = −1. Hence

ξ′i • Ci = −β2βi(γ2 + γi),

ξ′i • Cj = −β2βjγi,

and

ξ′i • U = α1εSγi

for all i, j ⩾ 3 with j ̸= i, while

σ • U = −α1

α2
− nα1εS

and

σ • Ci = nβ2βi.
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Then

ℓM (q′i, q
′
i) = [−β2βi

αiβ2 + α2βi
α2
i

] ∈ Q/Z

and

ℓM (q′i, q
′
j) = [−β2βiβj

α2

αiαj
] ∈ Q/Z.

If ε(M) ̸= 0 then the above calculations of ξ′i • U and σ • Ci each give

ℓM (s, q′i) = [
βi
αi

] ∈ Q/Z

and

ℓM (s, s) = [−α1 + nα1α2ε(M)

α1α2
2ε(M)

] ∈ Q/Z.

In particular, the linking pairings depend only on S and not on g. (We could arrange

that the deminators are powers of p, after further rescaling the basis elements.

However that would tend to obscure the dependence on the Seifert data.)

Let S and S′ be two systems of Seifert data, with concatenation S′′, and let

M ′′ = M#fM
′ = M(0;S′′) be the fibre-sum of M = M(0;S) and M ′ = M(0;S′).

Then ε(M ′′) = ε(M) + ε(M ′). The next result is clear.

Lemma. A1. Let M =M(g;S) and M ′ =M(g′;S′) be Seifert manifolds such

that all the cone point orders of S′ are relatively prime to all the cone point orders

of S and ε(M ′) = ε(M) = 0, and let M ′′ = M(g + g′;S′′). Then ε(M ′′) = 0 and

ℓM ′′ = ℓM ⊥ ℓM ′ . □

Thus if every p-primary summand of a linking pairing ℓ can be realized by some

M(0;S) with all cone point orders powers of p and ε(M) = 0 then ℓ can also be

realized by a Seifert manifold. If one of the hypotheses fails, it is not clear how

the linking pairings of M,M ′ and M ′′ are related. In order to realize pairings by

Seifert manifolds with ε(M) ̸= 0 we shall need another approach.

The homogeneous case: p odd

In this section we shall show that when p is odd and the p-primary component

of τM is homogeneous the structure of the p-primary component of ℓM may be read

off the Seifert data. Our results shall be extended to the inhomogeneous cases in

later sections. Let ui =
αi

pk
, for 1 ⩽ k ⩽ rp, and v = α1ε(M).

Lemma. A2. Let M = M(g;S) be a Seifert manifold and p a prime. Then

Z(p) ⊗ τM is homogeneous of exponent pk if and only if either

(1) ε(M) = 0 and ui is invertible in Z(p), for 1 ⩽ k ⩽ rp; or

(2) p−kα1ε(M) and ui are invertible in Z(p), for 2 ⩽ k ⩽ rp; or

(3) rp ⩽ 2 and p−kα1α2ε(M) is invertible in Z(p).

Proof. This follows immediately from the calculations in §1, with the fol-

lowing observations. If ε(M) = 0 then α1 and α2 must have the same p-adic

valuation. If rp ⩾ 2 then u2 = p−kα2 and v = α1ε(M) are in Z(p). Hence

if u2v = p−kα1α2ε(M) is invertible in Z(p) then u2 and v are also invertible in

Z(p). □
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Note that if Z(p) ⊗ τM is homogeneous of exponent pk and ε(M) ̸= 0 then u1
may be divisible by p.

Theorem. A3. Let M = M(g;S) be a Seifert manifold and p an odd prime

such that Z(p) ⊗ τM is homogeneous of exponent pk. Then

(1) if ε(M) = 0 then d(ℓM ) = [(−1)rp−1 α1

α2
(Πri=1βi)(Π

rp
j=3uj)];

(2) if ε(M) ̸= 0 then d(ℓM ) = [(−1)rp−1 α1

α2
(Πri=1βi)(Π

rp
j=2uj)ν].

Proof. Let L ∈ GL(ρ,Z/pkZ) be the matrix with (i, j) entry pkℓ(ei, ej), where

e1, . . . , eρ is some basis for Z(p) ⊗ τM ∼= (Z/pkZ)ρ.
Suppose first that ε(M) = 0. Then Z(p) ⊗ τM ∼= (Z/pkZ)rp−2, with basis

ei = q′i+2, for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ rp − 2, and α1

α2
= u1

u2
is invertible in Z(p). We apply row

operations

rowi 7→ rowi −
α3βi+2

αi+2β3
row1

for 2 ⩽ i ⩽ rp − 2 and then

row1 7→ row1 −
α2β3
α3β2

Σ
rp−2
i=2 rowi

to L. This gives a lower triangular matrix with diagonal

[−β2
β3
u3

(β2 + u2Σ
rp
i=3

βi
ui

),−β2
2

β4
u4
, . . . ,−β2

2

βrp−2

urp−2
].

Therefore

det(L) = (−1)rpβ
2rp−3
2 (β2 + u2Σ

rp
i=3

βi
ui

)Π
rp
i=3

βj
uj
,

and so

d(ℓM ) = [(−1)rp−1α2

α1
(π
rp
i=1βi)Π

rp
j=3uj)].

A similar argument applies if ε(M) ̸= 0. In this case u2 and v = α1ε(M) are

also invertible in Z(p), and Z(p) ⊗ τM ∼= (Z/pkZ)rp−1, with basis ei = q′i+2, for

1 ⩽ i ⩽ rp − 2, and erp−1 = s. If we perform the same row operations on rows

2 to rp − 2, and then the column operation col1 7→ col1 +Σ
rp−2
i=2 coli we obtain a

bordered matrix

−β2 β3

u3
(β2 + u2Σ

∗) 0 . . . 0 β3

u3

0 −β2
2
β4

u4
. . . 0 0

... 0
. . .

...
...

0 . . . 0 −β2
2
βrp

urp
0

Σ∗ β4

u4
. . .

βrp

urp

d∗


.

where Σ∗ = Σ
rp
i=3

βi

ui
and d∗ = −u1+u2v

u2
2v

. Hence

det(L) = −(β2
β3
u3

(β2 + u2Σ
∗)d∗ +

β3
u3

Σ∗)(−1)rp−3β
2(rp−3)
2 Π

rp
i=4

βi
ui

= (−βdd∗(β2 + u2Σ
∗) + Σ∗)(−1)rp−2β

2(rp−3)
2 Π

rp
i=3

βi
ui
.
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Now

(−β2d∗(β2 + u2Σ
∗) + Σ∗) = −(β2(u1 + u2v)(−β2 + u2Σ

∗)− u22νΣ
∗)/u22ν

= (β2(u1β2 + u1u2Σ
∗ + nβ2u2v) + (nβ2 − 1)u22vΣ

∗)/u22v

≡ β2(u1β2 + u1u2Σ
∗ + u2v) ≡ −β1β2u2 mod (p),

since nβ2 ≡ 1 mod (p) and v = −β1 − β1u1

u2
− u1Σ

∗. Therefore

det(L) ≡ (−1)rp−1β
2(rp−3)
2 (Π

rp
i=1βi)/Π

rp
j=2ujv mod (p),

and so we now have

[d(ℓM ) = [(−1)rp−1(Π1⩽i⩽rpβi)(Π2⩽j⩽rpuj)v].

□

When all the cone point orders have the same p-adic valuation (i.e., u1 and

u2 are also invertible in Z(p)) then these formulae for d(ℓM ) are invariant under

permutation of the indices. For if ε(M) = 0 then [α1

α2
] = [u1u2] in F×

p /(F×
p )

2, while

if ε(M) ̸= 0 then ν = u1p
kε(M) (and pkε(M) is also invertible).

A linking pairing ℓ on a free Z/pkZ-module N is hyperbolic if and only if

ρ = rk(ℓ) is even and d(ℓ) = (−1)
ρ
2 . Thus Z(p) ⊗ ℓM is hyperbolic if and only if

either ε(M) = 0, rp = ρ+ 2 is even and [α1

α2
(Π1⩽i⩽rpβi)(Π3⩽j⩽rpuj)] = [(−1)

rp
2 −1]

or ε(M) ̸= 0, rp = ρ+ 1 is odd and [(Π1⩽i⩽rpβi)(Π2⩽j⩽rpuj)ν] = [(−1)
rp−1

2 ].

Realization of pairings on groups of odd order

In this section we shall show that every linking pairing on a finite group of odd

order may be realized by a Seifert manifold.

Suppose first that we localize ℓM at a prime p. Let pk be the exponent of

Z(p) ⊗ τM , and let L be the matrix with entries pkℓ(q′i, q
′
j). (If ε(M) ̸= 0 we need

also a row and column corresponding to the generator s, which has the maximal

order pk.) Then

L =


D1 pκ2B2 . . . pκtBt

pκ2Btr2 pκ2D2 . . .
...

... . . .
. . .

...

pκtBtrt . . . . . . pκtDt

 .

where Di is a ρi × ρi block with det(Di) ̸≡ 0 mod (p), for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ t, and 0 < κ2 <

· · · < κt < k. We may partition L more coarsely as L =
(
A B
Btr D

)
, where A = D1

and B = [B2 . . . Bt]. Let Q =
(
I−d−1

1 pκ2B
0 I

)
and D′ = D − pκ2BtrA−1B. Then

QtrLQ =
(
A 0
0 pκ2D′

)
. Block-diagonalizing L in this fashion does not change the

residues mod (p) of the diagonal blocks Di or decrease the divisibility of the off-

diagonal blocks. These matrix manipulations correspond to replacing the generators

q′i with i > ρ1 by q̃i = q′i − pκ2Σρ1j=1[B
trA]jiq

′
j .

We may iterate this process, and we find that ℓM is an orthogonal sum of

pairings on homogeneous groups (Z/pkZ)ρ1 , (Z/pk−κ2Z)ρ2 , . . . , (Z/pk−κtZ)ρt . If

ε(M) = 0 or if α1ε(M) is invertible in Z(p) then the determinantal invariants of the
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first summand (with the maximal exponent pk) may be computed from the block A

as in the previous section, while we may read off the determinantal invariants of the

other summands from the corresponding diagonal elements of the original matrix

L. (We shall not need to consider the possibility that p divides the numerator of

εS in justifying our constructions below.)

With these reductions in mind, we may now construct Seifert manifolds realiz-

ing given pairings.

Theorem. A4. Let p be an odd prime, and let ℓ be a linking pairing on a

finite abelian p-group. Then there is a Seifert manifold M =M(0;S) such that all

the cone point orders αi are powers of p, ε(M) = 0 and ℓM ∼= ℓ.

Proof. The pairing ℓM is the orthogonal sum ⊥tj=1 ℓj , where ℓj is a pairing

on (Z/pkjZ)ρj , with ρj > 0 for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t and 0 < kk < kj−1 for 2 ⩽ j ⩽ t. Let

d(ℓj) = [wj ] for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t , and let k = k1.

If p ⩾ 5 we let αi = pk for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ m1 = ρ1 + 2, αi = pk2 for m1 < i ⩽
m2 = m1 + ρ2, . . . , and αi = pkt for mt−1 < i ⩽ r = (Σρj) + 2. For each 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t

we let βi = 1 for mj < i < mj+1 and βmj+1 = wj . We must then choose βi

for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ m1 so that [Πm1
i=1βi] = [w1] and Σm1

i=1βi = −Σrj=m1+1p
k βj

αj
. It is

in fact sufficient to solve the equations [Πm1
i=1βi] = [w1] and Σm1

i=1βi = 0 with all

βi ∈ Z/pkZ×, for subtracting Σrj=m1+1p
k βj

αj
from β1 will not change its residue mod

(p).

If m1 is odd the equation Σβi = 0 always has solutions with all βi ∈ Z/pkZ×.

If ξ is a nonsquare in Z/pkZ× setting β′
i = ξβi for all i gives another solution, and

[Πβ′
i] = [ξ][Πβi]. (If p ≡ 3 mod (4) we may take ξ = −1, which corresponds to a

change of orientation of the 3-manifold.)

If m1 = 4t and w ̸≡ 1 mod (p) then there is an integer x such that 2x ≡ w − 1

mod (p). The images of x and w − 1 − x are invertible in Z/pkZ. Let β1 = 1,

β2 = −w, β3 = x and β4 = w−1−x, and β2i+1 = 1 and β2k+2 = −1 for 2 ⩽ i ⩽ 2t.

Then Σβi = 0, β4 ≡ β3 mod (p) and [(−1)r−1Πβi] = [w].

If ρ = 4t + 2 and w ̸≡ 1 mod (p) let y be an integer such that 4y ≡ w + 1

mod (p). Let β1 = 1, β2 = −w, β3 = β4 = β5 = y and β6 = w − 1 − 3y, and

β2i+1 = 1 and β2i+2 = −1 for 3 ⩽ i < 2t. Then Σβi = 0, β6 ≡ β3 mod (p) and

[(−1)r−1Πβi] = [w].

These choices work equally well for all p ⩾ 3, if [w] ̸= 1. If ρ is even, w ≡ 1

mod (p) and p > 3 there is an integer n such that n2 ̸= 0 or 1 mod (p), and we solve

as before, after replacing w by ŵ = n2w.

However if p = 3 and [w] = 1 we must vary our choices. If ρ = 4t − 2 with

t > 1 let β1 = β2 = β3 = β4 = 1, β5 = β6 = −2 and β2i+1 = 1 and β2i+2 = −1

for 3 ⩽ i < 2t. If ρ = 4t let β2i−1 = 1 and β2i = −1 for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ 2t + 1. In the

remaining case (when ρ = 2) we find that if Σ1⩽i⩽4βi = 0 then [−Πβi] = [−1]. In

this case we must use instead S = ((3k+1, 1), (3k+1, 5), (3k,−1), (3k,−1)) to realize

the pairing with [w] = [1]. □
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The manifolds with Seifert data as above are H2 × E1-manifolds, except when

ρ = 1 and p = 3, in which case they are the flat manifold G3 (with its two possible

orientations).

It follows immediately from Theorem A4 and Lemma A1 that every linking

pairing on a finite abelian group of odd order is realized by some Seifert manifold

M(0;S) with ε(M) = 0.

All such pairings may also be realized by Seifert manifolds which areQ-homology

spheres. However we must be careful to ensure that the numerator of ε(M) does

not provide unexpected torsion.

Theorem. A5. Let ℓ be a linking pairing on a finite abelian group A of odd

order. Then there is a Seifert manifold M = M(0;S) such that ε(M) ̸= 0 and

ℓM ∼= ℓ.

Proof. Let P be the finite set of primes for which the p-primary summand of

A is non-trivial, and let ℓ =⊥p∈P ℓ(p) be the primary decomposition of ℓ. We shall

define Seifert data S(p) for each p ∈ P as follows. Suppose that ℓ(p) is a pairing on

⊕t(p)j=1(Z/pkjZ)ρj , with ρj > 0 for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t(p) and 0 < kj < kj−1 for 2 ⩽ j ⩽ t(p).

Then ℓ(p) ∼=⊥ ℓbi/ai , where the ai are powers of p, for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ ρ(p) = Σ
t(p)
j=1ρj and

such that ai ⩾ ai+1 for i < ρ(p). Let S(p) = ((α
(p)
1 , β

(p)
1 ), . . . , (α

(p)
t(p), β

(p)
t(p))), where

(α
(p)
i = ai, for all i, β

(p)
1 = (−1)ρ1+1b1 and β

(p)
i = bi, for 2 ⩽ i ⩽ ρ(p). Finally let

α̃ = eΠp∈P p, where e is the exponent of A, and let β̃ = −1− α̃Σ
(t(p)
i=1

β
(p)
i

α
(p)
i

.

Let S be the concatenation of (α̃, β̃) and the S(p)s for p ∈ P , and let M =

M(0;S). Then ε(M) = 1
α̃ . For each p ∈ P there are ρ(p) + 1 cone points with

order divisible by p, and Z(p) ⊗ τM ∼= ⊕t(p)j=1Z/pkjZ)ρj . Since β̃ ≡ −1 mod (p), for

all p ∈ P , the determinantal invariant of the component of Z(p) ⊗ ℓM of maximal

exponent a1 = pk1 is [Πρ1i=1bi]. Therefore Z(p) ⊗ ℓM ∼= ℓ(p), for each p ∈ P , and so

ℓM ∼= ℓ. □

The manifolds with Seifert data as above are S̃L-manifolds, except when A ∼=
Z/pkZ and so there are just two cone points, in which case they are lens spaces

(S3-manifolds).

In the homogeneous p-primary case we may arrange that all cone points have

order pk, except when p = 3, ρ = 2 and d(ℓ) = [1]. This case is realized by

M((0; (3k+1, 7), (3k,−1), (3k,−1)).

Realization of homogeneous 2-primary pairings

The situation is more complicated when p = 2. A linking pairing ℓ on (Z/2kZ)ρ

is determined by its rank ρ and certain invariants σj(ℓ) ∈ Z/8Z ∪{∞}, for ρ− 2 ⩽
j ⩽ ρ. (See §3 of [KK80], and [De05].) We shall not calculate these invariants

here. Instead, we shall take advantage of the particular form of the pairings given

in §2.
If a linking pairing ℓ on (Z/2kZ)ρ is even then ρ is also even. When k = 1 all

even pairings are hyperbolic. If k > 1 then ℓ is determined by the image of the
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matrix L in GL(ρ,Z/4Z), and is either hyperbolic (and is the orthogonal sum of ρ2
copies of the pairing Ek0 ) or is the orthogonal direct sum of a hyperbolic pairing of

rank ρ− 2 with the pairing Ek1 [KK80, Wa64].

We shall say that an element p
q is even or odd if p is even or odd, respectively.

Thus p
q is odd if and only if it is invertible in Z(2).

The following result complements the criterion for homogeneity given in Lemma

A2.

Lemma. A6. Let M = M(g;S) be a Seifert manifold and assume that the

Seifert data are ordered so that αi+1 divides αi in Z(2). Then

(1) ℓ = Z(2) ⊗ ℓM is even if and only if α1

αi
is odd for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ r2 and either

ε(M) = 0 or α1ε(M) is odd;

(2) if α1

αi
is odd for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ r2 then α1ε(M) ≡ r2 mod (2).

Proof. If ℓ = Z(2) ⊗ ℓM is even then β2 + α2

αi
βi is even for all 3 ⩽ i ⩽ r2.

Hence α2

αi
is odd, since the βi are all odd. If moreover ε(M) = 0 then α1

α2
is odd. If

ε(M) ̸= 0 then α1

α2
+ nα1ε(M) is even. Hence α1

α2
is again odd, and so α1ε(M) is

also odd. In each case the converse is clear.

The second assertion holds since βi is odd for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ r2 and α1

αi
is even for all

i > r2. □

We shall suppose for the remainder of this section that Z(2)⊗τM is homogeneous

of exponent 2k > 1.

Suppose first that Z(2) ⊗ ℓM is even. Then it is homogeneous and of even rank

ρ = 2s. The diagonal entries of L are all even and the off-diagonal entries are all

odd. If k = 1 then Z(2) ⊗ ℓM is hyperbolic, so we may assume that k > 1 in the

next theorem.

Theorem. A7. Let M = M(g;S) be a Seifert manifold such that the even

cone point orders αi all have the same 2-adic valuation k > 1. Assume that either

ε(M) = 0 or α1ε(M) is odd. Let t be the number of diagonal entries of L which

are divisible by 4. Then whether Z(2) ⊗ ℓM is hyperbolic or not depends only on the

images of t and ρ in Z/4Z.

Proof. The linking pairing is even, by Lemma 6, and so ρ is even. We may

reorder the basis of τM so that Lii ≡ 0 mod (4), for all i ⩽ t and Lii ≡ 2 mod

(4) for t < i ⩽ ρ. Let t = 4a + x and ρ − t = 4b + y, where 0 ⩽ x, y ⩽ 3.

Then E =
(
L11 L12

L+21 L22

)
is invertible. We may partition L as L =

(
E F
F tr G

)
, where

G is a (ρ − 2) × (ρ − 2)-submatrix and F is a 2 × (ρ − 2)-submatrix. If we use

J =
(
I2 −E−1F
0 Iρ−2

)
to obtain J trLJ =

(
E 0
0 G′

)
, then G′ = G−F trE−1F . The entries

of F are all odd and so the entries of F trE−1F are all congruent to 2 mod (4).

Therefore G′ ≡ G mod (2), and so the off-diagonal entries of G′ are still odd,

but the residues mod (4) of the diagonal entries are changed. An application of

this process to G′ then restores the residue classes of the diagonal entries of the

corresponding (ρ − 4) × (ρ − 4)-submatrix. Iterating this process, we find that

ℓM ∼= (a + b)(Ek0 ⊥ Ek1 ) ⊥ ℓ′, where ℓ′ has rank x + y and the off-diagonal entries
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for ℓ′ are odd. We also find that ℓ′ ∼= (x+ y)Ek0 , unless {x, y} = {1, 3} or {0, 2}, in
which case ℓ′ ∼= Ek0 ⊥ Ek1 or Ek1 , respectively. Since Ek0 is hyperbolic, 2Ek1

∼= 2Ek0
[Wa64] and Ek1 is not hyperbolic, it follows that ℓ is hyperbolic if and only if either

a+ b is even and {x, y} ̸= {1, 3} or {0, 2}, or if a+ b is odd and {x, y} = {1, 3} or

{0, 2}. □

It follows immediately from the calculations in the first section that

t = #{i ⩾ 3 | α2βi + αiβ2
2k

≡ 0 mod (4)}+ δ,

where δ = 1 if ε(M) ̸= 0 and β2 + α2ε(M) ≡ 0 mod (4), and δ = 0 otherwise.

In particular, if t and ρ are divisible by 4 then ℓM is hyperbolic.

Lemmas A2 and A6 also imply that if Z(2) ⊗ τM is homogeneous of exponent

2k then Z(2) ⊗ ℓM is odd if and only if either

(1) ε(M) = 0, 2−kαi is even for i = 1 and 2, and is odd for 2 < i ⩽ r2; or

(2) α1ε(M) and 2−kαi are odd for 1 < i ⩽ r2, and either 2−kα1 or r2 is even.

Odd forms on homogeneous 2-groups can be diagonalized. In the present situation,

this follows easily from the next lemma.

Lemma. A8. Let ℓ be an odd linking pairing on N = (Z/2kZ)2. Then ℓ is

diagonalizable.

Proof. Let e, f be the standard basis for N . Since ℓ is odd we may assume

that ℓ(e, e) = [2−ka], where a is odd. Let ℓ(e, f) = [2−kb] and ℓ(f, f) = [2−kd].

(Then b is even and d is odd, or vice versa, by nonsingularity of the pairing.) Let

f ′ = −a−1be + f . Then ℓ(e, f ′) = 0 and ℓ(f ′, f ′) = [2−kd′], where d′ ≡ d− a−1b2

mod (2k). Therefore ℓ ∼= ℓ a

2k
⊥ ℓ d′

2k
. □

Note that if b ≡ 0 mod (4) then ℓ ∼= ℓ a

2k
⊥ ℓ d

2k
.

Suppose now that Z(2) ⊗ ℓM is odd and ε(M) = 0. Then the diagonal entries

of L are odd and the off-diagonal elements are odd multiples of 2−kα1. We may

assume also that r2 ⩾ 4, for otherwise Z(2) ⊗ τM is cyclic. We may partition L as

L =
(
E F
F tr G

)
, where E ∈ GL(2,Z/2kZ), F is a 2 × (r1 − 4)-submatrix with even

entries and G is a (r2 − 4) × (r2 − 4)-submatrix. Let J =
(
I2 −E−1F
0 Ir2−4

)
. Then

det(J) = 1 and J trLJ =
(
E 0
0 G′

)
, where G′ = G−F trE−1F . The columns of F are

proportional, and the ratio u3

u4
is odd. Since the entries of F are odd multiples of

2−kα1 and since E − I2 has even entries, G′ ≡ G mod (8). Iterating this process,

we may replace L by a block-diagonal matrix, where the blocks are all 2 × 2 or

1× 1, and are congruent mod (8) to the corresponding blocks of L. Each such 2× 2

block is diagonalizable, by Lemma A8, and so we may easily represent ℓM as an

orthogonal sum of pairings of rank 1.

If ε(M) ̸= 0 then ℓM (q′i, s) = [2−k βi

ui
] and ℓM (s, s) = [2−kz], where βi, ui and

z are odd, and we first replace each q′i by Q̃i = q′i − z−1u−1βis. We then see that

Z(2) ⊗ ℓM ∼= ℓ2−kz ⊥ ℓ̃, where the matrix for ℓ̃ has odd diagonal entries and even

off-diagonal entries, and we may continue as before.
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Theorem. A9. Let ℓ be a linking pairing on (Z/2kZ)ρ. Then there is a

Seifert manifold M = M(0;S) such that the cone point orders are all powers of 2

and ℓM ∼= ℓ. We may have either ε(M) = 0 or ε(M) ̸= 0.

Proof. Suppose first that ℓ is even. Then ρ is also even, and ℓ ∼= (Ek0 )
ρ
2 or

(Ek0 )
ρ
2−1 ⊥ Ek1 . We shall chose r to be either ρ+ 2 or ρ+ 1, in order to construct

examples with ε(M) = 0 or ̸= 0.

Let S = ((2k, β1), . . . , (2
k, βr)) with βi = (−1)i for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ r. Then ε(M) =

− 1
2k

if r is odd and ε(M) = 0 if r is even, and ℓM ∼= (Ek0 )
r.

If ρ ≡ 2 mod (4) let β1 = −3, β2 = β3 = 1 and βi = (−1)i for 4 ⩽ i ⩽ r. If

ρ ≡ 0 mod (4) let β1 = −5, β2 = · · · = β5 = 1 and βi = (−1)i for 6 ⩽ i ⩽ r. In each

case, ε(M) = − 1
2k

if r is odd and ε(M) = 0 if r is even, and ℓM ∼= (Ek0 )
ρ
2−1 ⊥ Ek1 .

Now suppose that ℓ is odd. Then ℓ ∼=⊥ρi=1 ℓwi
where wi = 2−kbi for 1 ⩽

i ⩽ ρ. To construct an example with ε(M) = 0 we set r = ρ + 2 and S =

((α1, β1), . . . , (αr, βr)), where α1 = α2 = 2k+2, αi = 2k for 3 ⩽ i ⩽ ρ, β2 = 1,

βi = 3bi for 3 ⩽ i ⩽ r and β1 = −1− 4Σri=3βi. Then ε(M) = 0 and ℓM ∼= ℓ. (Here

we may use the observation following Lemma A8.)

To construct an example with εS ̸= 0 we set r = ρ + 1. Here we must take

into account the change of basis suggested in the paragraph before the theorem.

Suppose first that some bi ≡ ±3 mod (8). We may then arrange that z = 3 and

the matrix for ℓ̃ is congruent mod (4) to a diagonal matrix. After reordering the

summands, and allowing for a change of orientation, we may assume that b1 ≡ 3

mod (8). The we let S = ((α1, β1), . . . , (αr, βr)), where α1 = 2k+2, αi = 2k for

2 ⩽ i ⩽ r, β2 = 1, βi = 4 − bi for 3 ⩽ i ⩽ r and β1 = 1 − 4Σri=2βi. Then

ε(M) = − 1
2k+2 and ℓM ∼= ℓ.

Finally, suppose that b1 ≡ ±1mod (8) for all i. If ρ = 1 let S = ((2k+1, 1), (2k, 1)).

If ρ = 2 and b1 ≡ −b2 ≡ 1 mod (8), let S = ((2k+1, 1), (2k, 1, (2k,−1)). Otherwise

we may assume that b1 ≡ b2 mod (8). But then ℓw1 ⊥ ℓw2
∼= 2ℓw′ , where w′ = 2−k3,

and so we may use the construction in the preceding paragraph. □

The manifolds constructed in this section are either H2 × E1-manifolds (if

ε(M) = 0), or S̃L-manifolds (if ε(M) ̸= 0), excepting only the flat manifold

M(0; (2,−1), (2, 1), (2,−1), (2, 1)) and the S3-manifoldsM(0; (2, 1), (2, 1), (2, β)) and

M(0; (4, 1), (2, 1), (2, β)).

The general case

Every linking pairing ℓ on a finite abelian group is realized by some oriented

3-manifold [KK80]. The next theorem suffices to show that there are pairings

which cannot be realized by Seifert manifolds. We shall then show that there are

no further constraints.

Theorem. A10. Let M = M(g;S) be a Seifert manifold, and let S(2) =

((α1, β1), . . . , (αt, βt)) be the terms of the Seifert data with even cone point orders

αi. Then Z(2)⊗ ℓM has a non-trivial even component if and only if e = max{i ⩽ t |
α1

αi
is odd} ⩾ 3. The even component has exponent α1, and all the other components

are diagonalizable. If e is even and ε(M) ̸= 0 then the image of s in Z(2) ⊗ τM
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generates a cyclic component of maximal exponent. If e = 2 then α1α2εS is divisible

by 4α3 in Z(2).

Proof. The block-diagonalization process of §3 does not change the parity

of the entries in the diagonal blocks Di. The first assertion then follows easily

from the calculations of §1. (More precisely, if e is odd then α1ε(M) is odd and

Z(2) ⊗ τM has exponent α2 If moreover e = 1 then ℓM (s, s) is odd and (so) the

homogeneous components are all odd. If e > 1 and is odd then ℓM (s, s) is even and

the component of maximal exponent is even. If e is even and ε(M) = 0 then the

componet of maximal exponent is non-tricial (and even) if and only if e > 2. If e is

even and ε(M) ̸= 0 then s has order > α1, and ℓM (s, s) is odd. If moreover e > 2

then the component of exponent α1 is even and has rank e − 2. In each case, all

other components are odd.)

The final assertion is clear if ε(M) = 0 and follows by elementary arithmetic

otherwise, for then α1ε(M) is even. □

This provides a criterion for recognizing pairings which are not realizable by

Seifert manifolds that is independent of the choice of generators. Let N ∼= N ′⊕N ′′

be a finite abelian group, where the homogeneous summands of N ′ have exponent

⩾ 4 and 2N ′′ = 0, and let ℓ = ℓ′ ⊥ ℓ′′, where ℓ′ is a pairing on N ′ and and ℓ′′ is

a hyperbolic pairing on N ′′. Then ℓ(x, x) = 0 for all x ∈ N such that 2x = 0. In

particular, if N ′ is not cyclic then ℓ is not realizable by a Seifert manifold.

For example, if M is the Nil3-manifold M(0; (2, 1), (2, 1), (2, 1), (2,−1)) then

ℓM ∼= ℓ 1
4
⊥ E1

0 , but this pairing is not realizable by a Seifert manifold with ε(M) =

0. The pairing E2
0 ⊥ E1

0 is not realized by any Seifert manifold with orientable base

orbifold. It is however the linking pairing of M(−2; ((2, 1), (2, 1), (2, 1), (2, 1))).

If Z(2) ⊗ τM has exponent divisible by 16 and a direct summand of order 2

then there are cone point orders α1 and αm such that α1 is divisible by 4 and

αm = 2um with um odd, by Lemma 4.1. It then follows from Theorem 4.3 that

Z(2) ⊗ ℓM ∼= ℓ′ ⊥ ℓ 1
2
, for some pairing ℓ′. In particular, E4

0 ⊥ E1
0 is not realized by

any orientable Seifert fibred 3-manifold at all.

The condition of Theorem A10 are the only constraints on the class of linking

pairings realized by Seifert manifolds with ε(M) = 0.

Theorem. A11. Let ℓ be a linking pairing on a finite abelian group A. Then

there is a Seifert manifoldM =M(0;S) with ε(M) = 0 and such that ℓM ∼= ℓ if and

only if the components of the 2-primary summand of ℓ other than the component

of maximal exponent are all odd.

Proof. The condition is necessary, by Theorem A10. By Lemma A1 and

Theorem A4 it shall suffice to assume that A is 2-primary, and to realize ℓ by a

Seifert manifold M(0;S) with ε(M) = 0 and such that all the cone point orders are

powers of 2.

Suppose that ℓ =⊥tj=1 ℓj , where ℓj is a pairing on (Z/2kjZ)ρj , for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t,

k1 > · · · > kt > 0 and ℓj is odd for 2 ⩽ j ⩽ t. We may assume that t > 1 and

ρj > 0 for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t, since the homogeneous case is covered by Theorem A9.
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We must have two cone points of order at least 2k1 , and ρj further cone points

of order 2kj , for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t. We shall set β2 = 1 and choose the βi with i > 2

compatibly with ℓ, essentially by induction on t. If we make thse choices then we

must have β1 = −α1Σi⩾2
βi

αi
. (Note that the presentation of ℓM given in §1 above

does not invoke β1 when ε(M) = 0.)

Suppose first that ℓ1 is even. Then ρ1 is even and we must have α1 = α2 = 2k1

also. If ℓ1 is hyperbolic let βi = (−1)i for 3 ⩽ i ⩽ ρ1 + 2; if ℓ1 is even but not

hyperbolic and ρ1 ≡ 2 mod (4) let β3 = 1 and βi = (−1)i for 4 ⩽ i ⩽ ρ1 + 2; and

if ℓ1 is even but not hyperbolic and ρ1 ≡ 0 mod (4) let β3 = β4 = β5 = 1 and

βi = (−1)i for 6 ⩽ i ⩽ ρ1 + 2.

When p = 2 the block-diagonalization process of §3 does not change the parity

of the entries of the blocks Bm and Dn. In our situation this process allows a

more refined reduction. The block DA = D1 has diagonal entries −βi(1 + βi) and

off-diagonal entries −βiβj , for 3 ⩽ i, j ⩽ ρ1 + 2. Let ∆ = −diag[β3, dots, βρ1+2]

and N = D −∆. Then ∆ ≡ I mod (2), since the βis are all odd, so ∆2 ≡ I mod

(4), and

N2 ≡ −(Σρ1+2
i=3 β2

i )N ≡ ρ1N mod (4).

In particular N2 ≡ 0 mod (2), and so D−1 ≡ D mod (2),. Since

[BtrmDBn]pq = −βpβq((Σρ1+2
i=3 β2

i )
2 +Σρ1+2

i=3 β3
i )

is even, for 3 ⩽ p, q ⩽ 2 + Σtj=1ρj , the first step of the reduction does not change

the images of the complementary blocks mod (4). Truncating a geometric series

gives D−1 ≡ D + (ρ1 − 2)N mod (4). Hence the change it mod (8) depends only

on the residues mod (4) of the βis, for 3 ⩽ i ⩽ ρ1 + 2, since −4 ≡ 4 mod (8). If

k1 − k2 ⩾ 2 this step does not change the images mod (8) at all.

The subsequent blocks have odd diagonal matrices and even off-diagonal ele-

ments. Nevertheless a similar reduction applies, and further changes depend only

on the βis already determined. (If kj − kj+1 ⩾ 2 for all j then they depend only

on the ranks of the homogeneous terms.) It is clear that we may then choose the

numerators βi to realize all the pairings ℓj .

If ℓ1 is odd then ℓ1 =⊥ρ1i=1 ℓwi , where wi = 2−k+1bi for 1 ⩽ i ⩽ ρ. Let

α1 = α2 = 2k1+2, and βi = 3bi for 3 ⩽ i ⩽ ρ1 + 2. Then we may continue as

before. □

A similar argument applies when ε(M) ̸= 0. However we shall only sketch the

argument in this case.

Theorem. A12. Let ℓ be a linking pairing on a finite abelian group A. Then

there is a Seifert manifold M = M(0;S) with ε(M) ̸= 0 and such that ℓM ∼= ℓ if

and only if the 2-primary components of ℓ satisfy the conditions of Theorem A10.

Proof. Suppose first that A is 2-primary, and that ℓ =⊥tj=1 ℓj , where ℓj is a

pairing on (Z/2kjZ)ρj , for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t. Suppose also that k1 > · · · > kt > 0 and ℓj
is odd, for 3 ⩽ j ⩽ t, and that either ℓ2 is odd or ρ1 = 1 and ℓ2 is even. We may

again assume that t > 1 and ρj > 0, for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t, since the homogeneous case is

covered by Theorem A9.
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The cone point orders are essentially determined by Theorem A10. If ℓ1 is even

we must have ρ1 + 1 cone points of order 2k1 and ρj cone points of order 2kj , for

2 ⩽ j ⩽ t. If ℓ2 is even then ρ1 = 1 and we must have ρ2 + 2 cone points of order

2k2 and ρj cone points of order 2kj , for 3 ⩽ j ⩽ t. If the components ℓj are all

odd then we may choose one cone point of order α1 > 2k1 and ρj cone points of

order 2kj , for 1 ⩽ j ⩽ t. (If ρ1 = 1 and k1 − k2 ⩾ 2 we could instead choose two

cone points of order 2k0 , where k1 > k0 > k2, and ρj cone points of order 2kj , for

2 ⩽ j ⩽ t. However, we shall not use this option.)

We then have ε(M) bd , where b is odd and d = α1 if ℓ2 is odd and d = 22k2−k1

if ℓ2 is even. Let β2 = 1 and choose the βis with i > 2 compatibly with ℓ and our

choice for ε(M). Let Σ′ = Σi⩾2
βi

αi
. Then we must have β1 = −α1(ε(M) + Σ′). (In

each case this is odd.)

From here the strategy is as in Theorem A11, and we shall not give further

details for this part of the construction.

In order to constructM we may assume that b1 = 1, and hence that ε(M) = 1
2k
.

However, when A also has odd primary summands we cannot use Lemma A1 to

reduce to the 2-primary case. In order to extend the argument of Theorem A5 to

pairings with 2-primary summands, it is convenient to allow b to be the inverse of

an odd integer.

Let P be the finite set of odd primes dividing the order of A. Let Π = Πp∈P p

and E be the product of the exponents of the odd primary summands of A, and

let ε(M) = 1
dEΠ .

If ℓ2 is odd we may define Seifert data S(p) as in Theorem A5, for each p ∈ P .

We then construct Seifert data S(2) = ((α2, β2), . . . , (αρ(2), βρ(2))) with αi a power

of 2, for i > 1, as above. However we now replace α1 by α̃ = α1EΠ.

If ℓ2 is even then forceach p ∈ P we have α̃ε(M) ≡ α1

d mod (p), and we must

modify the choices of some of the β
(p)
i s for the Seifert data S(p) slightly.

Finally, let β̃ = −α̃(ε(M) + Σ′ + Σp∈PΣ
t(p)
i=1

β
(p)
i

α
(p)
i

), where d and Σ′ are defined

as before, in terms of the Seifert data of the cone points of even order. (Note that

β̃ is odd and β̃ ≡ −1 mod (p), for p ∈ P , and ε(M) = 2m

α̃ , for some m ⩾ 0.) □





Appendix B. Some questions

This short list includes questions from [BB20, Do15, IM20] and [Liv05].

(1) Does every homology 3-sphere bound a non-simply connected acyclic 4-

manifold? have an embedding with one complementary region not 1-

connected? have an embedding with neither complementary region 1-

connected?

(2) Does every homology handle other than S2 × S1 have embeddings with

neither complementary region 1-connected?

(3) Are there any restrictions on the 2-torsion in τM for Seifert manifolds

which embed in S4?

(4) What can be said about embeddings of graph manifolds?

(5) Is there an embedding with X aspherical and c.d.πX = 3?

(6) Is there an embedding of M(−3; (1, 6)) with χ(X) = χ(Y ) = 1?

(7) Does M2,4 have an abelian embedding?

(8) If each complementary region for an embedding j may be obtained from

the 4-ball by adding 1- and 2-handles, must j = jL for some 0-framed

bipartedly trivial link L?

(9) What can be said about complementary regions of hypersurfaces with

more than one component?

(10) [Liv05] Is a group G the fundamental group of a homology 4-sphere if and

only if it is the fundamental group of the complement of a contractible

submanifold of S4?

(11) [BB20] If M embeds in S4 does it have an embedding such that πX and

πY each have solvable word problem?

(12) Do the results and conjectures of Donald and Issa and McCoy cited in

Chapters 3 and 4 hold also for TOP locally flat embeddings?

(13) (Attributed to M. Freedman in [BB20].) If M#S2 × S1 embeds, does M

embed?
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Expressions beginning with Greek

characters and non-alphabetic symbols are

listed at the end of this index.

abelian embedding, 12,76

algebraically slice (knot), 4

aspherical embedding, 12,70

Aitchison’s Theorem, 62

balanced, 2

base orbifold, 21

bi-epic, 16

bipartedly (ribbon, slice, trivial), 13

Blanchfield pairing, 5

Bo = 632 (Borromean rings), 17

Borromean rings Bo, 17

Brown’s Collaring Theorem, 7

BS(1,m), 1

cohomological dimension, 69

complementary region, 7

connected sum (of embeddings), 16

D∞, 1

d(ℓ) (determinantal invariant of linking

pairing), 3

doubly slice (link), 16

efficient (presentation), 2

embedding, 8

equivalent (embedding), 12

equivariant (cohomology), 3

essentially unique, 12

Euler number, 22

even (linking pairing), 2

expansion, 22

fibred sum, 22

F (r) (free group), 1

generalized Euler number, 22

h(G) (Hirsch length), 1

Hall Lemma, 93

H-cobordism (over R), 3

Hirsch length (h(G), 1

Ho = 221 (Hopf link), 47

homologically balanced, 2

homology handle, 79

homology sphere, 8,79

homotopically ribbon (knot), 4

Hopf link Ho, 47

hyperbolic (linking pairing), 2

I(G) = γQ
2 G, 1

isolator (I(G)), 1

jL, 13

jX , jY , 8

Kawauchi Theorem, 12

Kawauchi-Kojima Lemma, 11

Kb (Klein bottle), 3,

2-knot surgery, 19

ℓM , 4

ℓw, 2

Lickorish-Quinn Theorem, 14

linking pairing, 2

locally flat, 4

Mo (punctured manifold), 4

M(g;S) (Seifert manifold), 21

M(L) (surgery on link), 4

Mm,n, 49

Massey product, 3, 62

N (mapping cylinder), 46

neutral (Blanchfield pairing), 5

nilpotent embedding, 12, 93

Pc (= #cRP2), 3

proper 2-knot surgery, 19

R-homology isomorphism, 3

RPℓ, 3

RΛ (Laurent polynomial ring), 5

rank (of linking pairing), 3

restrained (embedding), 75

restrained (group), 1

s-concordant, 12

Seifert data, 21

Seifert manifold, 21

skew-symmetric (Seifert data), 23

smoothable (embedding), 8
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strict (Seifert data), 22

T and Tg , 3

unipotent (automorphism), 93

valp, 26

Van Kampen Theorem, 8

virtually solvable, 1

Wang sequence, 94

Wh = 521 (Whitehead link), 47, 62

X,Y (complementary regions), 6

X(L) (link complement), 4

Z-homology cobordism, 3

Other symbols

β = β1(M), 9

γkG, 1

γQ
kG, 1

ε(M), εS , 22

ζG, 1

η (= Σαiβi), 37

Λ = Z[t, t−1], 5

µM , 9

πL, 4

τM , 4

πX , πY , 9

pA, 1

[g, h], 1

G′ (commutator subgroup), 1

Gab = G/G′ (abelianization), 1

j#±j′ (sum of embeddings), 16

M#fM
′ (fibred sum), 22


